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Cloud computing is a computing model in which the network offers a dynamically scalable 
service based on virtualized resources. The resources in the cloud environment are 
heterogeneous and geographically distributed. The user does not need to know how to 
manage those who support the cloud computing infrastructure. From the view of cloud 
computing, all hardware, software and networks are resources. All of the resources are 
dynamically scalable on demand. It can offer a complete service for the user even when these 
service resources are geographically distributed. The user pays for only what they use 
(pay-per-use). Meanwhile, the transaction environment will decide how to manage resource 
usage and cost, because all of the transactions have to follow the rule of the market. How to 
manage and schedule resources effectively becomes a very important part of cloud computing, 
and how to setup a new framework to offer a reliable, safe and executable service are very 
important issues. 
 
The approach herein is a new contribution to cloud computing. It not only proposes a hybrid 
cloud computing model based on banking theory to manage transactions among all 
participants in the hybrid cloud computing environment, but also proposes a "Cloud Bank" 
framework to support all the related issues. There are some of technology and theory been 
used to offer contributions as below: 
1. This thesis presents an Optimal Deposit-loan Ratio Theory to adjust the pricing between 
the resource provider and resource consumer to realize both benefit maximization and 
cloud service optimization for all participants. 
2. It also offers a new pricing schema using Centralized Synchronous Algorithm and 
Distributed Price Adjustment Algorithm to control all lifecycles and dynamically price 
all resources. 
3. Normally, commercial banks apply four factors mitigation and to predict the risk: 
Probability of Default, Loss Given Default, Exposure at Default and Maturity. This thesis 
applies Probability of Default model of credit risk to forecast the safety supply of the 
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resource. The Logistic Regression Model been used to control some factors in resource 
allocation. At the same time, the thesis uses Multivariate Statistical analysis to predict 
risk. 
4. The Cloud Bank model applies an improved Pareto Optimality Algorithm to build its 
own scheduling system. 
5. In order to archive the above purpose, this thesis proposes a new QoS-based 
SLA-CBSAL to describe all the physical resource and the processing of thread. 
 
In order to support all the related algorithms and theories, the thesis uses the CloudSim 
simulation tools give a test result to support some of the Cloud Bank management strategies 
and algorithms. The experiment shows us that the Cloud Bank Model is a new possible 
solution for hybrid cloud computing. 
 
For future research direction, the author will focus on building real hybrid cloud computing 
and simulate actual user behaviour in a real environment, and continue to modify and improve 
the feasibility and effectiveness of the project. For the risk mitigation and prediction, the risks 
can be divided into the four categories: credit risk, liquidity risk, operational risk, and other 
risks. Although this thesis uses credit risk and liquidity risk research, in a real trading 
environment operational risks and other risks exist. Only through improvements to the 
designation of all risk types of analysis and strategy can our Cloud Bank be considered 
relatively complete. 
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As part of the new technological revolution, cloud computing will fundamentally alter the 
way we do commerce. Indeed, nearly all IT resources may be provided as a cloud service: the 
application procedure, the computing power, the storage capacity, the networking, computing 
abilities, the communication services and even the development tools. The project began 
when Google and Amazon launched cloud computing in order to extend their infrastructure 
and provide services to their users. The virtualized resources composed the cloud, which 
provides services for the Internet user through the public interface, and bills the user 
according to the amount of service consumption. The user can use any available terminal 
devices to access the service at anytime and anyplace, which the cloud service provider 
provides.  
The key feature of cloud computing is the ability to provide internet-based applications which 
are reliable, secure, fault-tolerant, and sustainable, and which have scalable infrastructure or 
services. These applications have different compositions, configurations and deployment 
requirements, and as a result developing scheduling and allocation strategies and quantifying 
them are very challenging problems for the various applications and modes of service in the 
cloud infrastructure. Several heterogeneous resources been used in actual cloud computing 
applications. Certain resources and functions require more cooperation in the cloud, which 
complicates resource management and scheduling. However, the present implemented 
network foundation cannot satisfy the requirements of the QoS. When service cooperation 
uses too many resources simultaneously, performance and efficiency decrease. 
When the server provides the resources necessary for applications, then issue of service 
provision transforms alongside the issues of the resource management and assignment. An 
emerging science is only viable when it enters the commercial arena. With rapid development 
of computer science, the top tier service providers have gotten deeply involved with the lower 
level resource scheduling and management. Service is provided under the market 
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environment, which means that the lower level resources management and scheduling are 
also influenced by the same market rules. 
Cloud computing is committed to providing services using the pay-as-you-go model. 
Therefore, cloud computing infrastructure must be able to support various transactions 
between customers and suppliers of cloud agency platforms. Economic theory presents one of 
the most efficient resource deployment methods. It solves distributing resources to many 
autonomous using a simple, effective mechanism, and may also present an optimal solution 
or an approximate optimal solution to this problem. Dr. Buyya pointed out in an article[1]that 
rationality underlies the applied economics principles for grid resource management. He 
thinks that resource management models based on economic theory provide a more suitable 
distribution and complex environment. 
1.2	Inspiration	for	Computational	Clouds	
After studying economic theory and the characteristics of cloud computing, we designed a 
mechanism to manage and schedule cloud resources based on the banking industry’s market 
theory. It mainly focuses on how cloud computing follows the real bank model to build a new 
cloud computing architecture. The purpose of this research is to deliver a new Cloud Bank 
Model which can offer new insight into developing public-based hybrid cloud infrastructure 
in the future. Inspired by deposit-loan transactions in commercial bank, we advance Cloud 
Banks[2] as shown in figure 1. In this model, the whole cloud computing environment is 
classified into three separate roles: cloud resource providers (CRP), Cloud Bank (CB), cloud 
resource consumers (CRS). The resource provider is equivalent to the depositors of 
commercial banks, corresponding resource consumers are similar to the borrower, and the 
Cloud Bank plays the role of a commercial bank. Cloud Bank pays the depositors a certain 
interest rate based on storage time, and charges the borrower according to the interest rate and 
the time over which tasks were executed. In order to balance supply, demand, and maximum 
profit for the Cloud Bank operators, this thesis will introduce the optimal deposit-loan ratio 
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4 
consumers who use the cloud computing resource to achieve individual purposes. Since the 
hybrid cloud computer resource agent plays a bank role in the transaction, the service agents 
in the VO level provide the resource to the consumer and at the same time act as a buyer to 
the resource providers. 
The transactions of those agents are based on the Service Level Agreement (SLA)[3]. All the 
agents use the SLA to display their requirement and characteristic parameters. In the bank 
model, the utility functions represent QoS requirements for each dimension. According to the 
different requirements of each job, it is possible to divide them into the different QoS 
dimensions. Once the client has the service requirement, the corresponding consumer’s agent 
will be created automatically. The resource distributor will start to analyze the resource 
requirement in the VO. The resource distributor will get an amount of budget funds to finish 
the corresponding job. That budget funds amount is the same amount that the consumer must 
pay once their job is successful completed. Different consumer agents have different schema 
to distribute the budget funds; deadline, budget, the size of the data block and CPU running 
time could all represent the parameters of the job. 
1.3.1	The	Cloud	Computing	Requirements	Analysis	
The parallel computing and the grid computation have provided the most basic ideals for the 
cloud computation's development, which is the cloud computation development’s initial 
stage. Actually, it is the commercial implementation of the concept of those computer 
sciences. 
There are five main reasons for making cloud computing increasingly common, gradually 
developing into a mainstream computing model that would replace centralized mainframe 
computers and traditional distributed computing. 
 Cloud computing has a good performance and performs even better than a centralized 
system. Also, it does not cost as much to get access to high-performance computing. 
 Most of the applications are distributed. For example, industrial enterprise application 
management and sites are not in the same location. 
 High reliability-- redundancy is not only a necessary condition for biological 
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stored resources the better. However, economic research points that transforming deposits 
into loans is not necessarily the more the better, because there exist certain commercial risks. 
Because the bank has to pay for the depositor, once the bank cannot loan the money to the 
loaner, the bank will lose money. The most serious condition can lead banks to declare 
bankruptcy in which withdrawals exceed loaned resources before the loaned resources are 
returned upon task completion. In the cloud environment, these situations are frequent happen 
and uncontrolled. When the cloud bank lacks for the resource to loaner, the new resource 
must fill the resource pool. The Cloud Bank must reserve spare resources to ensure the task 
finished on time, for otherwise the Cloud Bank will suffer loan default loss. Therefore, the 
deposit to loans conversion ratio is not the more the better, and there exists an optimal 
deposit-loan ratio. Only under the premise of this ratio can the Cloud Bank maximize benefits 
for all of participants. Therefore, as indicated by this research, this thesis expects to find the 
right deposit-loan ratio in the Cloud Bank management model. The Cloud Bank adjusts 
deposit and loan interest rates through this ratio to realize maximum benefit for all 
participants and optimize the cloud services.   
In the cloud computing environment, resources providers know the resource volume provided 
by others, so if they choose as many as they want resources to achieve maximize their own 
interests. Cloud resource providers offer the resources with the goal of obtaining maximum 
usage. The relationship among them is a transaction, and this transaction’s final result is that 
participants using or lending the various resources maximize their own interests, and at the 
same time the resources are optimally used. 
1.4.3	Risk	Mitigation	and	Prediction	Management	
The resources in the Cloud Bank model are managed based on the economic principles. 
Developed from the commercial bank model, the Cloud Bank has some uncertainties that are 
similar to the commercial banks. For example, the depositors in the commercial bank may 
withdraw their money at any time, which is very similar to the situation in which the resources 
in the Cloud Bank may be unavailable at any time.  
The environment of cloud computing is dynamic and distributed. The resource providers are 
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This thesis developed two open source based cloud computing test beds, Eucalyptus and 
OpenStack, and give a test result to support the IaaS based Cloud computing model. Basically, 
the researchers needed a hypervisor to support the different operating systems and the VM. It 
makes all the computing nodes into naked nodes capable of joining any necessary computing 
process, eliminating concerns about operating systems or any other environment. 
1.5	Organization	
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.  
Chapter 2 presents background research about cloud computing and resource management 
and scheduling. It discuss the evolution of cloud computing technology, while simultaneously 
giving a study about cloud computing. It also discusses the different types of cloud 
computing. Finally, it provides a survey about cloud resource management. 
Chapter 3 provides background research about computational economy theory. This paper 
tries to use a metaphor for effective management of distributed resources and application 
scheduling. It discusses the principle of how to use real-world economic models and 
strategies. It shows the relationship between economic theory and resource management of 
cloud computing. 
Chapter 4 pertains to problem identification, and presents four key issues for hybrid cloud 
computing: resource accounting, resource scheduling, resource security and QoS issue. This 
section will clearly describe these problems. 
Chapter 5 presents the architecture and implementation of a Cloud Bank resource broker that 
uses a computational economics driven framework for managing resources and scheduling 
applications. This chapter gives a general overview of the Cloud Bank model. It discusses 
how cloud computing follows the real bank to do transaction, ascertains optimal deposit-loan 
ratio and the pricing schema for the cloud computing, and discusses how the Cloud Bank 
manages risk mitigation and predicted risk in the transactions.  
Chapter 6 discusses the design and implementation of the Cloud Bank by following the 
risk-mitigation model in real banks to the cloud computing environment and analysing the 
types of risk and their features. As previously stated, the cloud computing environment is far 
from homogenous, with diverse provisions and providers scattered geographically, all of 
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which contributes to risk. Moreover, the Cloud Bank model is a resource management tool 
based on economic principles. Developed from the commercial bank model, the Cloud Bank 
has some uncertainties that are similar to the commercial banks. Thus, this chapter concludes 
by setting up a risk mitigation model and providing the corresponding algorithms in order to 
address this issue. 
Chapter 7 presents the pricing of cloud computing resources as a very important issue for 
successful transactions. In this chapter, the Cournot Equilibrium is introduced to address the 
initialization of the resource price. The Cloud Bank needs a way to price all the newly 
entered resources according to the individual situation of the Cloud Bank. The Stackelberg 
model leads the price to the optimization state over the course of operation. All related 
models and algorithms are also introduced in this chapter. 
Chapter 8 demonstrated how to use the Pareto optimality theory to give a concrete definite 
resource distribution strategy and algorithm. This chapter shows that different economic 
models offer different services and consumption prices. It is the business strategy level for 
the Cloud Bank. The cloud computing multi-resources market model is a wholly competition 
market. According to the economic general equilibrium theory, the resource distribution that 
satisfies the equilibrium price is the most reasonable and most effective. The 
multi-commodity market model provides superior resource deployment, the ideal situation, 
and a simple economic model. All related models and algorithms are introduced in this 
chapter. At the same time, the thesis also presents improved min-min algorithms to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the Cloud Bank model and related strategies. The conclusion 
provides the test results and analysis.  
Chapter 9 presents the real cloud computing platform in the IaaS category. It offers the 
simulation environment in order to experiment with the Cloud Bank theory. IaaS can provide 
servers, operating systems, disk storage, and database/information resources. In this chapter, 
it is shown how the IaaS supports the experiment.  
Chapter 10 presents a summary of the thesis, and delineates directions for future research in 






Resource scheduling strategies are integral to comprehensive sharing and collaboration with 
each other. Since the resources are owned by different organizations, the cloud computing 
platform should permit these resources to join dynamically and leave freely. The cloud 
resource scheduler needs to shield this characteristic from users. Obviously, it is difficult to 
achieve unified resource management in clouds, and a static way to manage resources is 
inappropriate. From a strategic viewpoint, the free market economy is a simple and effective 
method for allocating resources among multiple self-interested individuals, and thus provides 
an approximate optimal solution.  
In the free market, prices reflect changes in supply and demand along with the balance 
between supply and demand to obtain resource optimization. Such a dynamic and 
coordinated mechanism is appropriate for cloud resource characteristics. This thesis mainly 
focuses on aspects of resource scheduling strategy in the Cloud Bank model based on the 
existing cloud resource management paradigm. This model borrows from economic theory in 
order to maximize the benefits for all the parties. 
2.1	Computational	Clouds	
Cloud computing is a development of distributed processing. The basic concept for the cloud 
commercial realization in computer science comes from parallel computing and grid 
computing.  
The biggest difference between cloud computation and traditional computation is that all the 
computing resources are come from the “Cloud”. Cloud computing emphasizes the whole 
cloud concept. However, the cloud computation and traditional computation are not 
essentially different. 
Cloud computing has two typical characteristics. First is integration, as all the members of the 
cloud unite to form one entity. Members are connected together by virtue of the configuration 
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of organization. The second is simplification. In the current hybrid cloud computing system, 
the member is only a simple service or resource provider/consumer, although this member 
can possibly be a sub-cloud computing system.  
In order to fully understand cloud computing, it is important to first understand two key 
concepts: computation and algorithm. Starting from the 1930s, the work of Kurt Gödel, 
Alonzo Church and Turing lead to the establishment of a mathematics branch of computation: 
recursion theory and computability theory. This theory believed that from a known string 
start, according to certain rule change string, passes through the limited step, and finally 
obtains the string that satisfies stipulated in advance. This conversion process was called 
computation. In short, the computation is the continuous transformation of the string.  
An algorithm is a step-by-step procedure for calculations. Algorithms are used for calculation, 
data processing, and automated reasoning[12]. In other words, that is the computer problem 
solving process. In this process, regardless of being forms the problem solving mentality or 
the write program, both of them are implementing some algorithm. The former is the 
algorithm that the inference realizes and the latter is the algorithm that the operation realizes.  
2.2	The	Evolution	of	Cloud	Computing	Technology	
How did cloud computation slowly develop from desktop machine systems to parallel 
computing, distributed computing, and grid computation? What do the above computation 
patterns have in common and what is different? After investigating these questions, the 
following part of this chapter will show how cloud computing has come to face so many 
challenges. 
2.2.1	Parallel	Computation		
For a long time, people have used serial computing to process computation, but with the 
computing job getting bigger and bigger, the serial computation is unable to satisfactorily 
solve problems as required.  
Traditionally, software has been written for serial computation:  
 To be run on a single computer having a single Central Processing Unit (CPU);  
 A problem is broken into a discrete series of instructions.  
 Instructions are executed one after another.  
 On
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2.2.2	Distributed	Computing		
Distributed computing is a field of computer science that studies distributed systems. A 
distributed system consists of multiple autonomous computers that communicate through a 
computer network. The computers interact with each other in order to achieve a common goal. 
A computer program that runs in a distributed system is called a distributed program, and 
distributed programming is the process of writing such programs[16].  
Distributed computing also refers to the use of distributed systems to solve computational 
problems. In distributed computing, a problem is divided into many tasks, each of which is 
solved by one computer[17]. 
Distributed computing and parallel computing share the same basic principle. Both try to 
combine the capacity of numerous idle computers on the Internet together to solve some 
large-scale estimation problem. Both of them try to divide a large problem into many parts, 
and then assign the parts to many computers carry out the processing and finally synthesizing 
these results to obtain a result. 
Distributed computing differs from parallel computing in that the task packages in distributed 
computing are independent, and some small fault in a task’s computation cannot affect other 
task packages. Distributed computing submits identical tasks to multiple machines for 
execution. The results are then uploaded to the server to verify the accuracy and offer a 
conclusion. 
2.2.3	The	Main	Difference	Between	Distributed	Computing	and	Parallel	Computing	
The core concept behind both distributed computing and parallel computing is that big tasks 
are decomposed into small parts, and then assigned to many computers for the servers to 
process. In distributed computing, x small tasks are mutually independent. A computation 
fault in one task does not affect other tasks. Error correction can be achieved through 
executing the same task on different servers. However, in parallel computing, the task 
relations are very close. Computed results mutually influence each other. It is required that 
each task must be calculated absolutely correctly in synchronized time. This places a very 
high demand on computation accuracy and the synchronism request. 
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2.2.4	Grid	Computing	
Both parallel computing and distributed computing have provided the basic idea behind the 
development of grid computation, which is the initial stage of grid computation development.  
2.2.4.1	The	History	of	Grid	Computing	
In the 90’s, the global expansion of the Internet turned it into an effective tool that helps 
people to communicate and cooperate with each other. More importantly, tens of thousands 
of computing resources, data resources, software resource, all kinds of digital equipment and 
control systems constitute a resource pool on the Internet. At the same time, it also is an 
important carrier for the production and dissemination of knowledge. Thus, the incipience of 
the question of how multitudinous resources, linked physically, can provide joint services. 
In 1992, Mr.Charlie and Larry Smarr of the US National Super Computation Application 
Center (NCSA) proposed the concept of “meta computation” in order to construct a virtual 
computer environment in a network[18]. 
In 1995, Tom De Fanti from the University of Illinois and Gong Rick from Argonne National 
Laboratory set up one of the earliest large meta-computing experiment according to the 
I-Way (Information Wide Area Year) plan[19]. The plan connected 17 computing centres 
through the nation's high-speed wide area network.  
From the I-Way plan, Ian Foster from the Argonne National Laboratory and Carl 
Kesselman's team from the University of Southern California launched the Globus plans and 
developed the middleware for high performance distributed computing in 1996. In 1998, the 
concept for the blueprint of Grid Technology was introduced. 
The Toolkit of Globus provides user authentication, grid resource allocation and management 
of the basic properties of the grid middleware. The software was provided as open source for 
the public, and was used by many research projects to build the grid computing. In fact, it has 
become a standard of the grid computing. However, Globus Toolkit just provides only basic 
components, but more comprehensive software is needed to build the grid computing 
framework. 
In addition, Professor Miron Livny tried to freely use the distributed idle resources of the 
Internet. In 1985, he used the idle CPU of workstations in University of Wisconsin to process 
computations[20]. In 1991, Condor Program was successful with a concentration of 400 CPUs. 
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In 1997, Scott Kurowsk created the Entropia Company and successfully concentrated the idle 
personal computers with Internet access to achieve the same computing ability as the highest 
performing teraflop supercomputer. Meta computing and flexibility in using the idle CPU 
components are the essence of grid technology. Both of them are able to provide a single, 
virtual computer environment for distributed computers through the network.  
In Japan, people can remotely operate computer. The global computing studies are in 
progress. From 1994, as a global computing study, the project concentrates on design and 
verifies remote procedure call (RPC). This protocol can allow a distributed server to perform 
the computing task of the remote client. 
2.2.4.2	The	Taxonomy	of	Grid	Computing	
According to the view of Ian Foster and Globus[21], the main areas of grid computing are 
distributed supercomputing, distributed instrumentation system, data intensive computing and 
tele-immersion. 
Distributed supercomputing refers to connecting various supercomputers from different 
locations by high speed networks and has been agglutinated with grid middleware. It has 
more powerful computation ability than the single supercomputer. In fact, the original 
purpose of grid computing is to accommodate large-scale computing requirements. The 
typical application of grid computing in distributed supercomputing is SF Express[22]. It 
divided large Military Simulation into the distributed environment. 
The second application is called the digital theory of relativity. It uses the grid to solve the 
Einstein relativistic equation and to simulate the law of motion of the heavenly body.  
Distributed instrumentation system refers to distribution grid management systems offering 
an easy and friendly method to access the various valuable instruments and receive results 
remotely. Before the emergence of the grid technology, the hardware and software 
environment limited efforts to access network equipment or instrument data. Applications can 
only achieve some minimum requirements. The  distributed instrumentation grid system 
became as a very easy and flexible management system.  
Parallel computing is driven by compute-intensive applications, especially some of the grand 
challenges, which promote high-performance parallel architecture, the programming 
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environment, large-scale visualization research and so on. Compared with computer-intensive 
applications, the application of data-intensive computing is more than compute-intensive 
applications. It corresponds to the data grid as it is more focused on data storage, 
transmission and processing. The computational grid is more focused on how to promote the 
ability of computing, so the focus and implementation techniques are different. For example, 
the DataGrid project from the European Atomic Energy Centre falls into the data grid 
application. A representative project in this area is the Xport[23] Project supported by the U.S. 
Department of Energy. Based on Globus, it provides remote instrument use such as project 
planning, instrument operation, data acquisition, filtering and analysis functions, which 
significantly simplifies the design of a giant molecular crystal structure and implementation. 
It is possible to visualize image of the internal structure of the crystal remotely.  
Tele-immersion is a technology implemented alongside the Internet that enables users in 
different geographic locations to come together in a simulated environment to interact with 
each other. Users will feel like they are actually looking, talking, and meeting with each other 
face-to-face in the same room [24]. This term was first released by the University of Illinois at 
Chicago Electronic Visualization Laboratory EVL (Electronic Visualization Laboratory) in 
October 1996. It is a typical remote grid computing application that centralizes a shared 
virtual environment. It also can visually show the results of high-performance computing and 
database. The EVL in collaboration with various partners developed some remote immersive 
virtual reality applications, such as a virtual museum. Visitors entering the network can not 
only travel in the virtual city, but also share the virtual space and communications with other 
visitors. At the same time, EVL and the Interactive Computing Environment Laboratory CEL 
launched a major project, NICE（Narrative Immersive Constructionist / Collaborative 
Environments). 
2.2.4.3	The	Taxonomy	of	Grid	Resource	Management	 	
1. Traditional scheduling algorithms  
The traditional scheduling algorithms are Round Robin, Weight Round Robin, minimum 
connection scheduling and its improvement algorithm, Destination Hashing Scheduling, 
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Source Hashing Scheduling and so on. All of them are very clear and tidy, but their 
performance is not good enough. 
2. Heuristic intelligent scheduling algorithm 
The grid task-scheduling problem has been proven to be NP hard, so most grid task 
scheduling algorithms is based mainly on the heuristic algorithm. The heuristic intelligent 
algorithm is an older method that seeks optimal solutions. It was introduced into task 
scheduling in grid computing and improved the scheduling performance. Currently, it is 
widely used in task scheduling based on the Genetic Algorithm, ants algorithms and their 
improved algorithms. The merit of heuristic intelligence scheduling is that it can auto-adapt 
and optimal performance, but the disadvantage is the process of optimal very complex. 
3. Agent based task scheduling  
Agent technology developed originally from research into artificial intelligence. The concept 
was proposed in the 60s, but development laboured until the 90s. Agent technology is an 
effective way to describe and analyse both complex and grid systems. Characterized by 
intelligence and an ability to learn, it is suitable for distributed computation task scheduling. 
In Agent based task scheduling, the system encapsulates every grid node as an agent. This 
particular method reduces scheduling issues of to how to match and adjust constantly 
changing tasks with those of the agents, as well as how to continue assigning sub-tasks inside 
of the agent. 
4. Economy model based scheduling algorithm  
The relationship between supply and demand for resources in grid computing resource is 
similar to the commodity economy model. In this comparison, the resource provider is equal 
to the commodity supplier, and the resource consumer is equal to the commodity buyer. The 
basic idea of the economy model based scheduling algorithm is to set up a market mechanism 
to adjust the consumer’s requirements and also resource assignment. All the scheduling is 
based on the price release lever to optimize the system and maximize efficiency. Other 
schemes have also been based on auction, supermarket, marked price and bank models. 
5. Other Improved Scheduling Algorithms 
Besides the aforementioned introduction of a job-scheduling model, there are also some 
improvements to the job-scheduling algorithm. For example, in the original job scheduling 
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algorithm, the priority level, QoS restraint, trust mechanism improvement algorithms and so 
on all left room for improvement. 
2.3	Cloud	Computing	
2.3.1	Background	Research	
Through the above discussion, it shows that cloud computing has some commonalities with 
grid computing. Actually, cloud computing cannot necessarily be regarded as a new concept, 
but should rather be considered a subset technology from the view of its function and 
application. Cloud computation developed from distributed computing, parallel processing 
and grid computing. It is only one kind of emerging business-computing models. Until now, 
there has been no clear definition of cloud computing. In the context of this thesis, cloud 
computing is viewed to use distributed resources through all kinds of application systems or 
software in order to offer services to distributed users.  
Normally, cloud computing is narrowly defined as the service provider who uses distributed 
computing resources and virtualization technology to build a data centre or supercomputer 
which can offer on-demand service or data storage for the user. Companies such as Amazon 
demand these services for their data warehouses.  
Generalized cloud computation refers to the service provider through the establishment 
network server cluster who provides the online software service, the hardware and 
environment rent, the data storage, the computation analysis and so on. Examples include 
Salesforce.com HRM online service, and Google App and Doc.  
The cloud is also regarded as the server cluster resources on the Internet. It includes hardware 
resources (servers, memory, CPU and so on), software resources (for example application 
software, integrated development environment and so on) and the network environment. 
Once the client computers on the Internet submit requirements, the cloud side will have 
thousands of computers automatically organized to provide services for client computers. 
This means that the clients just need to submit a request, and almost all the applications in the 
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At the same time, the concept of cloud computing is becoming dependent on the idea of 
Utility Computing. The utility computing is the process of providing computing service 
through an on-demand, pay-per-use billing method. Utility computing is a computing 
business model in which the provider owns, operates and manages the computing 
infrastructure and resources, and the subscriber’s accesses it as and when required on a rental 
or metered basis[29]. From the view of the consumer, cloud computing means the user not 
need to manage or pay the cost of updating the software, and also not need to purchase the 
hardware and other infrastructure. Actually, cloud computing advanced the Utility Model to 
the new level. Many different types of resources (hardware, software, memory, 
correspondence and so on) may immediately merge to have a specific ability in order to 
service customer requests. In many situations, various organizations and individuals purchase 
“computing ability” as a service. The following table compares the cost of traditional 
software and the SaaS based application[30]. 
Table2. 1 The General Cost of Traditional Software and SaaS Software for 200 Users[31] 
The General Cost of Traditional Software and SaaS Software for 200 Users 










Cost of Physical Servers 200 Servers 10 Servers 
Network Equipment Cost 200 Systems 5-10 Systems 
IT Service Person Costs 200 Persons 2-3 Persons 
 
The table above shows that the cloud computing based applications are more cost effective 
means of information system than traditional software. 
2.3.2	The	Definition	of	Cloud	Computing	
Cloud computing is becoming one of the most popular research areas in the computer 
industry. It is a user-centric service. Users store their data and applications into the remote 
“Cloud”, which allows the user to access all the data from all their devices. Meanwhile, users 
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can access them in a simple and pervasive way. However, the system is limited to the user 
and their data. If the “Cloud computing” model can be archived, then all the stored resources 
in the cloud could be shared easily with others. 
At this point in the discussion, the central processing model appears again by pure 
coincidence. About 60 years ago, time sharing computers offered services for many clients. 
At that time, all the data and application were stored into the central server, and personal 
computers had to be used locally. However, the rapid development of the personal computer 
shifted power from the central server to the client side. Personal computers can store data and 
run applications by themselves.  
Cloud computing is quite different from the central processing of 60 years ago. The 
computing structure has gone through a lot of changes. In “cloud computing”, computing 
resources are shared with little concern for user location or device. It is a concept in which all 
the resources offer services for the user centrally. The users do not need to know what kind of 
resources offer the service to them (such as hardware, software, and network environment) 
and so cloud computing is a logical central processing model for users. 
 
Professor Mariana[32]offers the most commonly accepted definition of cloud computing: 
Internet-based computing, whereby shared servers provide resources, software, and data to 
computers and other devices on demand, as with the electricity grid. Cloud computing is a 
natural evolution of the widespread adoption of virtualization, service-oriented architecture 
and utility computing. Details are abstracted from consumers, who no longer have need for 
expertise in, or control over, the technology infrastructure "in the cloud" that supports 
them[33]. Cloud computing describes a new supplement, consumption, and delivery model for 
IT services based on the Internet, and it typically involves over-the-Internet provision of 
dynamically scalable and often virtualized resources[34]. The National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) provides a somewhat more objective and specific definition[35]: 
Typical cloud computing providers deliver common business applications online that are 
accessed from another Web service or software like a Web browser, while the software and 
data are stored on servers[35].With the rapidly development of the cloud computing, almost all 
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forms, and the slide, and can share documents with others through Microsoft’s Office 
Live[38]network, and Open Social mash-ups such as Auciti’s Hangout[39], MySpace and so on.  
2. Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
PaaS is one kind of distributed platform service, in which the development environment is 
regarded as a service. The service provider offers the development environment, server 
platform and hardware resources to the developer (customers). The developer can customize 
application software based on this platform, and then offer services to the end user through 
their own server and Internet. PaaS can offer a research platform, middleware platform, 
application programming development environment, database server, and experiment and 
trusteeship server to enterprises and individual developers. There are several good examples 
of PaaS, such as the Google App Engine[40] and Microsoft’s Azure[41]. The Google App 
Engine is composed of the Python application cluster server, BigTable database and Google 
File System. It offers an online application service which the integrated host server and 
update automatically. The developer can offer service through the Internet when the 
developer composed and run the application software on the Google App Engine. Google 
provide all the necessary running time resources and platform. Microsoft’s Azure offers a 
wide range of alternative programming tools under the Azure runtime umbrella and Joyent’s 
Reasonably Smart[42]. 
3. Data as a Service (DaaS)[43] 
The Journal of Map & Geography Libraries[44] offers the following definition of Data storage 
as a Service: DaaS is a cousin of Software as a Service[45]. Like all members of the "as a 
Service" (aaS) family, DaaS is based on the concept that the product, data in this case, can be 
provided on demand[46] to the user regardless of geographic or organizational separation of 
provider and consumer. Additionally, the emergence of service-oriented architecture (SOA) 
has rendered the actual platform on which the data resides also irrelevant[ 47 ]. This 
development has enabled the recent emergence of the relatively new concept of DaaS. At first 
DaaS was primarily used in web mash-ups, but now is being increasingly employed 
commercially and, less commonly, within organizations such as the UN[48]. Traditionally, 
most enterprises have used data stored in a self-contained repository, for which software was 
specifically developed to access and present the data in a human-readable form. One result of 
this paradigm is the bundling of both data and software needed to interpret it into a single 
package, sold as a consumer product. As the number of bundled software/data packages 
proliferated and required interaction among one another, another layer of interface was 
required. These interfaces, collectively known as Enterprise Application Integration (EAI), 
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often tended to encourage vendor lock-in, as it is generally easy to integrate applications that 
are built upon the same foundation technology[49].The result of the combined software/data 
consumer package and required EAI middleware has been an increased amount of software 
for organizations to manage and maintain, simply for the use of particular data. In addition to 
routine maintenance costs, a cascading amount of software updates are required as the format 
of the data changes. The existence of this situation contributes to the attractiveness of DaaS to 
data consumers because it allows for the separation of data cost and usage from that of a 
specific software or platform[50]. 
4. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 
Infrastructure as a Service is a provision model in which an organization outsources the 
equipment used to support operations, such as storage, hardware, servers and networking 
components. The service provider owns the equipment and is responsible for housing, 
running and maintaining it. The client typically pays on a per-use basis[51]. Rather than 
purchasing servers, software, data centre space or network equipment, clients instead buy 
those resources as a fully outsourced service. The service is typically billed on a utility 
computing basis and amount of resources consumed (and therefore the cost) will typically 
reflect the level of activity[52]. Sometimes, hardware as a service (HaaS) is considered a part 
of IaaS. 
The typical IaaS vendors are: Amazon Web Service (AWS)[53], IBM Blue Cloud[54]and 
Rackspace[55]. One benefit of IaaS is that it significantly reduces the cost of hardware for the 
user, who only needs low-cost hardware, and can rent, on demand, the necessary computing 
power and memory capacity. 
5. The Structure of Pure Cloud Computing 
The following picture shows the structure of the cloud computing. Although the relationship 
between the different levels of cloud computing is contentious, this thesis has rendered it as 
follow. From the bottom up, the lowest level is an IaaS level which offers all necessary 
hardware, network environment and the basic virtual OS. Based on the IaaS is a PaaS, which 
offers a platform for the developer and the enterprise to develop their own applications. It is 
also a running time environment. The upper level is SaaS and DaaS level. Both of them 
directly offer services to the end user. Mulit-tenant business models vitalize the new 
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Ian Forster[60] gives a clear definition of grid computing. “Grid computing is a term referring 
to the combination of computer resources from multiple administrative domains to reach a 
common goal. The grid can be thought of as a distributed system with non-interactive 
workloads that involve a large number of files. What distinguishes grid computing from 
conventional high performance computing systems such as cluster computing is that grids 
tend to be more loosely coupled, heterogeneous, and geographically dispersed. Although a 
grid can be dedicated to a specialized application, it is more common that a single grid will be 
used for a variety of different purposes. Grids are often constructed with the aid of 
general-purpose grid software libraries known as middleware[61]”. 
2.3.5.1	In‐depth	Comparison	and	Contrast	Between	Cloud	Computing	and	Grid	
Computing	 	
From the view of the definition, both of them are trying to organize all kinds of the 
heterogeneous IT resource as a service into the resource pool, which can in turn offer the 
service for outside consumption. 
1. Different motivations 
Cloud computing allows the user use resources transparently. Cloud computing is a broad 
concept; it allows the user to access all kinds of services through the Internet, based on IT 
resources services. This kind of service permits the user to enjoy the IT service without fully 
comprehending the lower level infrastructure. Grid computing emphasizes that using the IT 
resource is equally as simple as using water and electricity. Grid computing includes two 
aspects: utility computing and “the virtual supercomputer”. Utility computing, or on demand 
computing, is similar between grid computing and cloud computing. Both of them are 
provide online services based on distributed computing resources. “The virtual super 
computer” refers to the fact that grid computing connects individual computers into a massive 
computing resource to provide supercomputing abilities beyond the scope of individual 
computing resources. 
2. Different purposes 
The purpose of grid computing is to try to use any resources regardless of how far away they 
are. Specific grid computing middleware decomposes a huge project into innumerable 
mutually independent, not too related sub-duties, which are then processed by computing 
nodes. Even if one of the nodes has a problem and cannot return results on time, it does not 
affect the result of whole project. For example, if a computing node crashes suddenly, its 
uncompleted tasks can be assigned by the task scheduling system to other nodes for 
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completion. From the view of the scalability, the core value of grid computing is job 
scheduling. Generally speaking, grid computing is designed to complete some specific task. 
In contrast, cloud computing is designed for the general applications. Cloud computing 
provides one kind of service or resource for outside consumption in order to finish one 
special task. For example, some users may need to use an application to deploy their own 
application into the resource pool, but they will not submit the whole task to the cloud for 
computation. The main difference between the purposes of grid computing and cloud 
computing is that grid computing tries to use all kinds of resources to finish one application, 
and the cloud computing tries to use all kinds of resources to finish all kinds of applications. 
3. Different resource method of assign 
Grid computing is a resource pool. For the resource user, they only need to submit the job to 
the grid, and they do not need to know how it works and which physical node will be used. 
They only need to follow the specific form and submit the job to the system, then wait for the 
grid system to return the results. The grid job scheduling system searches the resources and 
automatically matches them to tasks before forwarding the component job to an idle physical 
node. This cycle repeats until the task is completed. Although the grid can process the job 
using different physical machines, it needs the user to write the parallel algorithm and divide 
the whole job into sub-jobs to run under different physical nodes. This process is quite 
complex, which is one reason why grid computing systems are designed for very specific 
purposes. Cloud computing integrates all the physics machine resources through 
virtualization in order to achieve automatic flexibility and fault tolerance. All the applications 
on the cloud cannot go beyond the physical node’s upper limit. In terms of control, cloud 
computing regards all IT resources as one resource pool and the different chip machines are 
classified into a different resource pool. 
2.4	Cloud	Resource	Management	
Scheduling onto the cloud is NP-complete, so there is no ideal scheduling algorithm for all 
cloud computing systems. An alternative is to select an appropriate scheduling algorithm to 
use in a given cloud environment because of the characteristics of the tasks, machines and 
network connectivity. Job and resource scheduling is one of the key research areas in cloud 
computing. The goal of scheduling is to achieve the highest possible system throughput and 
to match the application needed with the available computing resources.  
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2.4.1	Main	Strategies	of	Cloud	Resource	Management	
Technologies such as cluster, grid, and now, cloud computing, have all aimed at allowing 
access to large amounts of computing power in a fully virtualized manner by aggregating 
resources and offering a single system view. In addition, an important aim of these 
technologies has been delivering computing as a utility. Utility computing describes a 
business model for on-demand delivery of computing power. Consumers pay providers based 
on usage (“pay-as-you-go”), similar to the way in which we currently obtain services from 
traditional public utility services such as water, electricity, gas, and telephony[62]. 
Virtualization technology is the key of IaaS clouds because it gives providers a more flexible 
and generic way of managing their resources. Thus, virtual infrastructure (VI) 
management—the management of virtual machines distributed across a pool of physical 
resources—becomes a key concern when building an IaaS cloud and it poses a number of 
challenges. Like traditional physical resources, virtual machines require a fair amount of 
configuration, including preparation of the machine’s software environment and network 
configuration[63].  
However, in a virtual infrastructure, this configuration must be done on-the-fly, with as little 
time between the time the VMs are requested and the time they are available to the user. This 
is further complicated by the need to configure groups of VMs that will provide a specific 
service (e.g., an application requiring a Web server and a database server). Additionally, a 
virtual infrastructure manager must be capable of allocating resources efficiently while 
considering an organization’s goals (such as minimizing power consumption and other 
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function. The intermediate key/value pairs produced by the Map function are buffered in 
memory. 
4. Periodically, the buffered pairs are written to local disk, partitioned into R regions by the 
partitioning function. The locations of these buffered pairs on the local disk are passed back 
to the master, who is responsible for forwarding these locations to the reduce workers. 
5. When a reduce worker is notified by the master about these locations, it uses remote 
procedure calls to read the buffered data from the local disks of the map workers. When a 
reduce worker has read all intermediate data, it sorts it by the intermediate keys so that all 
occurrences of the same key are grouped together. The sorting is needed because typically 
many different keys map to the same reduce task. If the amount of intermediate data is too 
large to fit in memory, an external sort is used. 
6. The reduce worker iterates over the sorted intermediate data and for each unique 
intermediate key en- countered, it passes the key and the corresponding set of intermediate 
values to the user’s Reduce function. The output of the Reduce function is appended to a 
final output file for this reduces partition. 
7. When all map tasks and reduce tasks have been completed, the master wakes up the user 
program. At this point, the MapReduce call in the user pro- gram returns back to the user 
code 
There are two advantages of MapReduce: first, MapReduce is a distributed computing 
framework, and can not only be used to deal with large-scale data computing, but it also 
shields the user from trivial details. Second, Map/Reduce is very flexible. Whenever a new 
server is added, a Map/Reduce cluster can get a similar computing capacity. Other distributed 
computing frameworks in the past were very rigid by comparison. The biggest shortcoming 
of MapReduce, however, is that it cannot adapt to requests from real-time applications.  
4. Windows Azure Fabric Controller 
Windows Azure is a cloud computing operating system, including operating systems, 
application infrastructure services and components, mainly for the management of virtualized 
computing resources and the intelligent distribution of tasks[76].The Azure Fabric Controller 
(FC) is the part of the Windows Azure platform that monitors and manages servers and 
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automatically restart a new one. Similarly, if the machine a VM is running on dies, the fabric 
controller will start a new instance of the web or worker role in a new VM on another 
machine, re-setting the load balancer as necessary to indicate this new machine[79]. 
While this might change over time, the fabric controller in the Windows Azure CTP 
maintains a one-to-one relationship between a VM and a physical processor core. Because of 
this, performance is predictable— each application instance has its own dedicated processor 
core. It also means that there is no arbitrary limit on how long an application instance can 
execute tasks. A web role instance, for example, can take as long as it needs to handle a 
request from a user, while a worker role instance can compute the value of pi to a million 
digits if necessary. Developers are free to do what they think is best[79]. 
5. Amazon Elastic MapReduce & Hadoop 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) [80] is a collection of remote computing services (also called 
web services) that together make up a cloud computing platform, offered over the Internet by 
Amazon.com. The most central and well-known of these services are Amazon EC2 and 
Amazon S3. The most brilliant example of applying AWS is the New York Times using 100 
Amazon EC2 instances and a Hadoop application to process 4TB of raw image TIFF data 
(stored in S3) into 11 million finished PDFs in the space of 24TB. 
Most application needs computer, storage, messaging, payment, distribution, scale and 
analytics. The AWS cloud computing offer all the necessary component to address those task. 
The bottom lever offers physical infrastructure, especially worldwide region physic device to 
offer basic computing and storage. Based on the virtualization technology, the AWS off on 
demand EC2 instance, functions as a virtual private server. At the same time, it also provides 
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Apache Hadoop is a software framework that supports data-intensive distributed applications 
under a free license[84]. It enables applications to work with thousands of nodes and petabytes 
of data. Google’s MapReduce and Google File System (GFS) papers inspired Hadoop. 
Hadoop Common forms the Hadoop, and provides access to the file-systems supported by 
Hadoop. The Hadoop Common package contains the necessary JAR files and scripts needed 
to start Hadoop. The package also provides source code, documentation, and a contribution 
section that includes projects from the Hadoop community. 
For effective scheduling of work, every Hadoop compatible file-system provides location 
awareness: the name of the rack (more precisely, of the network switch) where a worker node 
is located. Hadoop applications can use this information to run work on the node where the 
data is located, and, failing that, on the same rack/switch, thus reducing backbone traffic. The 
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) uses this process when replicating data to try to 
keep different copies of the data on different racks. The goal is to reduce the impact of a rack 
power outage or switch failure so that even if these events occur, the data may still be 
readable[85]. 
A small Hadoop cluster will include a single master and multiple worker nodes. The master 
node consists of a jobtracker, tasktracker, namenode, and datanode. A slave or worker node 
consists of a datanode and tasktracker, though it is possible to have data-only worker nodes, 
and compute-only worker nodes; these are normally only used in non-standard applications. 
Hadoop requires JRE 1.6 or higher. The standard startup and shutdown scripts require SSH to 
be set up between nodes in the cluster. 
In a larger cluster, the HDFS file-system is managed through a dedicated namenode server to 
host the file system index, and a secondary namenode that can generate snapshots of the 
namenode's memory structures, thus preventing file system corruption and reducing loss of 
data. Similarly, a standalone jobtracker server can manage job scheduling. In clusters where 
the Hadoop MapReduce engine is deployed mitigation an alternate file system, the namenode, 
secondary namenode and datanode architecture of HDFS is replaced by the file 
system-specific equivalent. 
The MapReduce framework is composed by two kinds of scheduling services, which are 
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There is a limitation in AWS Elastic MapReduce. The number of machine instances that 
clients can run at the same time on AWS infrastructure, and therefore the number or instances 
in the AWS map-reduce cluster, is limited to 20. This is a problem still waiting to be 
addressed by Amazon. 
6. Eucalyptus[89] 
Eucalyptus stands for “Elastic Utility Computing Architecture for Linking Your Programs To 
Useful Systems”, and is a software platform for implementing private cloud computing on 
computer clusters. The development of Eucalyptus software is sponsored by Eucalyptus 
Systems, a venture-backed start-up[90]. There is currently an open-core enterprise edition and 
an open-source edition, and it exports a user-face interface compatible with the Amazon EC2 
and S3 services, but the platform is modularized so that it can support a set of different 
interfaces simultaneously. Eucalyptus also works with most currently available Linux 
distributions including Ubuntu, Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), CentOS, SUSE Linux 
Enterprise Server (SLES), openSUSE, Debian and Fedora. Moreover, it can also host 
Microsoft Windows images, and use a variety of virtualization technology including 
VMware, Xen and KVM hypervisors to implement the cloud abstractions that it supports.  
The Eucalyptus cloud computing platform has five high-level components: cloud controller 
(CLC), cluster controller (CC), walrus, storage controller (SC) and node controller (NC)[91]. 
The cloud controller (CLC) is responsible for exposing and managing the underlying 
virtualized resources (machines (servers), network, and storage) via user-facing APIs. 
Currently, the CLC exports a well-defined industry standard API (Amazon EC2) and via a 
Web-based user interface[92] . 
Walrus implements scalable “put-get bucket storage.” The current implementation of Walrus 
is interface compatible with Amazon’s S3 (a get/put interface for buckets and objects), 
providing a mechanism for persistent storage and access control of virtual machine images 
and user data[92]. 
The cluster controller (CC) controls the execution of virtual machines (VMs) running on the 
nodes and manages virtual networking between VMs, and between VMs and external 
users[92]. 
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The storage controller (SC) provides block-level network storage that can be attached 
dynamically by VMs. The current implementation of the SC supports semantics of Amazon 
Elastic Block Storage (EBS). 
The node controller (NC) controls VM activities through the functionality of a hypervisor, 
including the execution, inspection, and termination of VM instances[92]. 
The eucalyptus has six components inside: 
1. The Cloud Controller (CLC) is a Java program that offers EC2-compatible interfaces, as 
well as a web interface to the outside world. In addition to handling incoming requests, the 
CLC acts as the administrative interface for cloud management and performs high-level 
resource scheduling and system accounting. The CLC accepts user API requests from 
command-line interfaces like euca2ools or GUI-based tools like the Eucalyptus User Console 
and manages the underlying compute, storage, and network resources. Only one CLC can 
exist per cloud and it handles authentication, accounting, reporting, and quote management. 
2. Walrus, also written in Java, is the Eucalyptus equivalent to AWS Simple Storage Service 
(S3). Walrus offers persistent storage to all of the virtual machines in the Eucalyptus cloud 
and can be used as a simple HTTP put/get storage as a service solution. There are no data 
type restrictions for Walrus, and it can contain images (i.e., the building blocks used to 
launch virtual machines), volume snapshots (i.e., point-in-time copies), and application data. 
Only one Walrus can exist per cloud. 
3. The Cluster Controller (CC) is written in C and acts as the front end for a cluster within a 
Eucalyptus cloud and communicates with the Storage Controller and Node Controller. It 
manages instance (i.e., virtual machines) execution and Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 
per cluster. 
4. The Storage Controller (SC) is written in Java and is the Eucalyptus equivalent to AWS 
EBS. It communicates with the Cluster Controller and Node Controller and manages 
Eucalyptus block volumes and snapshots to the instances within its specific cluster. If an 
instance requires writing persistent data to memory outside of the cluster, it would need to 
write to Walrus, which is available to any instance in any cluster. 
5. The VMware Broker is an optional component that provides an AWS-compatible interface 
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model is to decompose problems into a Map (mapping) and Reduce (simplification) approach. 
First, through the Map program, it cuts the program into non-related data blocks and then 
allocates (schedules) them to a large number of computers for processing. This step is 
distributed computing. In the second step, the reduce program outputs the results of the 
process. 
2.4.3.3	The	Distribution	of	Mass	Data	Storage	Technology	
Cloud computing systems consist of a large number of servers with a large number of users, 
so the cloud computing systems require distributed storage, as a way to ensure the reliability 
of data and avoid localized geographic problems from jeopardizing the safety and security of 
their data. The data storage system in cloud computing systems has been widely used in 
Google's GFS and HDFS, which were developed by the Hadoop team, based on the open 
source implementation of GFS. 
GFS (Google File System) is a scalable distributed file system for applications that access 
vast amounts of large-scale, distributed data. The design of GFS is necessarily different from 
a traditional file system for it features large-scale data processing designed for Google Apps. 
It runs on inexpensive commodity hardware, but can provide fault tolerance. A GFS cluster 
consists of a master server and a large number of chunk servers, constituted by the many 
clients who access the system. A master server stores all the file system’s meta-data, 
including namespace, access control information, the mapping from files to the block and the 
current position. It also controls system-wide activities such as managing block leases, 
garbage collection of orphan blocks, and block server migration between the servers. The 
main server communicates with chunk servers through the Heart Beat. The master server also 
passes command and collects its status. The GFS in the 64MB file is cut into blocks and 
placed into redundant storage. Each data owner then has more than 3 backups in the system at 
any given time. The client and main server for exchange only metadata operations, all data 
blocks of communication and contact the server directly, which greatly improves the 
efficiency of the system, thereby preventing an overload the main server. 
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2.4.3.4	Massive	Data	Management	Technology	
As cloud computing must process and analyze a massive amount of distributed data, the data 
management techniques must be able to efficiently manage large amounts of data. To that 
end, the technology underlying the cloud computing data management system is mainly 
Google BigTable (BT) and HBase. BT is a large distributed database, which is based on the 
GFS, Scheduler, Lock Service, and MapReduce. Unlike traditional relational databases, BT is 
able to handle all data as an object, forming a huge table for the distribution of large-scale 
structured data storage. 
2.5	Summary	
In summary, in a cloud computing environment, there are many issues that must to be 
resolved in order to meet user needs and improve resource allocation as well as other aspects 
of performance. Since the ultimate goal of cloud computing is applicability to enterprise 
business, creating a healthy and effective economic system is critical. In-depth study and 
analysis of commercial needs boils down to one key point—that an effective mechanism for 
resource scheduling is the key to attracting users. 
Currently, most IaaS projects are built to create a private cloud, and subsequently there is no 
uniform standard for resource cost and payment. This is made more difficult by the reality 
that there is no single IaaS project to consider in a public cloud IaaS environment. Multiple 
resource providers integrate cloud computing services in order provide a variety of resources 
through a unified front. Each resource provider seeks to maximize profit, and the competition 
among them directly affects resource prices. Therefore, all actors in the cloud face the 
ongoing problem of a lack of reasonable and effective price and trading strategies. Certain 
business models may hold an answer, as their understanding of the economy and society, and 
consumers and producers translates to the cloud environment. Therefore, introducing 





Stable clouds rely on a well designed and built computing architecture, which can be likened 
to the skeleton of a biological system. Building this core is complicated by the reality of an 
integrated computing resource environment, which must integrate resource management, 
information management, data management, service quality assurance, safety and other basic 
functional modules. Indeed, server system architecture has evolved since early distributed 
computing into systems such as the five-hour glass architecture based Globus[96], the OGSA 
(Open Grid Services Architecture)[ 97 ], the WSRF (OASIS Web Services Resource 
Framework)[98] and Vega Grid architecture[99]. However, some of the existing parallel and 
distributed computing resource management systems cannot fully support the 
above-mentioned characteristics of cloud computing resources and are not well adapted to 
distributed resource management either. For example the Load Sharing Facility (LSF) 
[100]cannot support heterogeneous grid resource management, and The DQS (Distributed 
Queuing System)[101] is poorly adapted to dynamic and autonomic resource management. 
These limitations however, are now subject to market-driven innovation. That is to say, more 
so that with previous technology, the evolution of the cloud computing technology will 
respond to social needs and economic laws. 
3.1	Survey	of	Economic	Theories	Based	on	the	Grid	Resource	Management	Project	
The purpose of grid computing, and by extension cloud computing, is to optimize the use of 
computing resources. Grid computing technology and architecture is more effective at this 
compared with traditional grid computing and network computing because of an infusion of 
economic thought. 
Market economics offers an effective way of managing grid resources, as is demonstrated by 
its application in several commercial successes. For example, G-Commerce[102]is a research 
project of University of Tennessee, and it uses market economics to allocate fluctuating 
resources in the grid. The project leader proposed that the relative value of resources is based 
on changes in supply and demand change. In the project they included a price equation for 
CPU resources and disk resources, and identified price adjustment as an issue. Zeta Grid [103] 
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is a platform out of the IBM B¨oblingen laboratory in Germany, and it can create a 
large-scale trusted grid computing environment through the use of a commercial grid 
architecture[ 104 ]originally proposed by Chris Kenyon. The grid takes advantage of 
hierarchical layers and their properties, and it contracts price-related resources to interact 
with the user.  
Another example, the literature offers a several models for managing grid resources, the 
resource binding model[105], analyses the resource binding description, pricing, and resource 
optimization of binding, and binding processes based on the resource requirements and QoS 
requirements. This model is effective for binding resources to the corresponding tasks. Yun 
Yang 2007[106]proposes a mechanism based on supply and demand balance for storage 
resources, Hao et al 2008[107]proposed a banking-based model to schedule and allocate 
resources, while another model,[108] proposes a market-based macroeconomic framework. 
The computing trust value method [109] based on the dynamic changing rule function and a 
constructed grid trust model based on behaviour. Because of the demands of a 
multi-application environment, the model improved the grid economic model Deadline and 
Budget Constrained (DBC) [110]Scheduling algorithm and proposed time optimization, cost 
optimization and time-cost trade-off optimization as his goal scheduling algorithms (Trust 
DBC) based on trust. A management method [111]combines centralization and distribution, 
and classifies the functions of the agent, allowing for a fair trade technology platform for all 
the parties in the electricity market auction. An economic grid resource scheduling model, 
proposed alongside a designed consumer utility function, is based on multi-agent 
collaborative technology and the market mechanics behind gambling[112]. Indeed, another 
model of task scheduling is based on permutation tree pruning[113], and considers two factors: 
execution cost and execution time of independent tasks. The issue of task scheduling is 
equationted as an n-level m-ary permutation tree. Traversing the permutation tree generates a 





The above survey indicates the prevalence of economic theory in projects and research. 
Economic driven cloud computing needs not only adapt to the fluctuations in resources in 
order to provide consistent, seamless, and transparent service in the cloud, but also be able to 
manage resources according to user needs and schedule tasks so that resource usage 
maximizes profits while consumers benefit from decreased consumption costs. 
In the economy, the market is an autonomous decision-maker based on the distribution of the 
resource management mechanism, in which each market participant consumes based on 
market prices and personal preference. Managing cloud computing resources also requires a 
similar distribution of autonomous decision-making. Based on the computing resource are 
also a kind of society resource, the economy could be one of the efficient way to manage and 
allocate computing resources. Cloud computing resource transactions, however, are not 
independent of the economy, and thus cloud computing can also be redefined as an economic 
issue. 
3.2.1	Cloud	Computing	as	a	Business‐driven	Technology	
The Cloud computing continuously integrates internet related technology and infrastructure, 
meanwhile, in the real world, a lots of computing tasks in enterprises run in a distributed 
environment. Research and production in enterprises involve a large number of computing 
tasks. Presently, an increasing number of enterprises operate in a distributed computing 
environment. Due to the limitations of middleware all clients only have access to a static 
distribution of resources. Every single computation has to through the client / server mode to 
access limited resources. Some current Internet-based business models such as ASP（
Application Service Provider）, SSP（Storage Service Provider), IDC（Internet Data Centre
）, have to access a static distribution of resources and are limited by the configuration[114]. 
However, IT environment and IT management are becoming increasingly complex as 
technology continues to respond to market pressures, and cloud computing technology can 
integrate and share existing computing resources to avoid blind expansion, reduce 
consumption costs, and increase computing capacity. The IBM "Blue Grid" has unified 
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computing resources under the same management and control to improve computing 
power[115]without increasing costs. 
3.2.2	Cloud	Computing	Technology	Fit	in	with	the	Needs	of	the	Society	and	Economic	
Laws	
Cloud computing do distribution computing and a distribution commerce environment 
support a kind of technology. Relations of production must conform to the level of productive 
forces. Same reason, the clouding computing technique make the change of the commerce 
behaviour based on the distributed computing change. The computing is originate come from 
the apply demand, therefore the change of the apply demand will impact the technology of 
the cloud computing. The cloud computing presents the virtual resource as a service and use 
those kind of service to support all kinds of application system. 
According to the law of conformity of production relations to the state of productive forces, 
all the economic activities that rely on cloud computing also followed the same principle. 
Currently, lots of countries and enterprises are investing money in cloud computing and 
related opportunities. 
3.3	Using	Economic	Theory	in	Cloud	Computing	Resource	Management	 	
The framework and technicalities of cloud computing are closely related to economic 
theories, such as the market mechanism, the supply-demand relationship, the pricing 
mechanism, the optimized principle and so on. Even indirect economic thought may help 
solve many key issues in cloud computing. 
3.3.1	The	Law	of	Demand	and	Supply	in	Cloud	Computing	Environment	
In economics, commodities can be divided into normal goods and low-grade goods. The 
demand for normal goods rises in tandem with consumer income level, while demand for 
low-grade goods is inversely related to consumer income level[116]. Demand for cloud 
computing services also increases with consumer income, classifying service as a normal 
commodity. Therefore, when all other factors are ignored, if the price of cloud computing 
services rises, then demand will decrease, and vice versa.  
In a controlled environment, the quantity of the cloud computing service is the quantity of the 
cloud computing service available on the market. 
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Changes in price affect cloud computing service provision as follows: when cloud computing 
service prices rise then profit increases of providers. The provider will invest additional 
resources to increase the supply of the service. If profits do not increase, investment in cloud 
computing will decrease as investors switch to other, more profitable commodities or services, 
thus, reducing oversupply of cloud computing services. As a special commodity, cloud 
computing services thus satisfy the law of supply. 
3.3.2	The	Law	of	Diminishing	Marginal	Returns	in	the	Cloud	Computing	Environment	
The law of diminishing marginal returns in the cloud computing environment is as follows. In 
the cloud computing business model, if there is no investment, there will be no output, and so 
increases in investment lead to increases in output. In this context, the marginal returns are 
also increasing. However, when the input reaches a certain point within a certain range, 
output increases begin to shrink, although input and output still maintain a positive 
relationship. This deceleration is due to market saturation, during which increases in 
investment do entice new consumers but service output does not increase as sharply[117].	
3.3.4	Monopolies	in	the	Cloud	Computing	Environment	
A monopoly is a market transaction. Buyers and sellers have differing degrees of control over 
the market price. There are three main types of monopolies: complete monopoly, oligopoly 
markets, and monopolistic competition[118]. An example of a complete monopoly would be if 
a government granted a provider sole rights to offer a service. An oligopoly would form if a 
cloud service provider held all key resources, such as super computing power, because they 
would then be the sole supplier of the resources. A monopolistic competitive market occurs 
when cloud service vendor produce similar products, but each vendor's products have 
different characteristics among their products. In this situation, vendors can freely access to 
the market, but they compete for the same customer groups; each vendor is not a price taker, 
but has a certain kind of monopoly power. 
3.4	Summary	
Economic issues are among the key problems of cloud computing. Economic laws and 
restrictions increasingly guide cloud computing, because cloud computing involves both 
resource allocation and a business model. The GESA, GRACE, and IBM commercial cloud, 
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and a number of other commercial cloud models are representative of the development of the 
economics of the cloud. As market-driven technology advances, so too. Will the economics 






























The main cloud computing resources could be used for providing computing ability, data 
storage and network capabilities. In order to meet the requirements, all the resource 
capabilities are flexible, cost-effective, have a high reliability, the distribution of applications 
and scalability features. The following problems have to face them first. Such as resource 
accounting, resource discovery, resource management model, cloud security, resource 
scheduling, and state records. Managing these aspects faces several problems, as will be 
outlined in this chapter[119]. 
4.1	Resource	Accounting	
Due to the pay as you go business model, users only pay for the services they consume, 
which correspond to the cost of providing the resource. Correspondingly, the cost of resource 
provision differs along the three types of cloud service: SaaS (Software as a Service), PaaS 
(Platform as a Service) IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), and thusly so do accounting 
methods differ.  
The main purpose of resource accounting is to build a foundation scenario for building 
banking transaction system. Different transactions between resource providers and consumers 
during the Cloud Bank life cycle need different resource pricing schemes and different 
accounting methods, both of which much be precise. For example, Amazon’s EC2 cloud 
computing system offers a pricing policy that bills according to rent time and resource used. 
Renting 4 CPUs, 10G memories and 100G hard disk at the same time for 1 hour will cost 
about $10. Pricing strategies differ by company, and there is one-sided pricing policy for the 
public. Lack of consistent market pricing combined with difficulty in measuring consumption 
challenge the ongoing development of the Cloud Bank system. Based on the Quality of 
service (QoS) guarantee and using original Cloud Bank Service-Level Agreement (CB-SLA), 




The effectiveness of cloud computing resource management system and its acceptability are 
dependent on the implementation of a resource scheduling system. The dynamics and 
heterogeneity of the cloud computing determines the complexity of resource scheduling 
system. Cloud computing resource management scheduling system can be centralized, 
distributed and hierarchical. There are even econometric methods for scheduling. 
In a centralized environment, a central scheduler organizes all of the resources using system 
information is gathered in the central machines. By comparison, in a distributed environment 
there is no central scheduler responsible for scheduling operations. A scheduler submits jobs 
to a remote system for distributed interaction, and a single component failure will not affect 
the whole cloud computing system. Fault tolerance and reliability are higher than the 
centralized system. However, a parallel program may be assigned to all parts of the resources 
in different domains, so different schedulers must execute tasks synchronously, which makes 
it difficult to optimize the scheduling system.  
In the hierarchical scheduling model, there is a centralized scheduler. All jobs are submitted 
to the centralized scheduler, and each machine uses a separate resource scheduler for local 
scheduling. The main advantage of this structure is that different strategies can be used to for 
local and global scheduling.  
Scheduling models based on econometric superiority are able to respond to supply and 
demand. In contrast to the other systems, the resources scheduling shifts from system-centric 
to user-centric, because the decision process is spread across all distributed users and 
resource owners. 
Instead of using previous models, this thesis offers an original model based on banking 
systems. It uses the Pareto equilibrium to maximize benefits for all the participants, and 
changes scheduling from system-centric to user-centric. The thesis improved the 2 ൈ
2	Pareto equilibrium to	݊ ൈ ݉  participants to meet the needs of real cloud computing 
environment. 
4.3	Cloud	Computing	Resource	Transaction	Risk	Mitigation	and	Coping	
Like all other information systems, stable and risk avoid are still the most important issue in 
cloud computing. The transaction safe is one of the most important issues of the cloud 
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security. It can be divided into two areas: multiple information sharing enterprises, and 
individual users. The following are the most important information sharing security concerns: 
 Safe equipment for cloud computing information systems should consider the 
stability, reliability, and availability of information systems equipment; 
 The security of the cloud data centres, which also refers to data confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability; 
 A secure environment for data use, which includes information use, confidentiality, 
integrity and conduct acts of controllability. 
The resource model determines both the description of the resource system and the 
management of the cloud resource. Different descriptions of resources and service delivery 
methods depend on different resource management models. The organizational structure of 
the physical machine for cloud computing affects the mode of communication with the 
resources management system, and therefore determine the scalability of the integrated cloud 
computing architecture. The business and management model determines the service 
provision model and the business trading model. In the organizational structure of the 
centralized physical machine, the individual or a group controller schedules all the machines. 
This method does not work in cloud computing systems because of issues of scale. However, 
a distributed organizational structure can be imported onto cloud system machines. When 
combined with the unified trade model, then the cloud computing system provides high 
performance services for all the cloud computing types.  
This thesis applies different strategy and methods based on the Cloud Bank model, according 
to the different period and features of the transaction to mitigation and predicted risk. 
4.4	The	QoS	Issue	
Applications require quantitative and qualitative characteristics to guarantee a level of 
service, of which the QoS is a reflection. In the network, QoS is a set of tools and standards. 
It gives network administrators control over bandwidth, delay, jitter and packet loss and other 
matters of comprehensive capacity. Usually, the network QoS only considers network issues, 
but in cloud computing systems, QoS should be extended the bandwidth of the network to the 
cloud computing nodes on processing power and storage capacity. Thus, in the cloud 
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computing environment, resource management systems should also be able to provide a set of 
end to end QoS, and ensure the computing capabilities of each node in the distributed 
environment. 
This thesis offers a new CB-SLA to describe and monitor transactions and guarantee the 
service level: the newly proposed and designed XML schema. All contracts are signed based 
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period to complete public cloud data processing needs. Currently, there are already many 
companies that are moving in the direction of developing the architecture for such a 
concentrated cloud (cloud-bursting). This is also the key to maximizing benefits.  
Therefore, having surveyed some of existing economic models, there is no one model alone 
that can support resource transactions that allow all parties to know the result beforehand. 
Inspired by the above works, this thesis proposes an economic-based cloud resource 
allocation-scheduling algorithm. The new mechanism is limited by the parameters of the 
economic model that can deliver great value in the cloud resource allocation. The aim of this 
mechanism is to maximize the biggest value for the three parties in this cloud computing 
transaction while maintaining acceptable QoS. This thesis equation the integrated design of 
scheduling into a constrained optimization problem. 
5.1	Banking	Model	
After investigating existing banks in the real world, we found that the purpose of banks is to 
accept deposits from the public and allocate the sum to offer services to all kinds of users. 
The “money” in the bank is actually in different forms. There are different currencies, 
mortgages, or even gold. After banking operations, all the “money” has minimal monetary 
power and has been reorganized as all kinds of products to service different users. 
Inspired by commercial bank’s deposit-loan transaction, this thesis advance Cloud Bank as 
shown in figure 5.2. This thesis has a Cloud Bank definition as follows: 
The Cloud Bank is: according to the mode of operation of commercial banks and the laws of 
the market, the different roles involved in cloud computing transactions, respectively, defined 
as cloud resources provider, service consumers and the Cloud Bank. Its infrastructure is a 
composition of two or more clouds (private, community, or public) that remain unique 
entities but are bound together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data 
and application portability. The Cloud Bank is a hybrid cloud model that uses a new resource 
management transaction structure driven by the microeconomics, and banking theory. The 
hybrid cloud range is further extended so that it can provide users with more comprehensive, 
stable, and high-quality services. 
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In this model, the whole cloud computing environment is classified into three roles: cloud 
resource providers (CRP), the Cloud Bank, and cloud resource consumers (CRS). The 
resource provider is equivalent to the depositors at commercial banks, and resource 
consumers are similar to borrowers, and the Cloud Bank plays the role of commercial banks 
in deposit-loan transaction. The Cloud Bank pays the depositors certain interest according to 
the storage time, and charges a loan fee according to the interest and duration of executed 
tasks. We introduce the optimal deposit-loan ratio theory of commercial banks to guide Cloud 
Banks’ daily managing to do the following: encourage resource providers to deposit their 
resources into the Cloud Bank and incentivize resource users to borrow resources from the 
bank; realize a win-win situation for both supply and demand sides; balance supply and 
demand; and maximize the Cloud Banks operator's profit. 
 
Figure 5. 2 The Architecture of Banking Based Cloud Resource Allocation (BCRA) 
Based on the Cloud Bank models and the deposit and loan process for resources, the 
operating process of Cloud Banks are:  
Step 1: Depositors store their resources in the bank and state storage time. Cloud 
banks calculate the initial price of storage through the provider agent, and 








































Step 2: Provider agent registers resources to global resource manager, and indicates 
the storage time and rates; 
Step 3: Consumers apply to the bank for resources according to predicted time 
requirements and budget. 
Step 4: According to consumer’s proposed task execution time and budget, the 
consumer agent uses the current loan interest rate to calculate whether there 
are sufficient available resources, and provides the outcome to the consumer. 
The consumer weighs the options, and decides whether or not to rent. 
Step 5: If the consumer decides to rent the resources, then he\she sends the changed 
task execution time and budget to the consumer agent, who applies for 
resources from global resource manager, otherwise the consumer quits the 
Cloud Bank platform. 
Step 6: The global resource manager finds if there are available resources first 
through local resource managers. If the former is not possible, then local and 
network resource managers collaboratively allocate resources. They return the 
required resources, packed into resource service set, to the consumer agent. 
Step 7: The consumer agent sends the resource service set to the consumer and 
charges fees according to initial price and loan interest rate. If task execution 
failed or was not completed on time, then the Cloud Bank compensates the 
consumer’s loss and completes this transaction. 
Step 8: When resources stored in the Cloud Bank expire, the provider agent 
calculates fees according to storage time, initial resource price and deposit 
interest rate, and pay the depositors this fee. 
5.2	How	Does	the	Cloud	Computing	Follow	the	Real	Bank	to	Do	Transaction	
As a cloud computing resource mechanism, the system model makes use of the economic 
model to manage cloud resources. This thesis assumes that the behaviour of cloud resource 
consumers is predictable and provider resources are dynamic. Therefore, we reorganized all 
possible individually idle resources into the bank to provide them as a resource pool to the 
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resource providers. They get all available resource information through the publisher of 
the bank. Then, CRC can employ the resources to do their job. Consumer agent for their 
charges them.  
 Bank: As a transaction coordinator, it stores all the resource provider information into 
the Cloud Resource Manager (CRM), inside of the bank. The CRM sends information to 
the Resource Classify Centre (RCC), which separates resource classes into a virtual pool. 
The Virtual Resource Pool (VRP) stores (already registered and marked as available) all 
the available resources. The bank not only links resource providers and service 
consumers, but also masks relations between them. One of the principles of banking 
transactions is symmetrical information sharing between the depositor and lender. In the 
cloud environment, the symmetrical information is a QoS based transaction.  
 Cloud Resource Provider (CRP): The CRP registers their idle/leftover resources in the 
Register Centre of the bank. They open an account with the bank with all the necessary 
parameters. They still own the resources via the policy, but, if some of the CRCs require 
them, the CRP has to accommodate the CRC first according to the banks regulations.  
5.2.1	Optimal	Deposit‐loan	Ratio	Theory	in	Cloud	Banks 
Deposit-loan ratio [122] of Cloud Bank refers to the proportion of total loans to total deposits. 
As mentioned above, this thesis compares resources stored in the Cloud Bank to deposits. 
Corresponding borrowed resources are compared to loans. This thesis assumes that the more 
resources on loan, the better. But economics research has found that transforming deposits 
into loans is not the more the better. With the increase of income of banks, the risk is also 
increased. Some banks will result in serious risk of bankruptcy. 
When resources are in use, various faults and mistakes are often frequent and uncontrolled. 
However, new resources must replace them, so Cloud Banks must reserve spare resources to 
replace failed resources to ensure timely task completion. Otherwise, Cloud Banks will suffer 
loan default loss. Thus, the deposit to loans conversion ratio is not the more the better, but 
rather there exists an optimal deposit-loan ratio. Under the premise of this ratio it is possible 
to maximize benefits for all participants. Building from this premise, this thesis expects to 
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find this ratio in our management model. We adjust deposit and loans’ interest rate through 
this ratio to maximize benefits for participants and optimize cloud services. 
5.2.2	Identifying	Factors	Affecting	the	Cloud	Bank	 	
There are four factors that affect the Cloud Banks’ operating costs[123]: 
(1) Cloud Bank cost losses caused by owners who withdrew their resources that are 
rented out by Cloud Banks and are being used by users. In short, savers default cost. 
(2) The cost of compensating consumers whose tasks were not complete on time 
according to the contract, in order to maintain the Cloud Banks’ reputation. In short, 
loan default cost. 
(3) The cost of monitoring rented out resources, namely loans supervision cost. 
(4) The cost of daily maintenance on the Cloud Bank’s operating system, namely the 
daily operation cost. 
5.3	The	Pricing	Schema	for	Cloud	Computing	
The price adjustment algorithm of resource is divided into two categories in the economics 
computing area:  
1. Centralized synchronous algorithm for price adjustment. 
The algorithm uses the idea of total supply and demand balance, according to all the 
resources in the total supply and demand, to simultaneously adjust the prices for all resources. 
2. Distributed price adjustment algorithm. 
Distributed price adjustment algorithms classify the resource first, and then based on 
supply and demand for each type of resource adjust the price in order to balance supply and 
demand. 
5.4	Avoiding	Banking	Risk	in	the	Transaction	 	
The new Basel capital accord offers algorithms to judge the level of resource. There are four 
elements involved in computing risk for the bank probability of default, loss given default, 
exposure at default, and maturity[123]. This model emphasizes restricting the provider. In 
addition, the probability of default model for credit risk is used to forecast the safety of the 
resource supply. The logistic regression model issued to control some resource factors. 
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5.4.1	Logistic	regression	model	 	
The Logistic Regression model is one of the generalized linear models. The idea of Logistic 
Regression Model is to separate the providers or consumers who choose to renew their 
contract from those who make the different decision, and then study the two groups and find 
out the common features. According to the mapping between these common features and one 
provider’s or consumer’s own features, the probability can be worked out. 
The basic equation for Logistic Regression Model is 
logit൫ܲݎሺܻ ൌ 1|ܺሻ൯ ൌ ߚ଴ ൅ ߚଵ ∗ ଵܺ ൅ ⋯൅ ߚ௠ ∗ ܺ௠                             (1) 
In (1),	logitሺݔሻ ൌ ln	ሺݔ ሺ1 െ ݔሻ⁄ ሻ;	Y ൌ 1 means choosing not to renew the contract.ܺis the 
set of the features of a provider or a consumer.	ܲݎሺܻ ൌ 1|ܺሻ is the probability of choosing 
not to renew the contract under the condition	ܺ.	ሼ ௜ܺሽ is the set of all the common features. 
ሼߚ௜ሽ is the set of the model parameters; each ߚ௜ can reflect the importance of the ௜ܺ to the 
prediction[124]. 
5.5	Cloud	Bank	Scheduling	and	the	Pareto	Optimality	
Pareto optimal state is generally considered to be an optimal allocation of social resources, or 
the effectiveness’s standard of resources allocation. The Pareto optimal state is when the 
reallocation of resources to make some people better without reducing the situation of a 
person or the situation of some people. In this state, if we do not damage a person or persons’ 
benefit, we cannot make another person or another persons’ situation better. In other words, if 
a person or some people's situation is not changed, then the situation of some another people 
are best. If we want them to be better, then the situation of some people must worsen. In the 
welfare economics, this thesis discusses the Pareto Optimal mainly from the consumption and 
production. This maps the relationship of the resource providers and resource users in cloud 
resource management. In the Cloud Bank, the result of resource scheduling among tasks is to 




































































































Risk coping policy 
Risk predication policy 
 SLA pool: 
It is not a real physical level, in the logical, all the resource metadata and transaction 
information have to base the discretion of the SLA. It will give all the necessary 
parameters and elements in the related entities.  
 Physics resource pool: 
Real distributed resources include the CPU, memory, hard disk and network environment. 
They are autonomous and join the Cloud Bank  
5.7	Summary	
This chapter proposes a commercial bank based hybrid IaaS cloud computing model. The 
model attempts to simulate the relationship among the real commercial banks' depositors, 
lenders and banks. It tries to set up a new hybrid cloud computing model for the resource 
trading. The Cloud Bank model divided users as resource providers and resource consumers. 
The resource providers can get the profit from the transaction in the hybrid Cloud Bank like a 
real bank. The whole resource trading model is divided into the five levels: Physical 
Resource Pool, SLA Pool, Risk Mitigation, Scheduling and Pricing Policy. Therefore, this 
model has a different pricing policy for them, which are resource provide price, and resource 
consume price. It also tries to follow the way of risk-mitigation strategies from the 
commercial bank to set up a risk coping and mechanism for hybrid cloud resource trading. 




Cloud computing environments are as dynamic as they are distributed. Resource providers are 
distributed physically and the provided resources are heterogeneous, creating many 
uncertainties that could affect the reliability of the Cloud Bank. For example, some resources 
might be unavailable due to something as simple as a broken cable. Small though they might 
be, uncertainties of this kind could potentially cause some risks that could seriously affect both 
the reliability and reputation of the Cloud Bank. Accordingly, assessing the risk mitigation and 
management is a very important part in the whole Cloud Bank model. 
The Cloud Bank model is essentially a resource management model based on already 
established economic principles that have been distilled and used to rebuild a modern digital 
system. Initially inspired from the commercial banking model, the Cloud Bank has some 
uncertainties rather similar to commercial banks. For example, the depositors in the 
commercial bank may withdraw their money at any time. Though in the cloud these are not 
always tangible assets such as hard currency, the situation is quite similar in that the resources 
of the Cloud Bank may be unavailable in a particular quantity and at a particular time. To then 
coping the Cloud Bank’s risks adequately, it is worth examining how commercial banks 
manage their risks. 
6.1	The	Risk	Mitigation	and	Management	in	Commercial	Banks	
The risks contained in the bank's principal activities are not all caused by the bank. Some risks 
may be caused by the depositors or the borrowers. For different reasons, the risks can be 
divided into six types: systematic or market risk, credit risk, counterparty risk, liquidity risk, 
operational risk, and legal risk. In many instances the institution will eliminate or mitigate the 
financial risk associated with a transaction by proper business practices. In others, it will shift 
the risk to other parties through a combination of pricing and product design[126]. 
Risks facing all financial institutions can be segmented into three separable types, from a 
management perspective. These are: 
1. Risks can be eliminated or avoided by simple business practices. 
2. Risks can be transferred to other participants. 
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3. Risks must be actively managed at the firm level. 
In the first of these cases, the practice of risk avoidance involves actions to reduce the chances 
of idiosyncratic losses from standard banking activity by eliminating risks that are superfluous 
to the institution's business purpose. Common risk-avoidance practices here include at least 
three types of actions. The standardization of process, contracts, and procedures to prevent 
inefficient or incorrect financial decisions is the first of these. There are also some risks that 
can be eliminated, or at least substantially reduced through the technique of risk transfer. 
Markets exist for many of the risks borne by the banking firm. Interest rate products such as 
swaps or other derivatives can transfer interest rate risk. Borrowing terms can be altered to 
effect a change in their duration. Finally, the bank can buy or sell financial claims to diversify 
or concentrate the risks that result from servicing its client base. There are still some risks 
should be absorbed at the bank level. These risks should be monitored and managed efficiently 
by the institution[126]. 
In light of the above, what are the necessary procedures that must be in place in order to carry 
out adequate risk coping? In essence, what techniques are employed to both limit and manage 
the different types of risk, and how are they implemented in each area of risk control? It is to 
these questions that we now turn. After reviewing the procedures employed by leading firms, 
an approach emerges from an examination of large-scale risk coping systems. The 
management of the banking firm relies on a sequence of steps to implement a risk coping 
system. These can be seen as containing the following four parts[126]: 
1. Standards and reports. 
2. Position limits or rules. 
3. Investment guidelines or strategies. 
4. Incentive contracts and compensation. 
6.2	The	Risk	Mitigation	in	the	Cloud	Bank	
Although the Cloud Bank model has some uncertainties that are similar to the commercial 
bank models, the Cloud Bank has its own features that are very different from the commercial 
bank. For example, the borrowers always cause the credit risk in commercial bank, but in the 
Cloud Bank, the consumers cannot cause risks like credit risk, because the Cloud Bank never 
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lends out the real resources to the consumers. The real resources are still in the hands of the 
resource providers. 
There are two features about the resource transactions in Cloud Bank that should be 
emphasized: unchanged ownership of the resources and the consumer’s unclear resource 
requirements. 
As mentioned above, the Cloud Bank model is an open public cloud computing model. The 
resources and ownership are physically distributed on the Internet[127]. The Cloud Bank 
virtualizes these heterogeneous resources and provides homogeneous services to the 
consumers, but the ownership of the resources has not changed during the transaction. This is 
the biggest difference between the commercial bank and the Cloud Bank. Because of the 
unchanged ownership, the quality of the services that the Cloud Bank could provide almost 
depends on the quality of the resources provided by the providers. 
Real cloud computing applications are very complex and commercial. Even the experts in this 
area cannot give a clear and precise resource requirement about an application, so it is possible 
that a consumer wants to change the resource requirements when the contract expires. The 
change of the resource requirements might cause risk, such as when a consumer wants to 
renew the contract, but the resources should be given back to the providers. In order not to 
aggrieve the consumer’s benefits, the Cloud Bank could only renew the contract. Then, 
because of the unchanged ownership of the resources, the Cloud Bank should search for other 
resources to provide to the consumer. If the search result failed, the credit of the Cloud Bank 
would be affected. 
There is one significant feature about the damage of risk in Cloud Bank that should be 
emphasized: fast and irreparable damage without any cushioning. As mentioned above, cloud 
computing applications are commercial, so keeping the applications running continuously is 
very important. If a risk arises and an application stops running, the damage will be caused 
immediately and irreparably. There are no equivalents in Cloud Banking to mortgages in 
commercial banks, which provide some cushioning when risks arise. Therefore, preventing 
risk from arising is the most important part in the strategy of the risk mitigation in the Cloud 
Bank. Predicting risks for early mitigation is the best and the most important way. 
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Based on features for the Cloud Bank, the strategy of risk mitigation in Cloud Bank is divided 
into two parts: prediction and coping. 
6.2.1	The	Classification	of	Risks	in	Cloud	Bank	
Before identifying how to predict and manage risks in Cloud Bank, we should first establish 
what kinds of risks are inherent in the Cloud Bank. After researching the features of Cloud 
Bank, risks can be divided into the following categories: credit risk, liquidity risk, operational 
risk, and other risks and so on. The table 6.1 shows the relationships between the risks and the 
roles in the Cloud Bank. 
Table6. 1Cloud Bank Risks Classification 
 
Providers Cloud Bank Consumers 
Credit Risk Caused by   
Liquidity Risk  Caused by Caused by 
Operational Risk  Caused by  
Other Risk Caused by Caused by Caused by 
For the features of Cloud Bank reason, the credit risk never cause by the consumer, because 
the consumer do not really take any resource physically. Credit risk arises from 
non-performance by a resource provider. The environment of cloud computing is dynamic, so 
a failure by the providers to provide resources during the contract at any time is an activator 
passive behaviour that might cause the loss of the resources, which would affect the service 
provision, and the consumer, finally resulting in a loss of the consumers’ benefits. 
Liquidity risk arises from the Cloud Bank’s inability to provide the services because resource 
providers withdraw too many resources. It can be described as follows: when the contract 
expires, the resource providers take their resources back, but these resources may still be 
rented out to the consumers. If the resource pool does not have enough resources to replace 
these removed resources, then the quality of service of the Cloud Bank would inevitably 
decrease. The benefits of the consumers would be aggrieved. 
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The Cloud Bank's operational risk happens when the Cloud Bank's internal operational 
management and control mechanisms fail. Other risks mean those risks might have bad effect 
on the Cloud Bank. For the reason of topic of operational risk and other risk are too big to 
management, this thesis will conduct research in the future. The paper just focuses on the 
credit risk and liquidity risk. 
6.2.2	The	Strategy	of	Risk	Mitigation	
In commercial banks, if a risk arises there are some remedial measures to reduce the damage. 
For example, when credit risk arises in a commercial bank (i.e. the borrower cannot repay the 
money) mortgages can be used to repay the cost. These mortgages are cushions that reduce 
the risk damage. In Cloud Banks, however, there are no such things as mortgages that can 
help reduce the risk damage. The providers cannot to ask to offer a backup of their resources 
as a strategy to protect mitigation credit risk. All cloud computing applications run on the 
cloud computing platform, so if one risk arises, the damage occurs immediately, and a 
domino effect follows much more quickly in the cloud computing environment than in the 
commercial environment. There is not enough time to start remedial measures after the risks 
arise. Because of the features of risk damage in Cloud Bank, the strategy of risk prediction is 
a very important part in the risk mitigation.  
6.2.2.1	The	Strategy	of	the	Credit	Risk	Prediction	
Should risks to the Cloud Bank’s credit arise during the contract, the appearance is the 
resource loss. Macroscopically speaking, there are two kinds of resource default in Cloud 
Bank model: the first type is defined to be the subjective reason-caused default, and the second 
type is defined to be the objective reason-caused default. 
1. Subjective Factors-caused Default 
Subjective factors-caused default is such a kind of default which is artificially induced by the 
resource entity holders (CRP). 
The subjective factors-caused default during the contract, or artificial-reasons default, means 
that the resource providers sign out from the Cloud Resource Agent (CRA) on their own 
initiative (e.g., the resource provider shut down the agent). The CRP must sign a contract with 
CB before the providers’ resource joins into the resource pool, and the contract contains the 
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penalty provisions. Consequently, considering the penalty cost and reduced credit rating, the 
cost of default is quite expensive for CRPs. So, the resource provider`s most probably default 
motivation is the goal of chasing a higher earnings, after the appearance of a higher resource 
purchase price by another Cloud Bank in the market.  
Based on the analysing above, the default profit value can well format the subjective 
factors-caused default reason. 
2. Objective Factors-caused Default 
Different from objective factors-caused default, objective factors-caused default is commonly 
induced by machine fault or Internet failure.  
Objective factors-caused default is mostly caused by random incidents such as Internet failure, 
power failure, or computer virus outbreaks. These incidents induce a large number of resource 
losses in a short time and even cause service quality shock. Certain indicators such as network 
delay, resource working historical credit record and response delay can reflect the resource 
real-time situation with statistical significance. The Cloud Bank compiles these variables into 
the a standardized Quality of Resource (QoR) value in form of Service-Level 
Agreement(SLA) according to their practical needs, and this value can measure objective 
factors-caused default possibility. 
After the analysis above, this thesis will deliver a cloud resource default ratio (DR) prediction 
method on basis of the multiple linear regression analysis. 
Multivariate statistical analysis is a branch in mathematical statistics, the main purpose of 
which is to research how to efficiently process and analyse data restricted by random factors, 
and set out predictions and inferences for the issue under investigation. Linear regression is an 
approach to modelling the relationship between a dependent variable y and one or more 
independent variables X. When the numbers independent of variables are more than one, it 
belongs to multiple linear regression analysis. A multiple linear regression analysis is carried 
out to predict the values of a dependent variable Y, given a set of p explanatory variables (x1, 
x2,....,xp). In these notes, the necessary theory for multiple linear regressions is presented and 
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After regression coefficients have been obtained, we insert the current data ( ) into the 
equation to obtain the prediction value . 
3. Model validation and correction 
After the multiple linear regression analysis prediction, it is important to validate and correct 
the model. Commonly used methods include regression coefficients fitting degree testing (T 
testing) and regression equation fitting degree testing (F testing). 
Now we will use the multiple linear regression analysis method to build the prediction model 
according to the steps outlined above. 
As the reasons leading to resource default analysed in table 6.1 can be classified into 
objective factors-caused default and subjective factors-caused default, and the prediction 
model contains at least two explanatory variables (binary regression). The explanatory 
variables are formatted into as follows: 
① Default Profit (M): 
Default profit value is formalized subjective factors-caused default variable. Intuitively, 
its meaning is the benefit a CRP can get if CRP decides to default. 
The computational equation is as follows: 
BIIM  )( max                                                       (2) 
I is the resource purchase price by the Cloud Bank the CRP in current contract, and 
maxI  is the highest among all Cloud Banks in the market. So, )( max II   is the 
resource price discrepancy B  is the default penalty specified in the contact. 
② Quality of Resource (QoR) Difference Value (R): 














                                                       (3) 
Qj  is the resource quality evaluation value. 
Q~  is the resource quality benchmark value set 




resource quality requirement of one Cloud Bank. Because Cloud Banks must prevent a large 
amount of resource loss in a shout time, a variable is needed to represent the average level of 









is the average resource 
quality value, which reflects the general state. 
Both of the two variables are positively correlated with the default ratio. 
After obtaining explanatory variables, we can get the formalized possibility of default model 
based on binary linear regression. 
The regression equation is as follows: 
ttt RbCbbP 210ˆ                                                 (4) 
tPˆ is DR(default rate) predictive value of the ݐ െ ݐ௛  observation period. tC and tR  are 
default cost value, and QoR difference value in the ݐ െ ݐ௛ observation period, which are the 
explanatory variables of regression equation. 0b , 1b  and 2b  are regression parameters. 
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The Cloud Bank should accumulate historical data over a certain time frame and compile it 
into a historic data table. The historical data is required to predict the ሺݐ ൅ 1ሻ െ ݐ௛ period. 
Every tM  and tR  in the historic data table are substituted into the equation (5), after which 
we can obtain the regression coefficients: 0b , 1b  and 2b . Then substitute the regression 
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coefficients and  ሺݐ ൅ 1ሻ െ ݐ௛ explanatory variables ( 1tM  and 1tR ) into the equations (4), 
to obtain the predictive value.  
With the system’s developing, the default reason may have some changes, and some 
explanatory variables may no longer have any significance to the model at the same time that 
new decisive factors may occur. So it needs to verify the correctness after the event it been  
predicted is over, and make necessary correction to adjust the system developing. 
There are some classic testing methods that can be used to test the explanatory variables and 
the whole model. One is a regression variable fitting degree testing (T-testing), and the other 
is the regression equation fitting degree testing (F-testing). 
Regression variables fitting degree testing (T-testing): 
The purpose of regression variables fitting degree testing is to verify whether the selection of 
each regression variable is correct. Consequently, the explanatory variable with a significant 
effect can be reserved; otherwise it will be displaced by another one. 
The testing equation as follows: 
ti  biSP Eij                                                                                                                                  
(7) 
ݐ௜  is the value of the statistic ܾ௜  is regression coefficients. ܵ௣	 is the standard error 
estimation value. ܧ௜௝ is the ሺ݆ െ ݐ௛ሻ element of the main diagonal of the inverse matrix 
which is matrix to solving the regression coefficients in the multiple linear regression 
equation. In terms of binary linear regression, the 11E and 22E  can be generated from such 
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P )2( k                                                  (10) 
݇ is the number of independent variables in a multiple linear regression equation. 
Regression equation fitting degree testing (F-testing) 
The purpose of regression equation fitting degree testing is to verify the significance of the 
whole regression equation. All explanatory variables are closely related to the dependent 
variables. 






















)2( k                                            (11) 
According to the given significance level ߙ	(e.g. 0.95) and the degree of freedom (2, n-3), it 
can obtain the critical value ܨ௔  by F-distribution table. If the ܨ ൐ ܨ௔ , the regression 
equation has significant, and regression effect is obviously. 
The whole progress of resource default risk prediction and response method is listed as 
follows: 
Risk Prediction Stage: 
Before the ሺݐ ൅ 1ሻ െ ݐ௛ period`s start, substitute the historical data (ܯ௧	and ܴ௧) into the 





1tR  into the equation (4), the DR prediction value (

1tˆP ) can be generate. 
Risk Response Stage: 

1tˆP is the important parameter to activate the risk response mechanism. The 

1tˆP  means the 
severity of resource default. If the 

1tM  is the significant influencing factor, the Cloud 
Bank should preferred modify softness response strategy (pricing strategy); else if the 

1tR  
is the significant influencing factor, the Cloud Bank should activate the hardness response 
strategy (start reserved resources). 
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Model Validation and Correction Stage: 
Firstly, substitute the adjusted 1tM and 1tR  into the equation (4) again, then 1
ˆ tP  (the 
predictive value after model correction) can be solved. When the ሺݐ ൅ 1ሻ െ ݐ݄ period is 
finished, the real default ratio value 1tP  will be received. The 1tM , 1tR  and 1tP  should 
be recorded to the historic data table. Then, test the fitting degree between 1
ˆ tP  and 1tP  
according F-testing, and make the model correction. 
6.2.2.2	The	Strategy	of	the	Liquidity	Risk	Prediction	
The Cloud Bank’s liquidity risk may arise when the contract expires. After the resource 
provider takes back their resources, the resource pool should have enough resources left to 
substitute these resources and offer the same level quality of service to the consumer. 
Otherwise the lack of resources would seriously impact on the quality of service and the 
credit of the Cloud Bank. So if we want to predict the liquidity risk, we should figure out 
what could cause lack of resources. 
As shown in Figure 6.2, all the resource transactions of the Cloud Bank can be divided into 
four parts: 
① Resource providers provide their resources to the Cloud Bank. The Cloud Bank gives 
an initial price of the resources and the saving interest rate, and then signs the saving 
contract with the Resource Providers. 
② The Cloud Bank accepts the resource-renting applications from the Resource 
Consumers and gives the renting interest rate, then signs the renting contract with the 
Resource Consumers and offers the resources. 
③ When the saving contract expires, the Cloud Bank should return the resources to the 
Resource Providers. 
④ When the renting contract expires, the Cloud Bank will take back the resources that are 
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 During the term, the number of providers whose saving contracts would expire is m. 
For each Resource Provider ݅௜i, the number of the provided resources is ௜ܵ. The 
probability of choosing not to renew the saving contract is	 ௜ܲ. 
 During the term, the number of the consumers whose renting contracts would expire is 
n. For each Resource Consumer j, the number of the using resources is	 ௝ܵ . The 
probability of choosing not to renew the renting contract is	 ௝ܲ. 
According to these three dynamic situations, at timeሺݐ ൅ ܶሻ, the number of resources which 
should be given back is ∑ ሺ ௜ܵ ൈ ௜ܲሻ௠௜ୀଵ . The number of the resources in the resource pool is 
	L ൅ ܣௗ െ A ൅ ∑ ൫ ௝ܵ ൈ ௝ܲ൯௡௝ୀଵ .  
If the inequality 
L ൅ ܣௗ െ A ൅ ∑ ൫ ௝ܵ ൈ ௝ܲ൯ ൐ ∑ ሺ ௜ܵ ൈ ௜ܲሻ௠௜ୀଵ௡௝ୀଵ                            (14) 
is satisfied, it means the resource pool has enough resources to substitute during the term, 
liquidity risk would not happen. Then the Cloud Bank could agree to this application. If (14) 
is not satisfied, it means the Cloud Bank could not agree to this application. (14) is called as 
the Predicting Inequality. The improved approach can ensure that the liquidity risk would not 
happen as long as (14) is satisfied. 
But if the consumer of this application chooses to renew the renting contract when the contract 
expires, the Cloud Bank has no choice but to renew the contract. Because the environment of 
cloud computing is dynamic. The consumers always do not exactly know how much time is 
needed to finish their tasks. If their tasks are not finished when the contract expires, the 
consumer might choose to renew the contract. If the Cloud Bank chooses not to renew the 
contract and take the resources back, it might cause great loss of the consumer’s benefit. The 
reputation of the Cloud Bank would be affected badly. As the Cloud Bank choosing to renew 
the contract, the renting time of this application is extended. If in the extended time, (14) is not 
satisfied, the liquidity risk may still happen. To predict the liquidity risk which happens 
because of the consumers renewing the renting contract, the Cloud Bank should monitor all 
the resources transactions and periodically check that whether the resource pool has enough 
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 Providers submit their providing applications to the Provider Agency (PA), which 
includes providers’ personal information and their resources’ information. 
 Resource Marker (RM) will determine whether a provider has provided resources before 
in the Cloud Bank. If the provider does not have provided resources, RM will test its 
resources to see whether these resources are suitable for the environment of cloud 
computing. If these resources are suitable, RM will create a record including ID, number, 
contract time, credit record and so on. If these resources are not suitable, RM will refuse 
to add these resources into the resource pool. If the provider has provided resources 
before, RM will check its credit record and decide whether to agree to its application or 
not. After adding the resources into the resource pool, RM will update its history record in 
order to work out the parameter in (14) and the parameter in (15). 
 When a deposit contract expires, the resource pool will return the resources to the 
providers. Provider Manager (PM) will record all the information about the resources that 
should be returned to the providers, including the provider’s information. After updating 
the history record, PM should work out the parameter in (14) and in (15) for each 
provider. Then PM returns the resources to the providers. 
The Bank-Consumer transaction includes these operations as follows: 
 Consumers submit the renting applications to the Consumer Agency (CA), which includes 
the number of resources and the renting time. 
 CA submits the information of each renting application to Risk Manager (RIM). RIM will 
decide whether to agree the applications. 
 If RIM agrees to a renting application, the Renting Recorder (RR) will record all the 
information about the resources that will be rented to the consumers, including the 
consumers’ information. The RR will rent resources to the consumers. 
 When a renting contract expires, the consumers should submit the information about 
whether to renew the contract to CM. If the consumer chooses to renew the contract, CM  
will record the new renting applications and submit the information to RIM. After 
updating the history record, CM should work out the parameter in (14) and in (15) for 
each consumer ݆. Then CM adds the returned resources to the resource pool. 
 RIM will periodically check whether the liquidity risk would appear in the future. 
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In the Predicting Inequality and the Monitor Inequality, there are some important parameters: 
ܣௗ , ௜ܲ , ௝ܲ ,ܣௗᇱ , ௜ܲᇱand ௝ܲᇱ . In the mathematical prediction models, Exponential Smoothing 
Model[129] is suitable to work out ܣௗ and ܣௗᇱ, Logistic Regression Model[130] is suitable to 
workout ௜ܲ, ௝ܲ, ௜ܲᇱ and ௝ܲᇱ.  
The life cycle of Cloud Bank is divided into two phases. The speed of adding new resources 
into resource pool increases rapid in the initial phase and kept steady in the stable phase. 
When using the history data to predict the new added resources, the bigger the time span 
between the history time and the predicting time is, the more useless the history data is. 
Exponential Smoothing Model is a predicting model. 
It can reduce the effect of the long time-span history data on the prediction result. The basic 
equation for Exponential Smoothing Model is 
ܵ௧ ൌ ሺܽሻ ௧ܻ ൅ ሺ1 െ ܽሻܵ௧ିଵ                                                                    (16) 
In (16), ܵ௧ is the smoothing value in cycle t, it means the predicting value in cycle t. 	 ௧ܻ is 
the actual value in cycle t, it means the actual value of the new added resources in cycle t; 
ܵ௧ିଵ is the smoothing value in cycle ݐ െ 1, ܽis the smoothing constant, its range is [0,1]. 
The computation of the parameter ܣௗ	of one providing application is shown as follows: 
Step1: Initial work. Assume that this providing application’s providing time is ܶ; the whole 
history time of Cloud Bank is ଵܶ. Evenly split the whole history time by ܶ, the whole history 
time is divided into ൭ ଵܶ ܶൗ ൱cycles; ܶ is the serial number of the cycles. Let t ൌ 1, ܵ௧ିଵ ൌ
0. Get the actual value 	 ௧ܻ from the history data of Cloud Bank, use ݐ, ܵ௧ିଵ, ௧ܻ  to work out 
ܵ௧. 
Step2: Let	ܵ௧ିଵ ൌ ܵ௧, and make the value ݐ	as ሺݐ ൅ 1ሻ	, get the actual value 	 ௧ܻ  from the 
history data of Cloud Bank. Put 	ܵ௧ିଵ,	 ௧ܻ  into (16) to work out ܵ௧. 
Step3: Repeat Step 2 until	t ൐ ൭ ଵܶ ܶൗ ൱. 
Step4: Let ܣௗ ൌ S୲. 
Then we get the value of ܣௗ. 
The computation of the parameter ܣௗᇱis similar to the value of ܣௗ’s. 
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When a contract expires, some providers or consumers choose to renew the contract, while 
others do not. The providers or consumers who make the same decision have some common 
features. The idea of Logistic Regression Model is to separate the providers or consumers who 
choose to renew their contract from those who make the different decision, and then study the 
two groups and find out the common features. According to the mapping between these 
common features and one provider’s or consumer’s own features, the probability can be 
worked out. 
The basic equation for Logistic Regression Model is 
logit൫ܲݎሺܻ ൌ 1|ܺሻ൯ ൌ ߚ଴ ൅ ߚଵ ଵܺ ൅ ⋯൅ ߚ௠ܺ௠                            (17) 
In (17),		logitሺݔሻ ൌ ln	ሺݔ ሺ1 െ ݔሻ⁄ ሻ.	Y ൌ 1 means choosing not to renew the contract.ܺ is the 
set of the features of a provider or a consumer.ܲݎሺܻ ൌ 1|ܺሻ is the probability of choosing not 
to renew the contract under the condition	ܺ.	ሼ ௜ܺሽ is the set of all the common features; ሼߚ௜ሽis 
the set of the model parameters; each ߚ௜can reflect the importance of the ௜ܺ to the prediction. 
The computation of the parameter Pi of a provider is shown as follows: 
Step1: Study the history data and find out the set of the common features ሼ ௜ܺሽ. 
Step2: Create the Logistic Regression equation based on the {Xi}:  
logit൫ܲݎሺܻ ൌ 1|ܺሻ൯ ൌ ߚ଴ ൅ ߚଵ ଵܺ ൅ ⋯൅ ߚ௜ ௜ܺ                              (18) 
Step3: Use the history data to work out each	ߚ௜. 
Step4: For a certain provider, find out its set of features 
൛ ௝ܺൟ⊆ሼ ௜ܺሽ, let ൛ܺ௣ൟ ൌ ሼ ௜ܺሽ െ ൛ ௝ܺൟ.  
For each ܺ ∈ ൛ ௝ܺൟ, let ܺ ൌ 1.  
For each ܺ ∈ ൛ܺ௣ൟ, let X ൌ 0. 
Then put the value of ൛ ௝ܺൟ and ൛ܺ௣ൟ into (18).  
After working out ሺܻ ൌ 1|ܺሻ , let ௜ܲ ൌ 	ܲݎሺܻ ൌ 1|ܺሻ. 
Periodically update the history data, and then update the model parameters ሼߚ௜ሽ to keeps (18) 
effective. 
The computations of the parameters are	 ௝ܲ , ௜ܲᇱ and ௝ܲᇱ are similar to ௜ܲ’s. 
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6.2.3	The	Strategy	of	the	Risk	Coping	
The goal of the risk coping is to prevent the risks from arising. Before we consider how to 
prevent the risks, we first summarize what cause these risks. When the result of the risk 
prediction shows that some risks would arise in the next period of time, the Cloud Bank will 
start the strategy of risk coping.  
As mentioned above, the risks in Cloud Bank are credit risk, liquidity risk, operational risk and 
other risk. In these risks, credit risk and liquidity risk are two most important risks that might 
often arise, so we are now focused on the two risks. Credit risk arises from the 
non-performance of a resource provider. It might cause the loss of the resources that would 
affect the services, which are provided to the consumers and at last cause the loss of the 
consumers’ benefits. Liquidity risk arises from the Cloud Bank’s inability to provide the 
services because resource providers withdraw too many resources. We can see that the two 
risks have one common feature: the Cloud Bank doesn’t have enough resources to support its 
services to the consumers. So the best way to prevent these two risks from arising is getting 
enough resources in time.  
In order to get enough resources in time, the strategy of the risk coping in Cloud Bank can be 
divided into two types: softness strategy and hardness strategy, as shown in Table 6.2: 
Table6. 2 Cloud Bank Risks Tolerance Strategies Matrix 
















The softness strategy is suitable for those risks that would not arise rapidly. It uses the price 
leverage to adjust resource pricing and the interest rate. The strategy can adjust the 
composition of the resource pool. For example, raising the saving rate may attract more 
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resource providers offering their resources to the Cloud Bank so that the Cloud Bank may get 
enough resources. The disadvantage is that the effect of pricing strategy is very slow. So 
pricing as the softness strategy is only suitable for those risks that will not arise recently, and 
the size of these risks is small, which means the number of the lack resources is small. 
The hardness strategy is suitable for those risks that would arise soon. It includes 
self-resources reserve, external-resources reserve, resource leasing and resource purchase. 
Self-resources reserve means the Cloud Bank should prepare a certain amount of resources, 
which are owned by the Cloud Bank. When no risk is about to arise, the state of these spare 
resources should be kept available. When some risk is about to arise, these spare resources 
will be the first choice as the supplements.  
External-resources reserve will be used when the self-resources reserve is not enough to 
prevent some risk from arising. The resources of the external-resources reserve don’t belong to 
the Cloud Bank, but there is a protocol between the owners and the Cloud Bank that can 
promise these resources being available whenever the Cloud Bank needs them. 
If self-resources reserve and external-resources reserve are still not enough, the Cloud Bank 
will lease some resources or even buy some resources in order to support its service. The two 
strategies are called resource leasing and resource purchase. 
As shown in Figure 6.4, Δ is used to represent the size of the risk. We assume that risk level is 
divided into ten levels. Bigger size of risk means higher risk level. Different risk levels need 
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 Record the type and quantity of resources provided by the resource providers, and joined 
the resource pool of the Cloud Bank. 
 Forecast increases the types and quantities of resources within certain period of time. 
Calculations predict inequality in ܣௗ values. 
 To predict the resource providers renew the contract or not renew with the Cloud Bank. 
The risk prediction module is mainly responsible simulate the Cloud Bank risk prediction 
module. The main functions are as follows: 
 According to the status of the user’s resource rent application, given the results of risk 
prediction. 
 According to the state of the resource pool and resource modules as well as the use of 
resources module provides data, periodically to give a Cloud Bank resources trading 
environment risk prediction, then given the results of risk prediction. 
The resource consumer agency module is mainly responsible for the simulation of the 
transaction process of the leasing resourcing between the resource consumer and the Cloud 
Bank. The main functions are as follows: 
 According to the risk prediction results based on risk prediction module, response to the 
application resource. If the result present as risk, the module refuses to lease application, 
otherwise, the module record the type and quantity of the resource rent and synchronize to 
a resource pool 
 To predict the resource users the option to renew 
The resources provide risk prediction simulation is as follows: 
 Initialization module status. Set the parameters of resources detection period ݐ. 
 Resource provider agency module provides some related information about the resource 
consumer and the resources, to determine the possibility of resource consumer renew the 
contract or not. Calculations predict inequality in ௜ܲ 	values. 
 After the expiration of the contract, this module synchronizes resource pool data, and 
“returns” the resources to the providers. 
The resources loan risk prediction simulation is as follows: 
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 Initialization module status. Set the parameters of resources detection period ݐ. 
 The resource consumer module simulates the instances of the resource loan, to offer 
related information about resource loan application.  
 The risk prediction module gives the prediction result based on the above-related 
information.  
 The resource consumer module given the appropriate measures based on the predicted 
results, and synchronizes the data of the resource pool. Calculations predict inequality in 
௝ܲvalues. 
 After the expiration of the contract, recycling resources, data synchronization resource 
pool. 
 
Some of the key codes as below: 
publicclass Provider_Simulation { 
 public ArrayList<Resource_Info> ResourceAddHistory(ArrayList<Resource_Info> 
resHistory){ 
  // Randomly generated the type of resource,the range is 1-4, as below: 
  //1:CPU 
  //2:Memory 
  //3:HardDisk 
  //4:Network 
  long resType = Math.round(Math.random()*3+1); 
  // Randomly generated the quantity of resource,the range is 100-1000 
  long resNum = Math.round(Math.random()*900+100); 
  // Randomly generated the trade,and match the resource taye and quantity 
  Resource_Info resInfo = new Resource_Info(); 
  resInfo.setResource_Type((int)resType); 
  resInfo.setResource_Num((int)resNum); 
  resHistory.add(resInfo); 
  return resHistory; 
 } 
  
 // Determination of the exponential smoothing model correction factor a 
 publicfloat Parameter_Determine(ArrayList<Resource_Info> ali){ 
  float a = 0.1f; 
  float []b = null; 
  float init,record = 0,sum=0,min=Float.MAX_VALUE; 
  int i,swi=1,j = 0; 
  init=(float)ali.get(0).getResource_Num(); 
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  b[0]=init; 
  while(swi==1&&j<ali.size()){ 
   sum=0; 
   for(i=1;i<=ali.size();i++) 
   { 
// Obtained a correction parameter values corresponding to the variance of the number of s 
    b[i]=a*((float)ali.get(i).getResource_Num())+(1-a)*b[i-1]; 
   } 
   for(i=0;i<ali.size();i++) 
   { 
   
 sum+=(b[i]-(float)ali.get(i).getResource_Num())*(b[i]-(float)ali.get(i).getResource_Nu
m()); 
   } 
// Correction parameters corresponding to the minimum variance prediction correction 
parameters 
   if(sum<=min){ 
    min=sum; 
    record=a; 
   } 
   // Correction parameter a change gradient as 0.1 
   a+=0.1f; 
   j++; 
  } 
  a=record;  
  return a; 
 } 
  
 // prediction process 
 publicfloat[]ResourcePrediction(){ 
  int i=1; 
// Correction parameters for each type of resource settings exponential smoothing model 
  float Para_CPU,Para_Memory,Para_HardDisk,Para_Bandwidth,tem; 
  // Each category of resources according to the final forecast of the exponential 
smoothing model. 
  float Ad_CPU,Ad_Memory,Ad_HardDisk,Ad_Bandwidth; 
  float []Results = null; 
  // Initialize various types of resources 
  ArrayList<Resource_Info> aliHis = new ArrayList<Resource_Info>(); 
  ArrayList<Resource_Info> aliCPU = new ArrayList<Resource_Info>(); 
  ArrayList<Resource_Info> aliMemory = new ArrayList<Resource_Info>(); 
  ArrayList<Resource_Info> aliHardDisk = new ArrayList<Resource_Info>(); 
  ArrayList<Resource_Info> aliBandwidth = new ArrayList<Resource_Info>(); 
  while(i<=100){ 
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   ResourceAddHistory(aliHis); 
   i++; 
  } 
  // Classification of resources 
  for(Resource_Info resInfo:aliHis){ 
   if(resInfo.getResource_Type()= =1){ 
    aliCPU.add(resInfo); 
   } 
   if(resInfo.getResource_Type()= =2){ 
    aliMemory.add(resInfo); 
   } 
   if(resInfo.getResource_Type()= =3){ 
    aliHardDisk.add(resInfo); 
   } 
   if(resInfo.getResource_Type()= =4){ 
    aliBandwidth.add(resInfo); 
   } 
  } 
  // To determine the parameters of various resources correction 
  Para_CPU = Parameter_Determine(aliCPU); 
  Para_Memory = Parameter_Determine(aliMemory); 
  Para_HardDisk = Parameter_Determine(aliHardDisk); 
  Para_Bandwidth = Parameter_Determine(aliBandwidth); 
  // Determine the predictions of the various resources 
  // The predicted results of the CPU 
  tem=(float)aliCPU.get(0).getResource_Num(); 
  for(i=1;i<aliCPU.size();i++){ 
   tem=(float)aliCPU.get(i).getResource_Num()*Para_CPU+(1-Para_CPU)*tem; 
  } 
  Ad_CPU=tem; 
  // The predicted results of the memory 
  tem=(float)aliMemory.get(0).getResource_Num(); 




  } 
  Ad_Memory=tem; 
  // The predicted results of the HardDisk 
  tem=(float)aliHardDisk.get(0).getResource_Num(); 
  for(i=1;i<aliHardDisk.size();i++){ 
 tem=(float)aliHardDisk.get(i).getResource_Num()*Para_HardDisk+(1-Para_HardDisk)*
tem; 
  } 
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  Ad_HardDisk=tem; 
  // The predicted results of the Bandwidth 
  tem=(float)aliBandwidth.get(0).getResource_Num(); 




  } 
  Ad_Bandwidth=tem; 
  Results[0]=Ad_CPU; 
  Results[1]=Ad_Memory; 
  Results[2]=Ad_HardDisk; 
  Results[3]=Ad_Bandwidth; 




This simulation process, the setting is fixed the detection cycle is 30 seconds. The 
experimental simulation time is 10 minutes. To simulate ten times transactions between the 










































0:00 50 100 2000        
0:30 50 100 2000 1 4 10 200 50 No 1 
1:00 54 110 2200 2 20 28 1130 60 No 1 
1:30 50 100 2000 2 24 53 576 30 No 1 
2:00 50 100 2000 2 18 76 588 50 No 1 
2:30 50 100 2000 1 36 98 1545 40 No 1 
3:00 86 198 3545 2 8 87 803 100 No 1 
3:30 42 13 1197 1 38 4 624 70 No 1 
4:00 80 17 1821 1 14 23 661 90 No 1 
4:30 102 127 3285 2 48 58 1371 120 No 1 
5:00 16 65 1290 2 2 43 1251 140 Yes 2 
5:30 2 57 629 1 24 47 366 80 No 1 
6:00 26 104 1059 2 48 6 1730 90 Yes 2 
6:30 26 104 1059 1 39 69 1004 60 No 1 
7:00 89 169 3004 1 17 49 773 20 No 1 
7:30 106 218 3777 1 11 49 369 20 No 1 
8:00 100 218 3373 2 49 67 1840 100 No 1 
8:30 51 151 1533 1 42 71 1018 30 No 1 
9:00 43 104 1178 1 29 87 1797 20 No 1 
9:30 1 33 160 2 8 67 1715 50 Yes 2 
10:00 1 33 160 2 36 54 1236 70 Yes 2 
 Notes: The resource provider, present as “1”, the resource consumer, present as “2” 
As shows in table 6.3, the trade been divided as two types: The resource provider, present as 
“1”, the resource consumer, present as “2”. The risk predication has two results. The “No” 
presents no risk and “Yes” presents have risk. Finally, the Cloud Bank has final risk 
predication result as: “1” presents available to trade and “2” presents no respond to trade. 
As shows in the table 6.3, at the time 5:00,6:00,9:30and 10:00will result in resource trading 
risks. The experiments show that the proposed risk prediction strategy is effective. 
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6.5	Summary	
The environment of cloud computing is distributed and dynamic. There are lots of 
uncertainties, which can cause risks in the resource transactions. So risk prevention is a very 
important part in the whole Cloud Bank model. Cloud Bank’s risks can be divided into the 
following categories: credit risk, liquidity risk, operational risk, and other risks and so on.  
This chapter first analysis the risk mitigation and coping in real commercial bank. After that, 
this thesis studies the risk mitigation in the Cloud Bank. Based on that analysis, this paper 
gives the classification of the risk in the Cloud Bank. There are Credit Risk, Liquidity Risk 
Operational Risk and Other Risk.  
For the features of Cloud Bank reason, the credit risk never cause by the consumer, because 
the consumer do not really take any resource physically. The Credit risk arises from 
non-performance by a resource provider. The Liquidity risk arises from the Cloud Bank’s 
inability to provide the services because resource providers withdraw too many resources. If 
the resource pool does not have enough resources to replace these removed resources, then the 
quality of service of the Cloud Bank would inevitably decrease. The benefits of the consumers 
would be aggrieved. 
The Cloud Bank's operational risk happens when the Cloud Bank's internal operational 
management and control mechanisms fail. Other risks mean those risks might have bad effect 
on the Cloud Bank. For the reason of topic of operational risk and other risk are too big to 
management in this thesis and they will conduct research in the future. The paper just focuses 
on the credit risk and liquidity risk. 
After analysing the risks arising in Cloud Bank, this thesis found that prediction is the most 
important part in risk prevention. The contribution of this part was divided the risk prediction 
into two parts: risk prediction and risk coping. The predicting strategies of all risks are 
presented. The predicting of liquidity risk is divided into two parts: predicting before renting 
and periodical prediction. Two inequalities are presented to judge whether the risks would 
arise and the size of the risks. In the two inequalities, two mathematical prediction models are 
used to determine the parameters. At last the whole liquidity risk predicting model is presented. 
This model can help Cloud Bank predicting the liquidity risk and prevent it from arising.  
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This part is divided the risk coping into two types: softness strategy and hardness strategy. The 
softness strategy is suitable for those risks that would not arise recently. It uses the price 
leverage to adjust resource pricing and the interest rate. The hardness strategy is suitable for 
those risks that would arise soon. It includes self-resources reserve, external-resources reserve, 
resource leasing and resource purchase. 
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demand balance and ensure a maxim profit for our hypothetical Cloud Bank operators, we 
introduced an optimal deposit-loan ratio theory used in commercial banks to guide the Cloud 
Banks’ daily management, which allows the adjustment of the deposit-loan ratio in order to 
achieve an optimal rate of both deposits and loans. Using these parameters, more lenders are 
not necessarily better for the bank. The reality of the situation in a cloud environment is that 
it can be quite hard to guarantee that all the depositors and lenders will follow the policies 
outlined in the service contract.  
A similar difference between cloud resources and physical assets actually managed by 
commercial banks is that cloud resources—being electronic—will occasionally fail during 
variety situations. As a consequence, the Cloud Bank must maintain backups in order to 
perform their contractual obligations. In this environment, a higher rate of conversion from 
deposits to   not necessarily good. Instead, there is an optimal ratio of deposits to loans that 
can theoretically be achieved and there by maximize the benefits, but only under this optimal 
ratio. Taking a cue from real banks, we attempted to find an “optimal ratio of deposits and 
loans” that might potentially achieve our ends and ensure optimal services. 
7.1.2	The	resource	management	model	based	on	optimal	deposit‐loan	algorithm	
Assume that b is the sensitive coefficient of loan L  to loan interest rate 1i , and d is the 
sensitive coefficient of deposit D to deposit interest rates 2i  where b 、d  are constants,  
ሺܾ ൏ 0, ݀ ൐ 0ሻ.[112] 
Namely, 
bi/ 1 L , 
diD  2/  
Obviously, Cloud Banks oriented towards making profit derive income from the interest on 
virtual loans and must make expenditures on deposit interest. The model then would look as 
follows: 
ܴ ൌ ݅ଵܮ െ ݅ଶܦ െ ܥଵሺܮሻ െ ܥଶሺ݅ଵ, ܮሻ െ ܥଷሺܦሻ െ ܥସሺ݅ଶ, ܦሻ                                            (1) 
where R is the Cloud Banks' profit, 1C  (supervisory cost of loans) varies based on the size 
of the loans. The larger the loan’s scale, the larger the supervisory cost. 2C as loans default 
cost, is affected by the loans interest rate and loans scale, and whether is isolated moves with 
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loans interest rate and the size of loans. 3C  (Cloud Banks' operating cost) mainly depends on 
the Cloud Banks’ resources scale. Total deposits decide the bank resources size, and total 
deposit and operation cost whether is isolated move. 4C  (Depositors default cost) is mainly 
influenced by deposit interest rates and total deposit, the lower deposit interest rate and the 
bigger total savings, the greater risk of default. ܥ is total cost, namely 
4321 CCCCC  . Assumingr  is the deposit-loan ratio, the model changes into 
Equation (1), ܴ of ܦ ,݅ଵ and d ݅ଶ can respectively be derived as: 
డோ
డ஽ ൌ ݅ଵݎ െ ݅ଶ െ ݎ ቀ
డ஼ೃ
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డ௜మቁ                                           (4) 
Make (2), (3), and (4) is equal to 0 can get 





డ௜భሻ ൌ 	0                                           (6) 
݀ሺݎ݅ଵ–	݅ଶ–	డ஼డ஽ሻ–ܦ	–	ሺ
డ஼ర
డ௜మሻ ൌ 0                                               (7) 
We can find the deciding factor of r is deposit interest rates, loans rates and deposit scale 
marginal cost from (5). The r, deposit interest rates and deposit scale marginal cost is whether 
isolated change, reverse with loans rates. Deposit scale is also the important factors that affect 
the marginal cost. We can imagine if the bank sonly deposit is 1 dollar, adding another 1 
dollar deposit will increase marginal costs to a much greater degree than if bank’s deposits 
initial deposit is 10,000 dollars and another 1 dollar deposit is added. This concept is keenly 








డ௜మሻ                                                 (8) 
From (8) it is clear that the marginal costs to the bank for deposits area deposit scale monadic 
linear function, which decreases when deposits increase. The 	߲ܥସ/߲݅ଶ  is a sensitive 
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coefficient, which is caused by saver’s default risk and the cost to deposit interest rates. Since 
resources providers enter into an agreement with the grid bank, their own resources often sit 
idle and in some cases retrieving their resources is a small possibility. Put more succinctly, 
the possibility of ߲ܥସ/߲݅ଶ  approximate to 0. ܦ	 is ݅ଵ i1 and ݅ଶ  function, therefore r  
decision factors is the deposit interest rates and loans rates.  
Via (6) and (7) and assumption (3), we can give the equation (9). As the loan default cost is 
߲ܥଶ/߲݅ଵ: 
 ݎ ൌ 	 ቄడ஼మడ௜భ ൅ ሾሺ߲ܥଶ/߲݅ଵሻ
ଶ ൅ 	4ሺܾ/݀ሻܦଶሿଶቅ /2ܦ                                   (9) 
The larger ther  means that the deposit to loan conversion rate is higher, but with investment 
of diminishing marginal returns rule, in a certain spot, r  value of Cloud Bank operational 
stability of marginal utility to offset its negative to the capital formation of contribution 
margin, so as to achieve the optimal value. To (9) for deformation get:  
߲ܥଶ/߲݅ଵ ൌ 	ݎܦ ൅ ሺܾ/݀ሻሺܦ/ݎሻ                                               (10) 
Take ܮ ൌ ݎܦ into (10) 
ሺ߲ܥଶ/߲݅ଵሻ/	ܮ	 ൌ 	1 ൅ ሺܾ/݀ሻሺ1/ݎଶሻ	into  
Becauseሺ߲ܥଶ/߲݅ଵሻ/	ܮ ൐ 0, so ݎଶ ൒	– ܾ/݀. From the above analysis we can determine 
߲ܥଶ/߲݅ଵ and the Cloud Bank’s operational stability is negatively correlated, the block bank 
earnings growth ܮ and capital formation (i.e., resource deposit) is positively correlated, then 
this can promote bank earnings growth if ሺ߲ܥଶ/߲݅ଵሻ/	ܮ	 achieves a minimum value. 
Succinctly, Cloud Bank management stands to make the greatest gains in such a growth state. 
Given that r and ሺ߲ܥଶ/߲݅ଵሻ/	ܮ	is positively correlated, the smaller the r, the smallerሺ߲ܥଶ/
߲݅ଵሻ/	ܮ   LiC 12  , so when ሺ߲ܥଶ/߲݅ଵሻ/	ܮ	 takes a minimum value, ݎ	should takeሺ– ܾ/
݀ሻଵ/ଶ, highlighting that the optimal deposit-loan ratio is the negative square root of the 
sensitive coefficient, which can be understood as the loan-to-loan interest rate divided by the 
sensitive coefficient of deposit to deposit interest rates. 
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7.1.3	Single	resource	pricing	underlying	the	Cloud	Bank	model	
Given the flexibility of the Cloud Bank model, it is possible to introduce a variety of different 
situations that use resource management and economic trade models, such as the commodity 
market model, bargaining model, bidding model, monopoly model, and etc[132]. 
After comparing the two different strategies—the commodity market strategy and the auction 
strategy—Dusak found the commodity market model more suitable for controlling the trade 
and distribution of resources, and during this evaluation developed a equation to calculate the 
price of CPU and disk storage.133Unlike traditional computing, in the cloud users do not use a 
single CPU or memory, and accordingly a calculation equation require a combination of two 
factors to derive the basic resource price. First, it is crucial to consider several factors on the in 
measuring CPU value: the number of slots provided by resource (slots), the relative costs 
(RC), and the unit time period (unit time). In this case the RC stands for the CPU, disk and 
other single resource device’s costs relative to the same types of equipment on the market. In 
the event of a new resource provider—like our Cloud Bank model—at the first it is necessary 
to evaluate their resources and arrive at a measurement score (S) before calculating the relative 
cost while recording the price of the same types to the market price (MP). 
RC ൌ ୑୔ୗ୐                                                              (11) 
L means a price equilibrium parameter. CRPs are willing to provide some CPU interfaces that 
can stable use to Cloud Bank, the number of interfaces depends on CRPs’ CPU processing 
speed and a CPU ratio that they willing to provide. The equation is as follows: 
cpu_price ൌ
ୖେ ୳୬୧୲_୲୧୫ୣൗ
ୱ୪୭୲ୱ                                                    (12) 
ܿ݌ݑ_݌ݎ݅ܿ݁ denotes the relative cost that the CPU provides value service to the Cloud Bank 
for a unit time expressed by each interface. For example, CPU relative cost RC for 10 dollars 
with a unit time of 1hour and two available slots, then the ܿ݌ݑ_݌ݎ݅ܿ݁would be that the 
average cost of each interface—in this case, about 5 dollars an hour. 
The method of measuring disk storage value is similar to that used in measuring CPU value, 
but the parameter changes, as capacity indicates storage space provided by CRP and 
ݏݐ݋ݎܽ݃݁_݌ݎ݅ܿ݁is the relative cost at which the disk(s) provide value for use in Cloud Bank for 




ୡୟ୮ୟୡ୧୲୷                                             (13) 
For example, the relative costs for the disk are 100 dollars with a unit time of 1hourproviding 
a total of up to 10G storage space. In this example, the ݏݐ݋ݎܽ݃݁௣௥௜௖௘ would be calculated by 
the average cost of each G, or about10 dollars an hour/G. 
As noted earlier, in the cloud users are not limited by limited hardware resources, so 
combining the CPU prices and disk prices is needed to obtain the price equation of a single 
resource unit cost per unit time: 
cost_price ൌ m ൈ cpu_price ൅ n ൈ storage_price                               (14) 
Among these, the parameters ݉ and ݊ measures different types of price parameters in 
proportion to resources. 
7.1.4	of	the	optimal	deposit‐loan	algorithm	 	
As discussed above, computing resources and storage resources have an initial price. This 
section details our use of a distributed strategy for resource price adjustment that includes the 
price of the CPU and DISK. In our scenario, the ideal of algorithm is:  
1. Set acceptable minimum deposit interest rate when the cloud resource provider deposit 
their resource into the bank, when the deposit interest rate is lower than its minimum 
value, the provider will leave the Cloud Bank, thus reducing the number of resource 
providers. 
2. Correspondingly, set an acceptable highest lending rate that allows cloud resource 
consumers to borrow resource from the bank, when the lending rate is higher than its 
maximum value, the lender will likewise leave the Cloud Bank, thus reducing then 
number of resource consumers. 
3. By setting a time interval, at the beginning of every time interval, it is possible to adjust 
the deposit/lending rate to control the total deposits and loans and to archive the optimal 
deposit-loan interest rate. This will create a process that can maximize the interests of all 
involved parties and move the deposit-loan ratio towards optimal conditions.  
7.1.4.1	Algorithm	for	price	adjustment	of	the	computing	resources	in	the	resource	pool.	
1. Initialize݅ଵ, ݅ଶ; ሺ݅ଵlending	rate, ݅ଶdeposit	interest	rateሻ. 
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2. Initialize the price for every single CPU computing power as CPUሺ݅ሻ. 
3. Initialize the total price for all CPU computing power in the resource pool as 
D ൌ ∑ܥܷܲ ሺ݅ሻ; 
4. Initialize the total price for all CPU computing power borrowed from the resource 
pool as L ൌ ∑ܥܷܲ ሺ݆ሻ; 
5. Initialize the random variable	ܽ, ܾ, 
6. While absቀ௅ோ െ ݎቁ ൏ ݉ // r  is optimal deposit-loan interest rate and ݉	is a small 
floating-point. 
7. Ifሺݎ െ ܮ/ܦሻ ൐ ݉ do 
8. ݅ଵ ൌ ݅ଵ െ ܽ||݅ଶ ൌ ݅ଶ െ ܾ // lower the deposit-loan interest rate 
9. Setting all the acceptable maximum loan interest rates in descending order and  
       taking all the resource back leading to a lending rate price lower than ݅ଵ,then  
calculate L/D; 
10. Setting all the acceptable minimum deposit interest rates in ascending order and 
remove all the resource from the bank for which the deposit interest rate is higher 
than ݅ଶ,then calculateL/D; 
11. Ifቀ௅஽ െ ݎቁ ൐ ݉	do; 
12. ݅ଵ ൌ ݅ଵ ൅ ܽ||݅ଶ ൌ ݅ଶ ൅ ܾ //higher the deposit or loan interest rate. 
13. Consumer agent according to the value of݅ଵ notices the consumer the price ݅ଶwhich 
is acceptable and asks the consumer renting the resource or not. If the consumer 
wants to rent the resource, then transfer to the Cloud Bank, otherwise, the consumer 
leaves the bank. Calculate L/D again. 
14. Provider agent according to the value of ݅ଶ notices the consumer the price ݅ଵ which 
is either acceptable or not and asks the provider to deposit the resource or not. If the 
provider wants to deposit the resource, proceed to examination and registration, then 
transfer to the Cloud Bank, otherwise, the provider leaves the bank. Calculate L/D 
again. 
15. Repeat steps (6) - (14) to move to the next cycle of price adjustment. 
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7.1.4.2	Algorithm	for	the	price	adjustment	of	the	storage	resources	in	the	resource	pool	
1. Initialize ݅ଵ, ݅ଶ; ሺ݅ଵlending	rate, ݅ଶdeposit	interest	rateሻ. 
2. Initialize the price for every single DISK storage capacity as DISKሺ݅ሻ. 
3. Initialize the total price for all DISK storage capacity in the resource pool as 
D ൌ ∑ܦܫܵܭ ሺ݅ሻ. 
4. Initialize the total price for all DISK storage capacity borrowed from the resource 
pool as L ൌ ∑ܦܫܵܭ ሺ݆ሻ. 
5. Initialize the random variableܽ,   
6. While absቀ௅ோ െ ݎቁ ൏ ݉ //ݎ	is optimal deposit-loan interest rate and ݉	is a quite 
small floating-point. 
7. Ifቀ௅஽ െ ݎቁ ൐ ݉do 
8. ݅ଵ ൌ ݅ଵ െ ܽ||݅ଶ ൌ ݅ଶ െ ܾ// , lower the deposit-loan interest rate; 
9. Setting all the acceptable maximum loan interest rates in descending order, and  
taking all resources back for which lending rate price is lower than ݅ଵ,then calculate 
   L/D; 
10. Set all the acceptable minimum deposit interest rates in ascending order and remove 
all the resource from the bank for which the deposit interest rate is higher than ݅ଶ, 
then calculate L/D; 
11. Ifቀ௅஽ െ ݎቁ ൐ ݉	do; 
12. ݅ଵ ൌ ݅ଵ ൅ ܽ||݅ଶ ൌ ݅ଶ ൅ ܾ	// higher the deposit or loan interest rate; 
13. Consumer agents according to the value of݅ଵnotes the consumer the price ݅ଶ which 
is acceptable or not and prompts the consumer to rent the resource or not. If the 
consumer wants to rent the resource, then transfer to the Cloud Bank, otherwise, the 
consumer leaves the bank. Calculate L/D again. 
14. Provider agent according to the value of݅ଶnotes the consumer the price ݅ଵ which is 
acceptable or not and then prompt the provider to deposit the resource or not. If the 
provider wants to deposit the resource, proceed to examination and registration, and 




15. Repeat steps (6) - (14) and proceed to the next cycle of price adjustment. 
On the whole, when the deposit interest rates decline, the total amount of depositsD in a 
period of time will be reduced, otherwise, it will increase. When the loan interest rates 
decline, the total amount of loans L in a period of time will be reduced, otherwise, it will 
increase. 
7.2	Distributed	Price	Adjustment	Algorithm	
At the beginning of the transaction, all the Cloud Resource Provider (CRP) has nothing to do 
with any given consumers, but the bank must give a price for the CRP. The Cournot model 
will lead to a state of price during this initial time. After initializing the price of the resource, 
the Cloud Bank will begin to run smoothly. Given the nature of these cloud resources, all the 
CRPs are in a dynamic state, as CRPs will occasionally join or quit the Cloud Bank resource 
pool. The Cloud Bank then needs to have a way to price all new entering resources according 
to the present situation. In this instance, the Stackelberg model will lead the price to an 
optimized state over the running time. 
7.2.1	Pricing	Scheme	of	Cloud	Resources	in	the	Initial	Stage	
7.2.1.1The	Cournot	Equilibrium	in	Cloud	Computing	
In the beginning, the initial price of the underlying resources is decided by the interaction of 
CRPs, which has nothing to do with consumers. The resources providers only consider the 
characteristic of a monopoly model, and under this, the price of resources is decided by the 
interaction among resource providers. This situation ultimately leads all the different CRPs to 
the same price strategies.  
 
Two commonly monopoly models worth noting are the Cournot model[ 134 ]and the 
Bertrandmodel[135]. In the Cournot Model, CRPs must guess the price under the production, 
but in the Bertrand Model the price is used as a strategy by CRPs to infer monopoly pricing, 
for which the solution is Nash equilibrium in regard to price. Taking into account the available 
resources afforded to cloud computing in accordance with a given unit of time—which is in 
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connection with the amount of available resources—the Cloud Bank is able to then introduce a 
Cournot Equilibrium Model to begin equalizing the price. 
Definition 1 - Cournot Equilibrium: In the environment of a market economy, the participants 
all know one another's output, and each participant determines their own output in order to 
maximize profits, leading to the output of any given participants remaining roughly 
unchanged [136].The solution to such equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium, in which any given 
participant maximizes their own interests while the others’ interests also maximize. In doing 
so, users within a cloud computing environment can maximize their interests under the 
Cournot equilibrium theory. 
Definition 2 -Cloud Computing Cournot Equilibrium: In the cloud computing environment, 
resources provider know the resource volume provided by other resources providers, and as 
such choose their what volume of their own resources can be made available in order to make 
the amount of resources help maximize their own individual interests. 
7.2.1.2	Mapping	the	physical	resources	into	the	cloud	resource	pool	
Resource providers and consumers within the cloud environment have their own 
requirements and strategies to succeed as well as different operational definitions of success. 
In this present study, a paramount concern is defining the provider role, which we have done 
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providers, we opted to introduce the concept of equilibrium based price before arriving at a 
final price. Since the traditional Cournot equilibrium only takes into account two players, in a 
Cloud Bank environment, this model would need to still operate in roughly the same manner 
while it was expanded to reach the goals of more participants. To create these conditions,  
There are many resource providers and new providers will join in at any time. 
Resource providers compete with each other in order to obtain more market share, assuming 
that they have already known the volume of resources provided by other providers, they 
determine their own volume of resources to maximize their own interests. 
The products provided by different resource providers are indistinguishable, while different 
consumers choose different resources to obtain the same effect. 
A୧ means the amount of resource provided by the ݅௧௛ resource provider,cost_price୧represent 
the price of single resource provided by the ݅௧௛ resource provider, the total price of resource 
expressed as C. In the case of multiple participants, multiple resource prices set to 
	C ൌ ሼCଵ, Cଶ, … C୬ሽ,	C୧ denoting the cost prices of the ݅௧௛ resources. Then: 
C୧ ൌ A୧cost_price୧                                                   (15) 
In the Cloud Bank environment, there is an interaction between resource providers, so 
calculating the initial price P based on the basic price, which is a function of ܲሺܣሻof the 
total amount of resources where AA is the total amount of resources and 	A ൌ ∑ A୧୬ଵ . 
Each resource ݅௧௛ providers takes into consideration its amount of resources that can impact 






ப୅౟                                                           (16) 
The amount of resources provided by the ݅௧௛ provider are A୧, a single resource price is 
ܲሺܣሻ, the cost price is C୧, therefore its revenue function as follows: 
π୧ ൌ PሺAሻ ൈ A୧‐C୧			i ൒ 2                                                (17) 
In order to maximize the benefits of the ݅௧௛ resource providers, using A୧ from the (17), 






ୢ୅౟ ൌ 0                                               (18) 
or simplified: 
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A୧ ൌ େഠሖ ‐୔୔ሖ                                                             (19) 
A୧ denotes the amount of resource provided by the ݅௧௛ resource provider in equation (19), 
and during this time their interests become maximized. As a result of the price impacted by 
supply and demand, ܲሺܣሻ in connection with A୧ which is the amount of resources available 
provided by the ݅௧௛  resource provider. If the specific type function of ܲሺܣሻis already 
known, we can find the amount of resources provided by the ݅௧௛ resource provider when the 
profits of the ݅௧௛ith provider are maximizing. 
Taking into account the competition and interaction between the various participants, we 
must first consider the specific relationship between the ݅௧௛ and the ݆௧௛ provider. Deriving 
A୧  from the type (8) obtains a reaction function slope between ݅  and ݆ , wherein 





ଶ୔మ‐େഠሷሖ ୔ሶ ‐൫୔‐େሖ ౟൯୔ሷ
                                                     (20) 
C୧ is a linear function of A୧, so there are Cሷ ൌ 0. But the price function ܲሺܣሻ cannot 
determine its form, so there may be a balance of ܯ	ሺܯ	 ൒ 	1ሻ	or non-existent equilibrium in 
the game process. If ܲሺܣሻ is a linear function of A୧, the following assumption can be 
made: 	PሺAሻ ൌ ∑ α୧A୧୬ଵ ൅ K , which contains the server parameters, such α୧ as balanced 
parameters and K which indicates the t relationship between the price and the amount of 






ଶ                                                      (21) 
At this point, the response function can be illustrated in Fig7.4. 
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compete on quantity. To sustain the equilibrium of the game, there are some constraints. The 
leader must know ex ante that the follower observes his action. The follower must have no 
means of committing to a future non-Stackelberg follower action, and the leader must know 
this. Indeed, if the 'follower' could commit to a Stackelberg leader action and the 'leader' 
knew this; the leader's best response would be to play a Stackelberg follower action[138]. 
7.2.2.2	Using	the	Stackelberg	Leadership	Model	to	adjust	Cloud	resources	prices	
Using Stackelberg leadership model, the Cloud Bank (i.e., the oligopoly) as the leader (Eଵ), 
the random producers as the follower (E୧ሻ 
In this understanding, the hypotheses are as follows: 
There are many random resource producers, denoted E୧ሺ݅ ൌ 2,… , ݊, ݊ ൒ 2ሻ . These 
producersare able toprovide several resources while new producers and resources enter or 
drop out as time goes. 
Producer Eଵ provides resources first, though they do not know what output quantity strategy 
thatE୧ሺ݅ ൌ 2, … , ݊ሻwill choose; the E୧ሺ݅ ൌ 2,… , ݊ሻ	 act later and their resource output 
according to Eଵ’s production. They do not however know the output quantity strategy 
between E୧ሺ݅ ൌ 2,… , ݊ሻ.	The profits then is a function of resources provided by all 
producers; each producer must make an output strategic decision in order to maximize their 
profits. 
One important note worth mentioning here is that the resources from different providers are 
in distinguishable, meaning that no matter what resources the user selects the ultimate effect 
is the same. 
A୧  represents the amount of resource provided by the ݅௧௛  resource producer, while p୧ 
represent the price of single resource provided by the ith resource producer which is 
cost_price mentioned in section 7.1.3.1, the total price of resource expressed as C. In the case 
of multiple participants, multiple resource prices are set to C ൌ ሼCଵ, Cଶ, … , C୬ሽ, with C୧ 
representing the cost prices of the ݅௧௛ resources, leading to: 
ܥ௜ ൌ ܣ௜	 ௜ܲ(A)                                                         (25) 
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On the basis of basic price, we need to compute the initial price of resources ܲ, which is the 
inverse demand function PሺAሻ of total resources where A represents the number of all 
resources, Aൌ ∑ ܣ௜୬ଵ . Presuming that 
P(A)=P(∑ ܣ௜୬ଵ ሻ=ܽ െ ܾ∑ ܣ௜୬ଵ ሺܾ ൐ 0,0 ൏ ܿ ൏ ܽሻ	                                 (26) 
in the basic balance of supply and demand. A represents the number of the social demand per 
unit time when the resources are free, while b reflects the sensitivity of market needs impact 
to price, and the profit of ܧ௜ is ߨ௜. 
In this hypothetical case, ܧଵ provides resources first, ܧ௜ follow ܧଵ, and the profit of ܧଵ is: 
ߨଵ ൌ ܣଵܲሺAሻ െ ܥଵ             
(27) 
While the profit of ܧ௜ is 
ߨ௜ ൌ ܣ௜ܲሺAሻ െ ܥ௜ሺ݅ ൒ 2ሻ,                                                   (28) 
When considering ܧଵ as the leader, they must choose the output of resourcesܣଵ ൒ 0,other 
producers observe ܣଵ  then choose their output ܣଵሺ݅ ൌ 2,… , ݊ሻ according to ܣଵ . 
Subsequently, the strategy of ܧଵ is to select ܣଵ while the strategy of ܧ௜ is a function of 
௙ܵ: ܳଵ → ܳ௙                                                                                                                           (29)	
Where ܳଵis the output of ܧଵ, and	ܳ௙ is the sum of ܧ௜’s output. 
This is a dynamic game model whereby all parties act in a perfect order and use perfect 
information. Using a reverse solution we are able to compute the sub game perfect Nash 
equilibrium. 
To begin, consider the second stage of this game, with a given outputܣଵ. How does ܧ௜ select 
their optimum output ܣ௜ሺ݅ ൌ 2,… , ݊ሻ(i=2,, n) to get maximize profits: 
ܯܽݔߨ௜ ൌ ܣ௜ܲሺ∑ ܣ௝௡௝ୀଵ ሻ െ ܥ௜, ሺ݅ ൌ 2,… , ݊. ሻ                                                                        (30) 
,Afterwards, substitute the inverse demand function and cost function into equation (30) we 
are able to compute the first order optimal condition, omitting the process of matrix 
algorithms, and arrive at the optimal decision of ܧ௜, 
ܣపሶ  = ௔ି௉೔ି஺భଶ௕ሺ௡ିଵሻ ሺ݅ ൌ 2,… , ݊. ሻ                                               (31) 
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Now we consider the first stage of this game, because Eଵ predicted ܧ௜ would select the 
optimal decision Aపሶ  based on the equation (31) to maximize profits, Eଵ’s problem can be 
described as: 
ܯܽݔߨଵ ൌ ܣ௜ܲ൫∑ ܣపሶ ൅௡ଶ ܣଵ൯ െ ܥଵ                                                  (32)  
(9)Next, substituting equation(31) into equation(32), consider the inverse demand function 
and cost function at the same time, we can compute the first order optimal condition of 
equation(31),and omitting the calculation process, arrive at the optimal decision of ܧଵ: 
Aଵሶ ൌ ୟି୮భଶୠ                                                              (33) 
Substituting equation (33) into equation (32) yields the optimal decision of ܧ௜: 
Aపሶ ൌ ୟି୮౟ସୠሺ୬ିଵሻ , ሺ݅ ൌ 2,… , ݊ሻ		                                             (34) 
In effect: 
PሺAሻ ൌ Pሺ∑ A୧୬ଵ ሻ ൌ a െ b	∑ A୧୬ଵ ൌ a െ bሺAଵሶ ൅ ∑ Aపሶ ሻ୬ଶ                             (35) 
Next, substituting Aଵሶ  and Aపሶ  into equation (33) yields: 




ସሺ୬ିଵሻ                                                (36) 
Finally, we arrive at the initial price of resources	PሺAሻ. According to the equation, we then 
find that the initial price is influenced by demand quantity and supply quantity of resources, 
and moreover that it varies with them. 
7.3	The	Service	Level	Agreement	(SLA)	of	the	Cloud	Bank	Model	
The Cloud Bank is essentially an agent platform of resource management. To control the 
use and receipt of computing resources from, and by the Cloud Bank requires the use of 
a service level agreement (SLA). As computing resources are provided in the form of 
services, Quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms are introduced to solve problems in the 
quality of service. This study presents a framework for SLAs in the Cloud Bank model 
(CBSLA) with QoS attributes added to the CBSLA so that it can become a key aspect to 
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facilitate exchanges among the participants. In order to describe services, the CBSLA 
can be used to reflect the price. 
7.3.1	Why	we	need	CBSLA	
QoS is one of the substantial aspects that distinguish the differences between various service 
providers. In order to assure the consumer that they can get the service they pay for while 
also obligating the provider to achieve its service promises, the Cloud Bank can act as a third 
party that helps both the provider and consumer come to an agreement based on the 
requirements of the consumer’s demand and the provider’s supply. 
At the core of this interaction, an SLA is a negotiated agreement between two parties wherein 
one is the consumer and the other is the resource provider which guarantees the basics 
components of the services offered. The service guarantees spell out precisely what 
transactions need to be executed and how well they should be executed. The SLA itself 
records a common understanding about services, priorities, responsibilities, guarantees, and 
warranties. Additionally, the SLA may specify the levels of availability, serviceability, 
performance, operation, or other attributes of the service, such as billing[139] 
Despite the many uses of the SLA, perhaps among the most important components of the 
SLA are the QoS attributes. SLA reports must provide a guarantee that the QoS is being 
monitored and that the Cloud Bank can deal with any accident that may happen. Failure to do 
so would inextricably undermine the relationship between the different involved parties as 
well as the Cloud Bank itself, which serves as an intermediary third-party facilitator. 
Because the demands of consumer are complex, a simple “measure and trigger” process may 
not work for enforcing the SLA. Aside from this potential difference, which arises due to the 
complex nature of the services provided in the Cloud Bank, most SLAs are natural language 
documents and accordingly must be provisioned and monitored manually. Obviously, doing 
this on a scale needed in a cloud environment like ours would be quite troublesome. In order 
to automate provision and monitor the QoS parameters, we used a particular SLA template 
that includes automatically processed fields in an otherwise natural language-written SLA. To 
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h) Finally, SLA contract management will manage the RC-SLA contract too. After that, 
the SLA monitoring will run to ensure that the total QoS of each subtask is equal to 
the QoS of the whole task.	
7.3.4	Generation	of	the	CBSLA	
After quantifying the cloud resources, it is possible to add them to the SLA and let it become 
certified among parties that have the resources transaction. The SLA mentioned in this thesis 
is a combination of the above two projects, which was put in the application of management 
and monitoring QoS property in the three-lever Cloud Bank structure. This in turn can be used 
to describe the application mission with QoS property, and through SLA, to bind the 
application and resources and enter into a contract bound to be strengthened. Resource 
consumers and the consumer agent will set up an SLA as long as services sets have applied for 
the physical resources to meet the QoS characteristics. All of the SLA and its property values 
can then be quantified and measured via similar methods as mentioned in the extant 
literature[141]. The local resource management and network resource management devices can 
measure the corresponding property and value of the QoS in the Cloud Bank model, and in 
doing so determine whether these resources and the QoS property values are in agreement 
with the SLA. Related resources at the SLA parameters between different layers of different 
manifestations through a number of inter-layer mappings been converted. 
7.4	Summary	
By extending the Cloud Bank model we developed, in this section we presented how to 
develop a pricing strategy that corresponds to different features of the Cloud Bank throughout 
different stages of time. Because there are different kinds of resource providers, such as 
oligopolies providing large-scale resources and retail entities that provide random resources, 
a flexible but coherent strategy is absolutely necessary in making this Cloud Bank model 
viable. To maximize profits for each party participating in the Bank, this thesis opted to base 
pricing strategy based on the Cournot equilibrium, allowing bank to adjust the price 
dynamically during the initial stage, and later moving into a Stackelberg Leadership Model 






Theoretically, after an appropriate pricing mechanism has been established and put into use, 
gradually more consumers will find it advantageous to enter into the Cloud Bank. Once this 
growth in popularity occurs, resource scheduling becomes the key issue in maintaining 
stability and operation of the Cloud Bank. In this chapter, we accordingly describe a resource 
scheduling mechanism based on economic theory. 
The cloud computing multi-resources market model is based on full market competition. The 
supply and the demand for resources ultimately decide the resources’ price. When the 
quantity of both supplies and demands are equal, an equilibrium price is reached. According 
to the economic general equilibrium theory, the resource distribution that satisfies the 
equilibrium price is most reasonable and most effective. 
The multi-commodity market model provides the most superior deployment of resources. As 
for our purposes it is the most ideal and the simplest economic model. Since the cloud 
computing environment is complex and the potential scope is huge, among the resource 
providers there is direct competition to mutually restrict one another. As such, the resource 
price cannot be completely decided by the supplies, given that there is essentially a 
non-cooperation game of a fixed price strategy existing among cloud computing resource 
providers. To move past this obstacle, the Cloud Bank model uses the Pareto Optimality 
Theory to give a concrete, definite resource distribution strategy and related algorithm. 
8.1	The	concept	of	Pareto	optimality	
Pareto efficiency, or Pareto optimality, is a concept in economics with strong applications in 
both engineering and social sciences. The term is named after Vilfredo Pareto, an Italian 
economist who used the concept in his studies of economic efficiency and income 
distribution. 
Given an initial allocation of goods among a set of individuals, a change to the allocation that 
makes at least one individual better off without making any other individual worse off is 
called a Pareto improvement. When no further Pareto improvements can be made in this 
system, an allocation is defined as being “Pareto efficient” or “Pareto Optimal.” 
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8.1.1	Pareto	Optimality	
A Pareto optimal state is generally considered to be one with an optimal allocation of social 
resources, or an effective standard of resources allocation. In this state if a person or people's 
benefit were altered, the situation of some another people is better, if we want them to be 
better, we need the situation of some people be worse. In welfare economics, Pareto optimal 
state is mainly discussed in the consumption and production. This matches cloud resource 
management in the relationship of the resource providers and resource users. In Cloud Bank, 
the result of resource scheduling among tasks is to get the Pareto optimality to make the 
system running smoothly. 
8.1.2	Pareto	Improvement	
A Pareto improvement is defined as where in some economic circumstances an improvement 
to some people’s the welfare or satisfaction can be made by without reducing any other 
person’s satisfaction or benefits. Two definitions are worth considering. 
Definition 1 -Consumption utility U: Consumers gain some benefits through consumption, 
and the value of that assumption is based on consumption quantity of each commodity.  
Definition 2 -Consumer preference is a fixed value of utility U. 
A Pareto improvement is an approach or a procedure that can make resource distribution 
among resource consumers enter into a Pareto Optimal state. In our Cloud Bank, this can 
correspond to the resource scheduling mechanism, and accordingly we have to design an 
algorithm that can achieve this mechanism. 
8.1.2.1	Analysis	of	Pareto	Improvement	
Detailed analysis is as follows:  
1) Two consumers: A, B; 
2) Two kinds of goods: X, Y; 
3) Two consumers’ preferences are definite, and the consumer's utility functions are: 
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There are numerous indifference curves, and different curves represent different levels of 
utility, the further away from origin, the higher the utility is.  
For consumer A: 
54321 AAAAA UUUUU  , 
For consumer B:  
54321 BBBBB UUUUU  . 
Definition 3: Marginal rate of substitution (MRS): the slope of the indifference curve tangent 
to the absolute value. That is to say, we premise it on a maintainable utility level, if a 
consumer buys one more X	goods, he must give up a certain amount of Y	goods, and it 
means that two kinds of goods consumption have a relationship of substitution. Above all, 
under the case of Pareto optimality state, any two arbitrary kinds of goods’ MRS are equal. 
As is shown in Figure 8.2, point b is the connection of indifference curve A2 and B3, but this 
point is not Pareto optimal state, when consumer B remain utility level in B3, consumer A’s 
utility level can be increased to A3 ( 23 AA UU  ) to point c, at this point A’s utility is maximum, 
meaning that it is Pareto optimal state. If A’s utility level remains in A2, the utility level of 
consumer B could be increased to B4 ( 34 BB UU  ) to point d, which is a Pareto optimal state.  
Likewise in going from c to d, it reaches Pareto optimal state. The line link OA to OB is a 
collection of Pareto optimal states, we call this collection an efficiency curve, and different 
points in the curve represent different resource allocations, e.g., from point c to point d, 
consumer B increases utility by decreasing A’s utility. 
8.2	Cloud	Banks	achieve	optimal	resources	allocation	by	Pareto	theory	
Cloud Bank package resources to services in order to provide to the outside, these services 
are corresponding to the above commodities, services users are corresponding to the above 
consumers. Assumptions:  
1) Two resources users: A, B; 
2) Two services: X, Y; 
3) Two persons’ preferences are fixed, consumers' utility functions are 
),( AAAA YXUU   
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),( BBBB YXUU   
0XXX BA   
0YYY BA  . 
Known: X 0, Y 0, U A0, work out MAX (UB)  
Construction Lagrange functions:  
U୆ୀ	U୆	ሺX୆, Y୆	ሻ ൅ λ଴ሺU୅ሺX୅, Y୅ሻ െ U୅଴ሻ ൅ λଵሺX୅ ൅ X୆ െ X଴ሻ ൅ λଶሺY୅ ൅ Y୆ െ Y଴ሻ  
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Equation (6) indicates BA MRSMRS  , that the marginal rates of substitution of A and B are 
equal. Under the case of a Pareto optimality state, any two arbitrary kinds of goods’ MRS are 
equal. From another point of view, when A’MRS equals B’MRS, there must be a Pareto 
optimal state. So, the value	MAX	ሺܷ஻ሻ is an optimal utility. 
In the initial case, there are not resource providers and resource consumers in the system. 
When a resource provider appears, their resources will be quantified through the assessment 
system and mapped to virtual banks. When a resource consumer appears, the agent will get 
obtain their consumption preference and utility function. In the event that the available 
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resources meet consumers’ requirements, the system essentially obeys the principal of 
first-come and first-serve by directly allocating these resources. At this time, if a new kind of 
resource either joins the Cloud Bank or the resources were already allocated, the Cloud Bank 
system must carry out a refresh. Likewise, when the amount of resources available at a given 
time cannot satisfy the latest consumer, the system should adopt a Pareto optimal algorithm, 
which can maximize the utility of resources available to the last consumer without decreasing 
resources or utilities available to other consumers. In other words, the last consumer’s interest 
will not be maximized at expense of any other consumer’s. 
8.3	The	Extended	Pareto	Optimality	Model	
Consider an economy consisting of M consumers (indexed by m =1, ⋯ ,M) and N resources 
(indexed by 	n ൌ 1,⋯ , N). Consumer݉ ’s preferences over consumption vectors can be 
described as x୫= (xଵ୫,⋯ , x୒୫) in his consumption set X୫ ⊂ R୒ represented by the utility 
function	u୫ሺ∙ሻ. 
An economic allocation (xଵ,⋯ , x୑) is a specification of a consumption vector x୫ ∈ X୫	for 
each consumer m ൌ 1,… ,M and the aggregate amounts various resources is available for 
consumption purposes represented by (xതଵ,⋯ , xത୒). The allocation (xଵ,⋯ , x୑) is feasible if 
∑ x୬୫ ൑୫ xത୬[146]. 
Pareto optimality: A feasible allocation (xଵ,⋯ , x୑) is Pareto optimal if there is no other 
feasible allocation ሺxଵᇱ , … , x୑ᇱ ሻ  such that u୫ (x୫' )൒ u୫ (x୫ ) for all 	m  =1 , ⋯ ,M and 
u୫(x୫' )൐ u୫(x୫) for some m[146]. 
A feasible allocation ( xଵ' ,⋯ , x୫' ) that Pareto dominates another feasible 
allocation(xଵ,⋯ , x୑ ). That is, u୫ (x୫' )൒ u୫ (x୫ ) for all m  =1 , ⋯ ,M  and u୫ሺx୫' ሻ ൒
u୫ሺx୫ሻ 	foor some m[146]. 
If it is possible to create a Pareto optimal, we have a Pareto improvement[146]. 
The following section is the mathematical model of this problem. 
To begin, we assume that the consumption set of every consumer is Rା୒ and that preferences 
are represented by utility functions u୫ሺx୫ሻ that are twice continuously differentiable and 
satisfy the gradients ப୳ౣሺ୶ౣሻப୶ౣ ≫0 at all x୫(hence, preferences are strongly monotone). We 
also normalize, so that u୫ሺ0ሻ = 0. 
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The mathematical model of optimal allocation of available resources across consumers is as 
follows: Given some aggregate amounts (xതଵ,⋯ , xത୒) of resources available for consumption 
purposes, they must be distributed to maximize the first consumer’s well-being while meeting 
the utility requirements  (uതଶ,⋯ , uത୑) for consumers 2, ⋯ ,M. This leaves a problem to solve,  
Maxሺ୶భ,⋯,୶౉ሻuଵ(xଵଵ,⋯ , x୒ଵ)  
a. u୫(xଵ୫,⋯ , x୒୫)൒ uത୫,m =2, ⋯ ,M; 
b. ∑ x୬୫ ൑୫ xത୬,n=1, ⋯,	N,;	                                             (7) 
c. 	x୬୫ ൒ 0,n=1, ⋯,	N,m =1, ⋯,	M . 
8.3.1	Relative	Proof	 	
Under our assumptions, all the constraints of problem (7) will be binding at a solution. 
The paragraphs below show that any allocation which is a solution to problem (7)is Pareto 
optimal and any Pareto optimal allocation for this economy must be a solution to problem (7) 
for some choice of utility levels (uതଶ,⋯ , uത୑). 
Proof: Suppose first that a feasible allocation (xଵ,⋯ , x୑) is a solution to problem (7). If it is 
not Pareto optimal, then there exists another feasible allocation (xଵ' , ⋯ , x୫' ) where in Pareto 
dominates (xଵ,⋯ , x୑). 
Because of the feasibility, (xଵ' ,⋯ , x୫' ) satisfies constraints a. and c., the Pareto dominance 
implies that it also satisfies constraint b. 
If 	uଵxଵ' ൐ uଵሺxଵሻ,  
then this contradicts the hypothesis that (xଵ,⋯ , x୑ሻ is a solution. 
If	uଵ൫xଵ' ൯ ൌ uଵሺxଵሻ,  
then by Pareto dominance, there is a consumer i ് 1, such that 
	u୧൫x୧'൯ ൐ u୧ሺx୧ሻ ൒ uത୧.  
Now, by the strong monotonicity of the preferences and the continuity of the utility function, 
we use a small transfer from consumer ݅ to consumer 1 to make a new allocation 
ሺxଵᇱᇱ, … , x୧ିଵᇱ , x୧ᇱᇱ, … , x୫ᇱ ሻ 
such that uଵ ( xଵ'' x )൐ uଵ൫xଵ' ൯ ൌ uଵሺxଵሻ ൒ uത୧  and u୧൫x୧'൯ ൐ u୧൫x୧''൯ ൒ uത୧ , and the new 
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Step5: Comparing xത୬୧	and	x୬୧'  for every	n, if there is 	n such that xത୬୧ ൏ x୬୧'  then go 
to step6, if there is 	n such that xത୬୧ ൐ x୬୧'  then go to step7, ifxത୬୧ ൌ x୬୧'  for 
every 	n then keeps running task and waits CCA Updating. 
Step6: Global Allocator puts these extra resources from consumer back to resource 
pool; 
Step7: Solving problem (1), obtain	u୧ሺxଵ୧,⋯ , xସ୧ሻ; 
Step8: Comparing x୬୧	and	xത୬୧ for every	n, if there is x୬୧ ൒ xത୬୧ for every 	n then 
go to step 9, else go to step10; 
Step9: Let ൫xଵ୧' , xଶ୧' , xଷ୧' , xସ୧' ൯ ൌ ሺxതଵ୧,⋯ , xതସ୧ሻ; 
Step10: If there are not enough resources in the Cloud Bank at the moment, the 
consumer awaits the CCA refresh to request the needed resources. If the task 
is not assigned to resources after three cycles, the Global Allocator forces it to 
allocate resources by latest resources requirement. 
In the strategy above, the CCA refreshes user’s utility function by this cycle since this 
process is a continuous loop. 
8.5	Improvement	of	PO‐based	Allocation	Strategy	
There are still some issues to discuss in this strategy, as follows:  
Only grading of consumers’ tasks and classifying those services which consumers requested 
exactly as much as possible, so achieving the SLA between the Cloud Bank and consumers 
would be guaranteed, and the CCA generates weights vector (αଵ, αଶ, αଷ, αସሻ more in line 
with actual needs of consumers. Secondly, the possibility of consumers submitting specific 
resources to the CCA directly is quite low. For instance, an end user, such as a small shop 
owner, likely could not know how many specific resources he/she needs, and what he/she 
should do is to submit a service request called “statistics” to the Cloud Bank and then let the 
system solving this problem. 
The CCA is able to refresh the utility function in two ways, centralized and autonomous. The 
centralized method allows the utility functions’ refreshed-cycle determined uniformly 
according to the system clock. For the autonomous method, because of consumers entering 
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and quitting the Cloud Bank periodically, the CCA could refresh the utility functions 
according to each consumer’s clock. 
Similarly, it’s worth considering how the CCA places those extra resources back. First, it can 
put them back into the resource pool directly for the convenience of statistics for the risk of 
Cloud Bank. Most of the time, the scheduling system exists in the state of Pareto 
improvement. When the number of users reaching saturation, it maybe achieve Pareto 
optimality. From the partial perspective, however, those allocated resources and consumers 
are in a Pareto optimal state. 
Based on the above study, this thesis adds QoS Restraints to a PO-based Resource Allocation 
Strategy. To guarantee a minimum quality of service (QoS), infrastructure service providers 
must to enter into a legal agreement. Typically, the QoS parameters are related to the 
availability of the CPU, memory, hard disk, and network needed for efficient execution of the 
application at peak loads. This legal agreement is known as the infrastructure service-level 
agreement (SLA)[147]. 
Once the infrastructure SLA is established, it needs to be validated and distributed to some 
parts of the cloud related to measure the runtime parameters of cloud providers’ resource, 
evaluate the service-level objectives (SLO), take corrective actions on violation of the SLO 
[148], etc. 
Given the relatively new nature of Cloud Computing, the traditional usage of SLA is not fully 
integrated into cloud systems, especially not in regards to distributing resources. To better 
meet the QoS, we need to deploy an infrastructure SLA to the resource scheduling step. 
Producers use a benchmark application from the Cloud Bank to grade of their resources (VM) 
after being virtualized. The results of this benchmark will be immediately sent to the Cloud 
Bank. VMs that have different performances correspond to different VM ability level, which 
is described by a VM ability level. 
Consumer’s needs/task also have to be graded to correspond with infrastructure resources. 
Grading to tasks is not only done via traditional IT methods but also by using a statistical 
approach. By collecting data regarding consumers’ requirements, budget, and even loyalty to 
this Cloud system and then analysing the information and then pricing appropriately, the 
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Cloud Bank is able to guarantee to every consumer that the infrastructure SLA (the value of 
VM ability level) must less than or equal to the expected utility requirementuത୧ሺxതଵ୧,⋯ , xത୒୧ሻ. 
Finally, an SLO can be added into the infrastructure SLA document to describe that service 
or resources of a certain level requirement must use a minimum of certain VM ability level. 
8.6	The	steps	of	dynamic	simulation	
In order to verify the effectiveness of resource scheduling algorithms, we have a secondary 
development based on the CloudSim API. This section is based on CloudSim API to add 
resource scheduling algorithm to achieve the desired type of cloud computing resource 
scheduler. Additionally, it also lays the foundation for the experimental analysis. The 
resource scheduler envisioned to accomplish the needed duties must include several features: 
the ability to build the queues of the users need tasks; the ability to dynamically discover 
resources and according to the numbers of participants to dynamic equilibrium resource price; 
the ability to determine the number of participants based on the resource dynamic equilibrium 
resource price; the ability to map out a specified task to the resource based on the algorithm; 
the ability for tasks to be submitted to the appropriate resource node and return the results to 
the user; and finally the ability to demonstrate the results of task execution. According to the 
above functional description, the resource scheduler in the structural design of several major 
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The directory structure of CloudSim is as follow: 
cloudsim/  -- top level CloudSim directory 
docs/   -- CloudSim API Documentation 
examples/  -- CloudSim examples 
jars/   -- CloudSim jar archives 
sources/  -- CloudSim source code 
tests/   -- CloudSim unit tests 
The JAR files are provided to compile and to run CloudSim applications: 
* jars/cloudsim-<VERSION>.jar   -- contains the CloudSim class files 
* jars/cloudsim-<VERSION>-sources.jar-- contains the CloudSim source code files 
* jars/cloudsim-examples-<VERSION>.jar -- contains the CloudSim examples class 
files 
*jars/cloudsim-examples-<VERSION>-sources.jar -- contains the CloudSim examples source  
code files 
Third, as CloudSim development kit is based on Java, it is advantageous to choose the most 
stable development environment Eclipse. The following specific description of the 
experimental environment includes: Windows XP, Memory of 1G,CPU, 1.6GHz 
Dual-core;JDK1.6; CloudSim-2.1.1; Eclipse 3.5. 
The process was simple, first create a java project in Eclipse, import the CloudSim 
Development Kit, then create and implement the resource balancing strategy and resource 




































































































































Map costinfo = new HashMap();//Storageunitprice ofresource use, including  
CPU, storage, memory,ect. 
int hostnum =1;// number of resource 
int cores = 1;// number of CPU 
Datacenter datacenter0 = createDatacenter("Datacenter_0", hostinfo, 
costinfo, hostnum, cores); 
Step 3: Creating task scheduler 
The taskscheduleris responsible forreceivinguserrequestsand also registration 
informationresources. At the same time, aftermatchingthe scheduling algorithm, the task 
schedular alsobinds resources to perform specifictasks.  
//creating broker which responsible for the registration list of virtual machines and task 
list. 
DatacenterBroker broker = createBroker(); 
int brokerId = broker.getId(); 
Step 4: Creating VM and the list of user’s tasks  
Whenthe user submitsa task, includinga description ofsome specificparameterssuch as 
tasklength,file size, the number of processorsrequired, etc., the VMsimulateuser 
taskssubmission via the method of “creatCloudlet”  which createsa list of the user’s 
tasks.  
// Creating virtual machinelist andtask list; 
vmlist = createVM(brokerId,10); // Creating 20 virtual machines 
cloudletList = createCloudlet(brokerId,9,tempCloudlet); // Creating 40 tasks 
Step 5: Submission of the task and the current resources to CloudSim 
When the user’s tasks list and resource initialization is complete, those two lists are 
submitted into the CloudSim. 
//Submitthe list ofvirtualmachines and task listto thebroker 
broker.submitVmList(vmlist); 
broker.submitCloudletList(cloudletList); 
Step 6: Perform the scheduling algorithms and allocate resources to perform the tasks. 
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According the current the task information and the description of resource,the scheduler 
pre-estimates the execution time for each task based on the resource provider. Through 
the matching algorithms, the schedulingchooses the shortest time with minimum cost to 
complete the user's resources, binding those tasks and resources together and then 
submitting them to the CloudSim to perform the tasks. 
tempaccount.setEstimatedFinishTime(cloudlet.getCloudletLength(), 







Step 7: Return the results 
The scheduler broker obtainsthe task execution results, which includes the task 
execution time, cost, mission number and other information about the resource 
providers, which are then returned to the user. 
//output the result  
List<Cloudlet>newList = broker.getCloudletReceivedList(); 
printCloudletList(newList); 
datacenter().printDebts(); 
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D00 1 400 1000 160000 
D01 2 200 2000 200000 
D1 
D10 2 300 2000 100000 
D11 4 500 4000 900000 
D12 1 250 2000 400000 
D2 
D20 2 900 8000 800000 
D21 4 800 6000 500000 
D22 3 1000 5000 600000 
D23 2 700 7000 400000 
 
Suppose the user has 100 tasks, the length of each task randomly between the 5000MIP to 
50000MIP. The components resource cost are known, the CPU time as the unit price of 3 
dollar / each, disk unit of time 0.001 dollar/G, memory 0.05 dollar /G, etc. Observe the same 
number of tasks in the two algorithms under the premise of implementation of mandates. The 
task of estimating the minimum execution time is shown in Table 8.2.This process gives the 
load balancing execution time and the user cost of state in the minimal execution time, 
yielding the results shown in Figs.8.7, and 8.8. 
Table 8. 2 List of Task Execution Time on Each Resource 
 
Resource Task 
R0(s) R1(s) R2(s) R3(s) R4(s) R5(s) 
T0 200 500 150 320 170 420 
T1 310 600 160 360 230 500 
T2 400 700 280 330 320 640 
…       
The resource scheduling load balancing is an important objective of the cloud computing, 
which directly affect the overall efficiency of resource management system. The following 
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experiment is shown the improved min-min algorithm can significantly improve resource 
utilization. 
Using the min-min algorithm to perform the task and resource, the Fig.8.7 shows that the 
resource R2 to implement is the fastest. All tasks are performed on that resource, even in the 
waiting queue. There were, however, other free resources available, leading to a serious 
imbalance in which all tasks are to be performed on R2. The execution time of the task also 
includes the actual execution time plus the waiting time, and accordingly the actual execution 
time is significantly longer. 
 
Figure 8. 7 min‐min Algorithm for Resource Load Balance 
Using the price mechanism based improved min-min algorithm, all the tasks were not 
performed on the fastest resource, but were matched with sub-optimal resources. This process 
will not create a load imbalance problem by reducing the waiting time of a task and 
significantly improving the utilization of various resources. The results of this experiment are 



























In addition to meeting the load balancing of resources, it not only improves resource 
utilization, but also meets the requirement of the consumer with minimal cost to completing 
the task in less time. The following cost comparison experiment verified that the adoption of 
the improved min-min algorithm allows completing the task in less time and significantly 
reduced user costs. The min-min algorithm will make the tasks wait a comparatively long 
time in the queue with the same resources, thus increasing the actual execution time of task. 
Fig. 8.8 shows that the min-min task execution time of the algorithm is generally higher than 
to the improved min-min algorithm with the steady increase in the number of tasks that can 
be seen in Fig. 8.9 shows the introduction of the price mechanism algorithm leads to the user 
cost significantly being lowered as to the min-min algorithms. This experiment ignores the 
random delay of the network, file transfer time, node bandwidth, algorithm cost, and load 
conditions, which may not be a true reflection of the curve, but the implementation should 
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both social and economic fields. Accordingly Pareto optimality has been referred to as Pareto 
efficiency. 
Traditionally, in distributed computing, solving the problem of resource scheduling is only 
approached from point of pure computer science that ignores the essential “resource.” In the 
field of economics and social sciences, achieving a fair and effective resource allocation 
among individuals and groups has been explored for perpetually throughout human history. 
Pareto optimality from microeconomics has been applied in industrial production and 
mechanical design since the appearance of the Industrial Revolution. In recent years, 
economic theories have increasingly found application in computer sciences. 
Similar to the rise in the application of economic theory to first production and design and 
then later to computer science, our Cloud Bank is established using many aspects of a 
commercial bank model. Similarly, transaction and distributing infrastructure resources are 
very similar to the social resources assigned among social groups and individuals. Hence, we 
can apply the Pareto optimality theory to simulate the resource scheduling process in cloud 
computing, and an actual formal description can be easily achieved by programming. 
Despite the usefulness of borrowing from commercial banking in developing our Cloud Bank 
as well as using economic theory to improve transactions, there are some key differences 
between cloud computing and practical economics. For starters, to guarantee the 
effectiveness of achieving resource scheduling in cloud computing (or QoS), people apply 
SLA but not laws—true, SLAs are bound by some legal frameworks, but the specifics are 
largely negotiated between the parties using the Cloud Bank, and not by outside entities. 
Various SLO in SLA describe rights and obligations of resource providers, resource 
consumers and even the Cloud Bank itself.  
In order to verify the validity of the Cournot equilibrium pricing strategies as well as task 
scheduling algorithms, this chapter examined the experimental analysis of the proposed 
algorithm. This chapter first analyzed the cloud computing simulation tools, CloudSim, 
regarding the detailed modules and functions, and secondly, introduced the detailed 
description of the resource scheduling process based on CloudSim. Finally, we discussed one 
of the improved algorithms mentioned and how it was simulated in the CloudSim. Finally, 
this chapter verified that the improved resource scheduling algorithm for load balancing 
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based on the network. It can improve the efficiency of cooperation. Users can update the files 
on-line at the same time and can real-time see other members’ edition[149]. 
9.2	Setting	up	the	IaaS	based	cloud	computing	environment	 	
9.2.1	The	comparison	of	the	two	kinds	of	the	platform	structures	
At present, in the open source environment, there are two options for platform structures: 
OpenStack or Eucalyptus. OpenStack is a global collaboration of developers and cloud 
computing technologists producing the ubiquitous open source cloud computing platform for 
public and private clouds. The project aims to deliver solutions for all types of clouds by 
being simple to implement, massively scalable, and feature rich. The technology consists of a 
series of interrelated projects delivering various components for a cloud infrastructure 
solution. Founded by Rackspace Hosting and NASA, OpenStack has grown to be a global 
software community of developers collaborating on a standard and massively scalable open 
source cloud operating system. All of the code for OpenStack is freely available under the 
Apache 2.0 license. Anyone can run it, build on it, or submit changes back to the project.  
Eucalyptus is another building plan. One of the great advantages of Eucalyptus is its own 
open source software components can be used without modification. It also means it can 
easily run in GNU Linux kernel without modification. Ubuntu's embedded cloud computing 
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4. They can put many groups that own respective private internal network address to 
configure to a cloud cluster. 
9.2.3	EUCALYPTUS	platform	advantage	
EUCALYPTUS has no special hardware demands for an enterprise data centre, as it can be 
deployed with a mix public, enterprise and private clouds. In current IT infrastructure, 
through using Linux and web services technologies, EUCALYPTUS allows clients to easily 
and quickly create computing clouds suitable for their particular application demands. At the 
same time, EUCALYPTUS supports the popular AWS cloud interface from Amazon. By 
using a general programming interface, these private cloud and public clouds can freely 
interact with one another. Along with the development of virtual machines, EUCALYPTUS 
already supports a cloud environment and safe network storage virtualization. The advantages 
of this model cannot be overstated, but in brief there are several items worth noting: 
 EUCALYPTUS can safely virtualized server, network and storage, in order to 
reduce costs, improve maintenance convenience, and provide user self-service; 
 The modular design of the EUCALYPTUS allows for a wide range of users 
(administrator, developers, and managers, hosting customers). Different user 
interfaces and virtualization technology likewise enhance this benefit, and for 
service providers EUCALYPTUS provides a consumer pricing model based on the 
operation platform; 
 Both VM and cloud snapshot raise high-reliability of cluster ascension, template 
operation and automation, which together makes clouds based on this system easy to 
use by reducing the average learning curve and shortening project cycles;  
 EUCALYPTUS makes full use of the existing virtualization technology based on 
Linux and supports a variety of different management programs; 
 Convenient cluster and usability area management allow for the design of 
customized logic servers, storage and network for each project; 
 The core of the EUCALYPTUS framework will continue to remain open source, 
allowing for perpetual development and improvement from a global community; 
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 Working to development of the public cloud compatible interface is a unique 
advantage, as future users will have access tp their own private clouds, allowing the 
public-private cloud mixtures; 
 Amazon is forming a core area of its business around the AWS, and is rapidly 
developing this technical system. For example, RightScale, CohesiveFT, Zmanda, 
rpath, etc., are based on EUCALYPTUS using Amazon AWS for solutions To 
potential problems; 
 EUCALYPTUS incompatible with many Linux distributions, including Ubuntu, 
hatred Hat, openSUSE, Debian, Fedora, and CentOS. Likewise EUCALYPTUS is 
developing management procedures and all kinds of virtualization technology, which 
use the License FreeBSD, meaning that it can be directly used in commercial 
software application. The current support business service, Amazon EC2, will 
continue to add a variety of client interfaces; 
 The system USES makes maintenance very convenient. Using internal 
communication in the SOAP safe, the main design goal uses retractable systems, 
thereby imparting some characteristics that are easy to use and expand upon. 
9.2.4	EUCALYPTUS	Platform	Framework	
At the beginning of the EUCALYPTUS design, we ensured safety and ease of installation as 
far as was possible with the extant technology. The software framework consists of a series of 
highly modular coordination web services (which means it uses standard communication 
protocols giving an interactive operation). Through this framework, EUCALYPTUS realized 
the virtual machine and storage resources. These resources consistent of an isolated 2 layer 
network connection. From the client application and the user's point of view, other interface 
can be customized, as the EUCALYPTUS API is compatible with the Amazon AWS 
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 Cluster controller (CC) often runs in the front of the cluster machine or any one of the 
connections of the node controllers (NC) that can run the server or the CLC machine. 
CCs collect a series virtual machine in specific information and run the virtual 
machine. The CC also manages the network and provides a virtual example with 
which to participate in the management of CLC SLAs. A CC the following all nodes 
must be in the same broadcast domain (Ethernet). 
 Node controllers (NC) provide a virtual machine running in the service of every node. 
The NCs control the virtual machine operation, inspection, examples of stop, extract 
and remove mirror (kernel, root file system and ram disk mirror) local copy, inquires 
and the control system software. 
 Storage controllers (SC) realize the network storage of access (such as Amazon elastic 
piece of EBS) and storage-with many storage systems (NFS, iSCSI etc) connections. 
Elastic pieces of storage is a Linux piece of equipment that can be connected to the 
virtual machine and send data to the local mapping networks, thus acting as a remote 
storage location. On the whole, SCs send local connection traffic network to a remote 
location disk. Though through roll can't cross case sharing EBS, but allowed to create, 
store in central storage systems, such as Walrus service. 
Walrus (get) any/storage containers and objects based on consistency, allows users to store 
data persistence and allows the user to create or delete, containers, submit a list, acquisition, 
and set the access control strategy. The Walrus interface and Amazon’s S3 compatible 
support the Amazon Machine Image (AMI) graphics management interface, providing the 
ability to store and access both virtual machine mirrors and the mechanisms of user data. 
Management platforms for all kinds of EUCALYPTUS services and modules provide an 
interface, which can include virtual machine management, storage management, the 
user/group management, accounting, management, the SLA definition and implementation, 
cloud expanded, supply, etc. 
The CLC cloud controller is the foundation of the virtualization of resources (servers, storage 
and network). The Cluster controller (CC) is defined in the cloud of the front of each cluster. 
NCs run the virtual machine examples of machines while the storage controller (SC) provides 
pieces of storage (similar to Amazon service and through EBS). Walrus extended to the 
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whole cloud storage system is similar to the function of libraries in the S3. On the whole, the 
system provides a one-stop cloud administrator console to allocating and managing the cloud. 
Management platforms provide various privilege based interfaces for the administrator, the 
project manager, the developers as well as other users[152].  
9.2.6	EUCALYPTUS	Configuration	
Through these components, EUCALYPTUS can be configured to manage many 
infrastructure functions and topology structure, such as four different network models. The 
administrator can then adjust the cloud platform according to the corresponding security 
protection level in order to meet the local security configuration strategy and management 
needs. It also can be in a different management program and contains the unity of the virtual 
technology platform and work out unified deployment of EUCALYPTUS API. So, the 
EUCALYPTUS cloud can act in a variety of roles or technologies (used for the particular 
data centre need during each life cycle) while remaining unified in a single platform. 
A EUCALYPTUS cloud installation can polymerize and management one or many clusters. 
A cluster is connected to the same LAN or group of machines. In a cluster, there can be one 
or many NC examples, and each instance there are examples of the instantiation of virtual 
management and termination. 
A single cluster installation (Fig. 8.4) will include at least two machines: one machine 
running CC, SC and CLC and another machine running as a NC. This configuration is 
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Before installing EUCALYPTUS, it is critical to consider hardware requirements. For on 
testing purposes, we can run all content in a computer, but for actual deployment, many 
clusters are the better choice. The following index makes some suggested allocations of 
machine used to run CC, CLC, Walrus or SC. 
Table 9. 1 Configuration for Machine used to run CC, CLC, Walrus or SC 
Hardware Minimum Recommended 
CPU 1 GHz 2 ൈ 2 GHz 
Memory 512 MB 2 GB 
Disk 5400rpm IDE 7200rpm SATA 
Disk space 40 GB 200 GB 
Networking 100 Mbps 1000 Mbps 
The above configuration is adequate for machines being used to run CC, CLC, Walrus or SC, 
but machines running as an NC need to be more powerful, as these machines will run every 
virtual example. They also need an adequate mount of disk space to store the image example. 
In the recommended configuration, the NC machine has a more powerful core with at least 
4GB of memory and uses at least 7200rpm disk drives. The following are some Suggestions 
index. 
Table 9. 2 Configuration for Machines used to Run NC 
Hardware MIN Recommend 
CPU VT express VT,64-Bit,Many nuclear 
Memory 1 GB 4 GB 
Disk 5400rpm IDE 7200rpm SATA or SCSI 
Disk space 40 GB 100 GB 
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Many instructions in this guide refer to a single-cluster installation, in which all components 
except NC are co-located on one machine, which we refer to as front-end. All other machines, 
running only NCs, will be referred to as nodes. In more advanced configurations, such as 
those with multiple CCs or with Walrus deployed separately, the front-end will refer to just 
the machine running the CLC. 
9.2.8	Specific	Methods	of	EUCALYPTUS	Installation	
We take the CPU supported by virtualization to install cloud platform based on 
EUCALYPTUS 1.6.2 (the latest version), Ubuntu 10.04 Server (the latest version). We used 
3 computers as front and 8 computers as computing note that belonged to two clusters, using 
the 100 M switches to make an internal network. We used Ubuntu 10.04 server image phase, 
which includes SaaS application (with tomcat + MySQL + web service project application 
mirror) and uploading these mirrors to the cloud platform; make load equilibrium mirror that 
Ubuntu server10.04 mirror phase which has installed HAProxy (if we need many database 
instance, using MySQL cluster to achieve database load equilibrium). By accessing load 
equilibrium instance, dynamic scheduling and start with above mirror application allows our 
model of cloud computing to provide dynamic service. 
By combining the characteristics of the Eucalyptus IaaS, IaaS allocate resources in the form 
of virtual machine. So we need to make the image with SaaS application (such as an Ubuntu 
10.04 server or Windows 2003 server that install SaaS application (database and applications 
must be separated)). In addition, to achieve the distributed effect, we used a Load Balancing 
mirror phase (installed with HAProxy and finished configuration to an SaaS application) as a 
visiting entrance.. On the basis of the above measures, we wanted to make a cloud computing 
platform that is capable of automatic start up and closing. More poignantly, in our busy time 
we wanted the system to automatically increase new applications or database instances, while 
in our leisure time we wanted the system to close instances under the guarantee of service 
quality. By implementing this model, we would be able to save energy and release resources. 
Ultimately, the real goal was to realize a model of SaaS + PaaS + IaaS. 
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9.3	Cloud	Computing	Simulator:	CloudSim	in	Use	
CloudSim is a cloud computing simulation tool developed by the University of Melbourne, 
Australia. CloudSimis very powerful, as it not only supports multiple data centres but also 
multiple tasks handling. CloudSim provides a simulated platform useful in studying the 
distribution strategy of cloud resources..Using this simulation allows users to easily construct 
simulations of heterogeneous resources, users, and dispatcher and application programs, and 
so on. Meanwhile, it also can simulate interactive behaviour to complete the resource 
distribution process among many grid entities. Moreover, CloudSim also provides a great 
convenience for implementing our algorithms, since CloudSim supports the economic model 
based resource management mechanisms. To facilitate the work of developers, CloudSim also 
provides a rich API. A few further key features of CloudSim are also worth mentioning:  
 Support for modelling and simulation of large-scale Cloud computing data centres; 
 Support for modelling and simulation of virtualized server hosts, with customizable 
policies for provisioning host resources to virtual machines; 
 Support for modelling and simulating energy-aware computational resources; 
 Support for modelling and simulating federated clouds; 
 Support for dynamic insertion of simulation elements, i.e., stop and resume simulation; 
 Support for user-defined policies for the allocation of hosts to virtual machines and 
policies for the allocation of host resources to virtual machines[155] 
9.4	The	Structure	of	the	CloudSim	
CloudSim uses a hierarchical architecture to simulate the cloud computing, with tasks divided 
into the four levels where in each level focus on one particular problem. The structure can be 
described as follow in Fig. 9.7, which shows the layered implementation of the CloudSim 
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the simulation period. These layers can concurrently instantiate and transparently manage a 
large-scale Cloud infrastructure consisting of thousands of system components. This layer 
handles the fundamental issues—provisioning of hosts to VMs based on user requests, 
managing application execution, and dynamic monitoring. A Cloud provider, who wants to 
study the efficacy of different policies in allocating its host would need to implement their 
strategies at this layer by programmatically extending the core VM provisioning functionality. 
There is a clear distinction at this layer as to how a host is allocated to different competing 
VMs in the Cloud. A Cloud host can be concurrently shared among a number of VMs that 
execute applications based on user-defined QoS specifications. 
The top-most layer in the simulation stack is the User Code that exposes configuration related 
functionalities for hosts (number of machines, their specification, and so on), applications 
(number of tasks and their requirements), VMs, number of users and their application types, 
as well as broker scheduling policies. A Cloud application developer can generate a mix of 
user request distributions, application configurations, and Cloud availability scenarios at this 
layer while also performing robust tests based on the custom Cloud configurations already 
supported within CloudSim. 
9.5	Summary	
IaaS provides customer service in all of its facilities, including processing, storage, network 
and other basic computing resources. Users can deploy and run any software, including the 
operating system and applications. The main reason we adopted EUCALYPTUS is that its 
design open programming interface (API) is compatible to the Amazon EC2 platform. This 
means that a company can use free software to build mutual compatibility test lab on a free 
operating system. At the same time, users can take EUCALYPTUS to engage in the 
development work before moving work to the actual cloud environment. At this moment then, 
EUCALYPTUS reduces the decision maker’s anxiety for cloud computing. 
One fact that should be noted is that the EUCALYPTUS project is not completely open 
source. Some code is related to commercial version Eucalyptus Enterprise Edition (E3)'s 
characteristics, such as management, SAN integration, better backend database and 
VMware’s compatibility. OpenStack uses 100% open source products, but to date it has not 
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provided the above characteristic functions that make EUCALYPTUS so attractive, but these 
function are currently included in its technology development plan (for more about the 
configuration process of EUCALYPTUS, refer to 8.2.4 and 8.2.5). 
In order to verify the validity of the Cournot equilibrium pricing strategies as well as task 
scheduling algorithms, this chapter examined the experimental analysis of the proposed 
algorithm. In this chapter, we first analyzed the cloud computing simulation tool CloudSim in 
regards to its detailed modules and function. Second, this thesis introduced a detailed 
description of the resource scheduling process based on CloudSim. Third, we discussed the 
simulation of one of the aforementioned improved algorithms in CloudSim. Finally, in this 
chapter we also verified the improved resource scheduling algorithm for load balancing in 




The purpose of this research tries to deliver a new Cloud Bank model that can give a provoke 
discussion, collaboration and innovation that will push forward develop of public-based 
hybrid clouds. In its truest form, cloud computing organizes heterogeneous resources 
distributed geographically and belonging to different institutions into a virtual institution. 
Comprehensive sharing and collaboration in such a dispersed institution is difficult, largely 
due to the resources of the Cloud being owned by different organizations and resources 
scheduling strategies of every organization being different. To actually make such a system 
useable requires creating a system in which these resources can dynamically join and freely 
leave as needed, Cloud resource scheduling must shield the difficulties inherent in the system 
from the actual end-users. 
Shielding users from the problems of using a distributed system is easier said than done. 
Resource exchange and service providers exist under a market environment, meaning that the 
lower level resources management and scheduling are influenced by forces of that same 
market economy. To that end, to build an effective model requires a greater understanding of 
those market forces. After studying both the economy theory these resources and providers 
exist within as well as the fundamental characteristic of cloud computing, this thesis were 
able to design a mechanism to manage and schedule the cloud resource based on the banking 
industry markets theory. This theory mainly focuses on how does the cloud computing follow 
the real bank to build the new cloud computing architectures.  
This new framework Cloud Bank has deliver the whole bank as five levels and in each level 
also have some theories and algorithms to support them: Physical Resource Pool, SLA Pool, 
Risk Mitigation, Scheduling, and Pricing Policy. Throughout the course of composing this 
study, all the involved parts were developed, built, tested and refined. Likewise, these 
components were brought together into two open-source based cloud computing platform that 
allowed an ideal testing environment for some of our new related algorithms.  
In summary, our work could be outlined as follows: 
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Pricing Policy 
 For initialization phase: Cournot Equilibrium based pricing policy  
 For stable phase: Game theory pricing policy 
 For Updating: Deposit-loan ratio 
Scheduling 
 M	ൈ N Pareto Optimality based resource scheduling policy (PORS) 
 Evolutionary game theory based load balance policy 
 Resources select policy 
Risk Mitigation 
 Risk coping policy 
 Risk predication policy 
SLA pool 
 It is not a real physical level, in the logical, all the resource and transaction have 
to base the discretion of the SAL. It will give all the necessary parameters and 
elements in the related entities.  
Physical resource pool  
 There is a real distributed resource that includes: CPU, memory, hard disk and 
network environment. They are Autonomy and join the hybrid Cloud Bank 
10.2	Conclusions	
As the first published framework for a Cloud Bank based on an economic theory based bank 
model to manage and scheduling cloud computing resources, this study represents a new step 
forward in utilizing the potentials of cloud computing. Compared with the traditional cloud 
resource management systems, this new framework will deliver a great value for all the 
related clouding computing users, one that is a dynamic composition system with simple 
processing modes capable of more easily sharing resources. This model offers is a novel 
chance to alter the ways in which we use and perceive of cloud computing, from academic 
research to commercial applications. A few key contributions are worth emphasizing:  
1. Using a banking model for the cloud computing resource management offers a 
framework to develop a new ways to management cloud computing resource 
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exchange and services; such a deliver model has potential to change how we think of 
the cloud computing format.  
2. The new resource pricing strategy and analysis of its constituent parties also offers 
exciting new possibilities. Both cloud resource providers and service consumers exist 
in a world built around marketing principles. To that end, our price adjustment 
algorithm of resource is divided into two categories. The Centralized synchronous 
algorithm uses the idea of total supply and demand balance, according to all the 
resources in the total supply and demand to simultaneously adjust the prices for all 
resources. This is the Cloud Bank-Centred adjustment algorithm, which is based on 
the optimal deposit-loan ratio theory to adjust the supply and demand balance. 
Likewise, the distributed price adjustment algorithm classifies resource first and then, 
based on the situation of each type of resource supply and demand, adjusts the price in 
order to achieve resource supply and demand balance. This is the Users-(resource 
provider and consumer) Centred adjustment algorithm. We first introduced the lift 
cycle concept in the cloud computing environment that divides the distributed price 
adjustment into two periods. The Cournot equilibrium is used to set the all price in 
initial period and then the Stackelberg model leads the price to an optimized state in 
the running time. 
3. Though it is a well-established fact that the environment of cloud computing is 
dynamic and distributed, our analysis in this study has mapped out some of the 
uncertainties that may affect the Cloud Bank, which arise from resource providers 
being distributed physically across the globe with heterogeneous resources. According 
to some of certain features of the Cloud Bank. The strategy of risk mitigation in Cloud 
Bank is divided into two parts: prediction and management. Risks can be divided into 
the four categories: credit risk, liquidity risk, operational risk, and other risks. We 
mainly focus on the liquidity risk, operational risk and delivering a strategy to use 
mitigation those risks. 
4. The Pareto optimality is called the “ideal kingdom” of fairness and efficiency. Pareto 
improvement can effectively achieve resource scheduling and allocation under the 
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condition wherein the system has to match consumers’ requests (in here, namely, 
utility function) with available resources. Given that our Cloud Bank is established on 
the commercial bank model, transactions and distributing infrastructure resources are 
similar to the social resources assigned among social groups and individuals. Hence 
we can apply Pareto optimality theory to simulate the resource scheduling process in 
cloud computing. A formal description can be easily achieved by programming. We 
also extension the 2 ൈ 2 Pareto optimality into the n ൈ m and provided a secluding 
solution for the real cloud computing environment. Finally, there are some differences 
between cloud computing and economics practical. To guarantee the effectiveness of 
achieving resource scheduling in cloud computing (or QoS), people apply SLA. 
Various SLO in SLA describe rights and obligations of resource providers, resource 
consumers and even Cloud Bank itself. 
10.3	Future	Directions	
This thesis equationted a distributed comical bank theory based cloud computing framework 
that supports the hybrid cloud computing environment in the real clouding environment. 
Likewise, this study demonstrated how the Cloud Bank works and how it can allow all the 
participants to achieve the maximum values from the cloud computing transaction. 
10.3.1	Supporting	accounting	and	Visualization	
User resources and data information in the cloud and how to conduct audits, visualization, and 
accounting are among the most important directions for future studies. Cloud computing 
provides a virtual environment and users can access resources and services on demand. Users 
want to use the secure and reliable cloud services and would like to see transparent services 
and expected results. How to accurately measure the efficient use of resources as well as the 
result of customers' tasks is a very complex issue, and one in which we expect improvements 
on as the market for cloud computing evolves.  
10.3.2	Supporting	Complex	service	and	task	description	 	
The ultimate goal of cloud computing is to provide services. But there are still some of 
problems such as the service description, i.e., how douser tasks match services, how do the 
services select the appropriate resources, and so on. This thesis is based on the SLA among 
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depositors, lenders, and banks, but the simple description is still unable to meet the complex 
reality of the business environment at any given time. Because of the complexity of the 
resources itself in cloud computing, there are many performance indicators influencing each 
other when allocating resources. To that end, a more refined and tested scheduling policy and 
algorithm needs to be developed. We will continue in these improvements by further 
leveraging the economic models mentioned in this study.  
10.3.3	Supporting	Real	Cloud	Computing	Environment	Experiment	Platform	 	
Presently, only parts of the algorithm and strategy needed to make a fully functional and 
enterprise-level Cloud Bank have been tested in a simulation environment. In real hybrid 
cloud computing, many different participants with different resource will be making 
transactions. The next step logical is then is to build on the open source based EUCALYPTUS 
and OpenStack cloud computing platforms to build an improved experimental environment 
that can simulate actual user behaviour in the real environment, and continue to modify and 
improve the feasibility and effectiveness of the project. 
10.3.4	Supporting	a	Variety	of	Risks	in	a	Cloud	Computing	Environment	
Risks can be divided into the four categories: credit risk, liquidity risk, operational risk, and 
other risks. Although we have credit risk and liquidity risk research, in a real trading 
environment, there are a lot of operational risk, which we simply had no way to test in the 
simulations we can. Only improvements to the designation of all risk types of analysis and 






























public class CloudSimulation { 
 
 // The cloudlet list.  
 private static List<Cloudlet> cloudletList; 
  
 private static List<Cloudlet> temp_cloudletList; 
 
 // The vmlist.  
 private static List<Vm> vmlist; 
  
 private static int vmNums; 
 // The entities.  
 private static List<SimEntity> entities; 
 
  
  //Creates main() to run this example. 
  // @param args 
   
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
 
  Log.printLine("The beginningofthesimulation program！"); 
 
  try { 
   //step1:Initialization 
   int num_user = 1; // number of users 
   Calendar calendar = Calendar.getInstance(); 
   boolean trace_flag = false;  
   CloudSim.init(num_user, calendar, trace_flag); 
 
// step2:Create a data centre, also on behalf of each resource provider 
Map hostinfo = new HashMap();//Storage host description information, including memory 
size, disk space, etc. 
int host_ram = 2048; // Host memory (MB) 





Map costinfo = new HashMap();//Storage unitresourceprices, includingCPU,storage, 
memory, etc. 
double costPerCpu = 30.0; // A single CPUper hourto usetheprice 
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double costPerMem = 0.05; //Every Gigabytememoryper hourto usetheprice 





costinfo.put("bw", costBw);    
int hostnum =1;// number of resource 
int cores = 1;// number of CPU 
Datacenter datacenter0 = createDatacenter("Datacenter_0", hostinfo, 
     costinfo, hostnum, cores); 
Datacenter datacenter1 = createDatacenter("Datacenter_1", hostinfo, 
     costinfo, hostnum, cores); 
     
// Step 3 create the agent responsible for the list of registered virtual machines, as well as the 
task list 
DatacenterBroker broker = createBroker(); 
int brokerId = broker.getId(); 
 
//Initialize task properties 
    
long length = 40000;    
long fileSize = 900; 
long outputSize = 900; 
int pesNumber=2; 





// Step 4: Creating virtual machine and the list of user’s tasks 
vmlist = createVM(brokerId,10); // Creating 20 virtual machines 
cloudletList = createCloudlet(brokerId,9,tempCloudlet); // Creating 20 tasks 
//Step 5,Submitted to the task and the current resources to CloudSim 
broker.submitVmList(vmlist); 
broker.submitCloudletList(cloudletList); 
    
// Computing resources prices 
//********************************************** 
int providerNum = 10; 
double K = 0;// The relationship between parametersoftheresourcesand price, expectto 
obtainthe best interests of 
double bit = 1; 
bit = 1.0 / providerNum;// The impactfactorofprice for the resource provideri 
 
Account account = new Account(); 
account.accountCostPrice(hostinfo, costinfo, cores); 
K = (1 + 0.2) * account.getCostPrice();//Expect to get thecurrentcost ofan 
additional20%interest 
   System.out 
.println("**************************************************"); 
  System.out.println("The price of the resource cost "+account.getCostPrice()); 
System.out.println("Resources toprovidethose whoexpectthe best  
interests of:" + K); 
 account.accoutResourceNum(providerNum, K, bit); 
System.out.println("Resources to providethe amount of resources:" + 
account.getResourceNum()); 
  account.accoutResourcePrice(K); 
  System.out.println("Price oftheactualuse of resources:" + account.getPrice()); 
  double value = 0.0; 
  double unitDebt=0.0; 
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  double estimatedFinishTime=0.0;//Estimated task completion time 
  double estimatedDebt=0.0;//Estimated thatthe task is completedtheprice 
  double minEstimatedDebt=0.0;//Estimated a minimumprice 
  //*********************************************** 
    
    
// Seek current task corresponding execution time on all the virtual machines 
Account tempaccount=new Account(); 
    
String indent = ""; 
System.out.println("/*******The list of task completion time ******/"); 
System.out.print("Cloudlet ID"+indent); 
 for(int j=0;j<vmlist.size();j++) 
{ 






   
//**************************************************************** 
double [] vmImplementTime=new double[vmlist.size()];//Storage resources to the task 
execution time 





 or(Vm vm:vmlist) 
{             
tempaccount.setEstimatedFinishTime(cloudlet.getCloudletLength(), 
  vm.getMips(), vm.getPesNumber(), cloudlet.getPesNumber());     
 value=tempaccount.accountVmCost(vm, 
cloudlet,costinfo,hostinfo,cloudlet.getPesNumber()); 
     account.accountResourceDebt(value); 
     unitDebt=account.getUserDebt();    
     if(spaceTime<vmImplementTime[j]){ 





     } 
         
 estimatedDebt=unitDebt*estimatedFinishTime/3600;//Prices withintheunithours 
     estimatedDebt=Math.round(estimatedDebt*100)/100.0; 
     if(i==-1){ 
      minEstimatedDebt=estimatedDebt;  
      i++; 
     } 
     if(minEstimatedDebt>estimatedDebt){ 
      minEstimatedDebt=estimatedDebt; 
      i=vm.getId(); 
     } 
//    System.out.print("m*:"+unitDebt); 
//    System.out.print("n*:"+estimatedFinishTime+":"); 
     System.out.print(estimatedDebt+indent);   
     j++; 
    } 
    broker.bindCloudletToVm(cloudlet.getCloudletId(),i); 
   System.out.println(indent); 
   spaceTime+=100;// Arrival time of the next task 
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   vmImplementTime[i]=estimatedFinishTime; 
   j=0; 
    i=-1; 
   } 
   System.out 
   .println("**************************************************"); 
    




// step 7, output the result  
List<Cloudlet> newList = broker.getCloudletReceivedList(); 
printCloudletList(newList); 
    
// Print the debt of each user to each datacenter 
datacenter0.printDebts(); 
datacenter1.printDebts(); 
Log.printLine("The endofthesimulation experiment!"); 
  
  } catch (Exception e) { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
   Log.printLine("Unwanted errors happen"); 




  // Creates the datacenter. 
  // @param name 
  // @return the datacenter 
   
 private static Datacenter createDatacenter(String name, Map hostinfo, 
   Map costinfo, int hostnum, int cores) { 
 
  // Here are the steps needed to create a PowerDatacenter: 
  // We need to create a list to store our machine 
  List<Host> hostList = new ArrayList<Host>(); 
  int hostId; 
  int ram; 
  long storage; 
  int bw = 10000; 
  for (int i = 0; i < hostnum; i++) {// Register multiple hosts 
   // 2. A Machine contains one or more PEs or CPUs/Cores. 
   List<Pe> peList = new ArrayList<Pe>(); 
   int mips = (Integer)hostinfo.get("mips"); 
   for (int j = 0; j < cores; j++) {// Register multiple cores 
    // 3. Create PEs and add these into a list. 
    peList.add(new Pe(j, new PeProvisionerSimple(mips))); 
   } 
   // 4. Create Host with its id and list of PEs and add them to the 
   // list 
   // of machines 
   hostId = i;// Host numbers 
   ram = (Integer) hostinfo.get("ram");// Host memory（MB） 
   storage = (Long) hostinfo.get("storage");// Host disk space（MB） 
 
   hostList.add(new Host(hostId, new RamProvisionerSimple(ram), 
     new BwProvisionerSimple(bw), storage, peList, 
     new VmSchedulerTimeShared(peList))); // This is our machine 
 
  } 
  // 5. Create a DatacenterCharacteristics object that stores the 
  // properties of a data centre: architecture, OS, list of 
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  // Machines, allocation policy: time- or space-shared, time zone 
  // and its price (G$/Pe time unit). 
  String arch = "x86"; // system architecture 
  String os = "Linux"; // operating system 
  String vmm = "Xen"; 
  double time_zone = 100.0; // time zone this resource located 
  double cost = (Double) costinfo.get("cost"); // the cost of using 
              // processing in this 
              // resource 
  double costPerMem = (Double) costinfo.get("costPerMem"); 
 // the cost of using memory in this resource 
  double costPerStorage = (Double) costinfo.get("costPerStorage");  
// the cost of using storage in this resource 
  double costPerBw =(Double)costinfo.get("bw"); // the cost of using bw in this 
resource 
  LinkedList<Storage> storageList = new LinkedList<Storage>(); 
 // we are not adding SAN devices by now 
                   
  DatacenterCharacteristics characteristics = new DatacenterCharacteristics( 
    arch, os, vmm, hostList, time_zone, cost, costPerMem, 
    costPerStorage, costPerBw); 
 
  // 6. Finally, we need to create a PowerDatacenter object. 
  Datacenter datacenter = null; 
  try { 
   datacenter = new Datacenter(name, characteristics, 
     new VmAllocationPolicySimple(hostList), storageList, 0); 
  } catch (Exception e) { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 




  * Creates the broker. 
  *  
  * @return the datacenter broker 
  */ 
 private static DatacenterBroker createBroker() { 
  DatacenterBroker broker = null; 
  try { 
   broker = new DatacenterBroker("Broker"); 
  } catch (Exception e) { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
   return null; 
  } 




  // Prints the Cloudlet objects. 
  // @param list of Cloudlets 
   
 private static void printCloudletList(List<Cloudlet> list) { 
  int size = list.size(); 
  Cloudlet cloudlet; 
 
  String indent = ""; 
  Log.printLine(); 
  Log.printLine("========== OUTPUT =========="); 
  Log.printLine("Cloudlet ID" + indent + "STATUS" + indent 
    + "Data centre ID" + indent + "VM ID" + indent + "Time" 
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    + indent + "Start Time" + indent + "Finish Time"); 
 
  DecimalFormat dft = new DecimalFormat("###.##"); 
  for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) { 
   cloudlet = list.get(i); 
   Log.print(indent + cloudlet.getCloudletId() + indent + indent); 
 
   if (cloudlet.getCloudletStatus() == Cloudlet.SUCCESS) { 
    Log.print("SUCCESS"); 
 
    Log.printLine(indent + indent + cloudlet.getResourceId() 
      + indent + indent + indent + cloudlet.getVmId() 
      + indent + indent 
      + dft.format(cloudlet.getActualCPUTime()) + indent 
      + indent + dft.format(cloudlet.getExecStartTime()) 
      + indent + indent 
      + dft.format(cloudlet.getFinishTime())); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 public static double getVmDebt(Datacenter datacenter) { 
  Set<Integer> keys = datacenter.getDebts().keySet(); 
  Iterator<Integer> iter = keys.iterator(); 
  DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("#.##"); 
  double value = 0.00; 
  while (iter.hasNext()) { 
   int key = iter.next(); 
   value = datacenter.getDebts().get(key); 
 
  } 
  return value; 
 } 
 
 private static List<Cloudlet> createCloudlet(int userId, int cloudlets,TempCloudlet 
tempcloudlet){ 
  // Creates a container to store Cloudlets 
  LinkedList<Cloudlet> list = new LinkedList<Cloudlet>(); 
 
  //cloudlet parameters 
  long length = tempcloudlet.getLength(); 
  long fileSize = tempcloudlet.getFileSize(); 
  long outputSize = tempcloudlet.getOutputSize(); 
  int pesNumber = tempcloudlet.getPesNumber(); 
  UtilizationModel utilizationModel = new UtilizationModelFull(); 
 
  Cloudlet[] cloudlet = new Cloudlet[cloudlets]; 
 
  for(int i=0;i<cloudlets;i++){ 
   length=(long)(Math.random()*50000); 
   pesNumber=(int)(Math.random()*10); 
   fileSize=(long)(Math.random()*1000); 
   outputSize=(long)(Math.random()*1000); 
   cloudlet[i] = new Cloudlet(i, length, pesNumber, fileSize, outputSize, 
utilizationModel, utilizationModel, utilizationModel); 
   // setting the owner of these Cloudlets 
   cloudlet[i].setUserId(userId); 
   list.add(cloudlet[i]); 
  } 
 
  return list; 
 } 
 private static List<Vm> createVM(int userId, int vms) { 
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  //Creates a container to store VMs. This list is passed to the broker later 
  LinkedList<Vm> list = new LinkedList<Vm>(); 
 
  //VM Parameters 
  long size = 10000; //image size (MB) 
   
  int ram = 512; //vm memory (MB) 
  int mips = 1000; 
  long bw = 1000; 
  int pesNumber = 1; //number of cpus 
  String vmm = "Xen"; //VMM name 
 
  //create VMs 
  Vm[] vm = new Vm[vms]; 
 
  for(int i=0;i<vms;i++){ 
   ram=(int) (Math.random()*1024); 
   mips=(int)(Math.random()*1000); 
   vm[i] = new Vm(i, userId, mips, pesNumber, ram, bw, size, vmm, new 
CloudletSchedulerTimeShared()); 
   //for creating a VM with a space shared scheduling policy for cloudlets: 
   //vm[i] = Vm(i, userId, mips, pesNumber, ram, bw, size, priority, vmm, new 
CloudletSchedulerSpaceShared()); 
 
   list.add(vm[i]); 
  } 
 











/* Calculating the number of computing resources, and resource prices * */ 
public class Account { 
 
 int resourceNum=0;//Amount of resources 
 public int getResourceNum() { 
  return resourceNum; 
 } 
 public int getProviderNum() { 
  return providerNum; 
 } 
 public double getCostPrice() { 
  return costPrice; 
 } 
 public int getRam() { 
  return ram; 
 } 
 public long getStorage() { 
  return storage; 
 } 
 public int getCores() { 
  return cores; 
 } 
 public double getCostPerMem() { 
  return costPerMem; 
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 } 
 public double getCostPerStorage() { 
  return costPerStorage; 
 } 
 public double getPrice() { 
  return price; 
 } 
 public double getUserDebt() { 
  return userDebt; 
 } 
 int providerNum=1;//number of the resource providers 
 double costPrice=0.0; 
 int ram=0; 
 long storage=0; 
 int cores=1; 
 double costPerMem=0.000; 
 double costPerStorage=0.000; 
 double price=0.000;// the price of resource 
 double userDebt=0.000;//the price of users need to pay 
double estimatedFinishTime=0.0;// Estimated completion time oftasksin a virtual machine 
  
 /* Calculate a single resource costs */ 
 public void accountCostPrice(Map hostinfo,Map costinfo,int cores){ 
  //Map cost=new HashMap(); 
  ram=(Integer)hostinfo.get("ram");//Host memory（MB） 
  storage=(Long)hostinfo.get("storage");//Host disk space（MB） 
  this.cores=cores; 
  costPerMem =(Double)costinfo.get("costPerMem") ;  
  costPerStorage =(Double)costinfo.get("costPerStorage");  
  costPrice+=ram*costPerMem; 
  costPrice+=storage*costPerStorage; 
  //cost.put("costPrice", costPrice); 
  //return cost; 
   
 } 
 //According to the Cournot equilibrium, calculate the amount of resources provided by 
each resource  * /  
  public void accoutResourceNum(int providerNum,double k,double bit){ 
  double temp=0.0;   
  temp=(k-costPrice)/(1+bit); 
  resourceNum=(int)Math.floor(temp); 
 } 
  
 // Calculate the balanced resources prices */ 
 public void accoutResourcePrice(double k){ 
   
  price =k-resourceNum; 
 } 
  
  //Calculate the user is currently usingtheresource pricespayableintheresources 
 public void accountResourceDebt(double vmcosts){ 
  userDebt=vmcosts*price/costPrice; 
  userDebt=Math.round(userDebt*100)/100.0; 
 } 
  
 //Calculation of the current task in the current virtual machine on the task execution time  
 
 public double getEstimatedFinishTime() { 
  return estimatedFinishTime; 
 } 
  







 // Calculation of the cost of the use of virtual machines within the current time  
 public double accountVmCost(Vm vm,Cloudlet cloudlet,Map costinfo,Map hostinfo,int 
cloudletPesNumber){ 
  double vmcost=0.0; 
  vmcost+=vm.getRam()*(Double) costinfo.get("costPerMem"); 
  vmcost+=vm.getSize()*(Double) costinfo.get("costPerStorage"); 
  vmcost+=cloudlet.getCloudletFileSize()*(Double)costinfo.get("bw"); 
  vmcost+=cloudlet.getCloudletOutputSize()*(Double)costinfo.get("bw"); 
 
 vmcost+=100*vm.getMips()*(Double)costinfo.get("cost")/(Integer)hostinfo.get("mips"); 
  return vmcost;  
 } 
  
 // Get a list of tasks sorted 
 public List<Cloudlet> getSortList(List<Cloudlet> cloudletList){ 
  long tempLengths[]=new long[cloudletList.size()]; 
  List<Cloudlet> list=new ArrayList<Cloudlet>();  
  long tempLength=0; 
  for(int i=0;i<cloudletList.size();i++){ 
  for(Cloudlet cloudlet:cloudletList){ 
   tempLength=cloudlet.getCloudletLength(); 
   if(i==0){ 
    tempLengths[i]=tempLength; 
    list.add(cloudlet); 
   } 
   if(tempLengths[i]>tempLength){ 
    tempLengths[i]=tempLength; 
    list.add(cloudlet); 
   } 
  } 
  } 






public class TempCloudlet { 
 
 long length = 40000; 
 long fileSize = 900; 
 long outputSize = 900; 
 int pesNumber=1; 
 public long getLength() { 
  return length; 
 } 
 public void setLength(long length) { 
  this.length = length; 
 } 
 public long getFileSize() { 
  return fileSize; 
 } 
 public void setFileSize(long fileSize) { 
  this.fileSize = fileSize; 
 } 
 public long getOutputSize() { 
  return outputSize; 
 } 
 public void setOutputSize(long outputSize) { 
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  this.outputSize = outputSize; 
 } 
 public int getPesNumber() { 
  return pesNumber; 
 } 
 public void setPesNumber(int pesNumber) { 
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    // The variance number s corresponding to the value of the calculated 
correction parameter 
    b[i]=a*((float)ali.get(i).getResource_Num())+(1-a)*b[i-1]; 
   } 
   for(i=0;i<ali.size();i++) 
   { 
   
 sum+=(b[i]-(float)ali.get(i).getResource_Num())*(b[i]-(float)ali.get(i).getResource_Nu
m()); 
   } 
   // The variance number s corresponding to the value of the calculated correction 
parameter 
   if(sum<=min){ 
    min=sum; 
    record=a; 
   } 
   // The change of the correction parameters a gradient of 0.1 
   a+=0.1f; 
   j++; 
  } 
  a=record;  
  return a; 
 } 
  
 // Forecasting process 
 publicfloat[]ResourcePrediction(){ 
  int i=1; 
  // Correction parameters for each category of resources set exponential smoothing 
models 
  float Para_CPU,Para_Memory,Para_HardDisk,Para_Bandwidth,tem; 
  // The final result of each category of resources based on exponential smoothing 
models 
  float Ad_CPU,Ad_Memory,Ad_HardDisk,Ad_Bandwidth; 
  float []Results = null; 
  // Initialize the various types of resources 
  ArrayList<Resource_Info> aliHis = new ArrayList<Resource_Info>(); 
  ArrayList<Resource_Info> aliCPU = new ArrayList<Resource_Info>(); 
  ArrayList<Resource_Info> aliMemory = new ArrayList<Resource_Info>(); 
  ArrayList<Resource_Info> aliHardDisk = new ArrayList<Resource_Info>(); 
  ArrayList<Resource_Info> aliBandwidth = new ArrayList<Resource_Info>(); 
  while(i<=100){ 
   ResourceAddHistory(aliHis); 
   i++; 
  } 
  // Resource classified 
  for(Resource_Info resInfo:aliHis){ 
   if(resInfo.getResource_Type()= =1){ 
    aliCPU.add(resInfo); 
   } 
   if(resInfo.getResource_Type()= =2){ 
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    aliMemory.add(resInfo); 
   } 
   if(resInfo.getResource_Type()= =3){ 
    aliHardDisk.add(resInfo); 
   } 
   if(resInfo.getResource_Type()= =4){ 
    aliBandwidth.add(resInfo); 
   } 
  } 
  // Determination of the correction parameters of various types of resources 
  Para_CPU = Parameter_Determine(aliCPU); 
  Para_Memory = Parameter_Determine(aliMemory); 
  Para_HardDisk = Parameter_Determine(aliHardDisk); 
  Para_Bandwidth = Parameter_Determine(aliBandwidth); 
  // Forecast results to determine all kinds of resources 
  // The predicted results of the CPU 
  tem=(float)aliCPU.get(0).getResource_Num(); 
  for(i=1;i<aliCPU.size();i++){ 
   tem=(float)aliCPU.get(i).getResource_Num()*Para_CPU+(1-Para_CPU)*tem; 
  } 
  Ad_CPU=tem; 
  // the predicted results of the memory 
  tem=(float)aliMemory.get(0).getResource_Num(); 




  } 
  Ad_Memory=tem; 
  // the predicted results of the HardDisk 
  tem=(float)aliHardDisk.get(0).getResource_Num(); 
  for(i=1;i<aliHardDisk.size();i++){ 
 tem=(float)aliHardDisk.get(i).getResource_Num()*Para_HardDisk+(1-Para_HardDisk)*
tem; 
  } 
  Ad_HardDisk=tem; 
  // the predicted results of the Bandwidth 
  tem=(float)aliBandwidth.get(0).getResource_Num(); 




  } 
  Ad_Bandwidth=tem; 
  Results[0]=Ad_CPU; 
  Results[1]=Ad_Memory; 
  Results[2]=Ad_HardDisk; 
  Results[3]=Ad_Bandwidth; 
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